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In [2] we presented an account of our investigation of locally compact 
commutative rings having no proper open ideals. The main structure 
theorem (Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 3.3) asserts that all rings of that type 
for which, in addition, the Jacobson radical vanishes, are obtained by 
canonical product formations from locally compact non-discrete fields. 
In the present paper we continue our investigation of these special types 
of rings, now without the assumption of commutativity. Specifically, we are 
interested in the properties and structure of locally compact rings having no 
proper open left ideals and having Jacobson radical zero. In contrast to the 
commutative situation, we find that the general case is incomparably more 
complicated. Indeed, we are not able to obtain a description of the structure 
of such rings analogous to that obtained in the commutative case. There are 
three new phenomena which arise and which we shall briefly describe. 
If  D is a non-discrete locally compact field, and if iWn is the ring of all 
n x n matrices over D, for some integer II, then M, is a ring of our special 
class. In some ways M, may be considered as a noncommutative analogue 
of a nondiscrete locally compact field. In particular, Mn has no nontrivial 
central idempotents, so that it is not decomposable as a product of rings. 
However, there exist “nonclassical” rings of this type. Namely, there exist 
locally compact rings A satisfying our conditions which are indecomposable 
through the absence of nontrivial central idempotents and which have no 
connection with locally compact division rings or matrix algebras over such 
division rings. In particular, there are such rings whose center is a finite 
field (and indeed, any absolutely algebraic field of non-zero characteristic) 
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and which are infinite dimensional over their centers. Thus, the indecom- 
posable blocks out of which one would attempt to form products to obtain all 
rings of our particular class contain rings not analogous to any commutative 
ones. 
Even if we restrict our attention to “totally classical” rings (defined in 
Section 8), an example given in Section 9 shows that the product formations 
adequate for commutative rings (Cartesian product and local product) are 
inadequate for our present purposes. In order to achieve some type of product 
decomposition, WC: introduce in Section 9 a new notion of product which 
generalizes that of local or restricted product of Braconnicr [I]. 
A third phenomenon arises in the present context which did not exist in 
the commutative case. By combining Theorem 3.4 of [2] with the structure 
Theorem 4.1 of [2], we may note that a commutative locally compact ring 
having vanishing Jacobson radical and having no proper open ideals has the 
further property that every closed maximal ideal is a direct summand. 
We show by an example in Section 10 that this is not necessarily true in the 
noncommutative case. (With “ideal” everywhere replaced by “left ideal”.) 
Taken out of context, this may not seem very significant. However, the failure 
of closed maximal left ideals to be direct summands imposes an obstacle to a 
reasonable product decomposition. This will be discussed further below in 
connection with topological semi-simplicity. 
While our present investigation of noncommutative rings has proved to be 
less complete than for commutative rings, it has provided the context for 
several new concepts which may ultimately be found to be of some interest 
abstracted from the present situation. We mention specifically three of them: 
injectivity in the category of topological rings and modules, a concept of 
topological semi-simplicity and a new notion of product. 
The main purpose of the first section is to show how to reduce the study 
of our special class of rings to those which are totally disconnected (Theo- 
rem 1.2). Furthermore (Theorem 1.3) if .‘I is a totallv disconnected locally 
compact ring, then ;I contains a compact open subring (having the same unit 
element as Ag). Proposition 1.4 and the remark following its proof shows that 
there is a close connection between the ideal theory of A and the ideal theory of 
such a compact open subring. The first section shows that we need a system- 
atic development of the ideal theory in a compact ring. it also shows that the 
proper class of rings for our investigation consists of locally compact rings 
which contain compact open subrings. In connection with this latter remark, 
we refer to a result of Kaplanskv (Lemma 5, page 452 of [4]) to the effect 
that a locally compact ring .-1 contains a compact open subring if, and only if, 
.4 is totally disconnected and the closure of the subring of z-2 generated by its 
unit clement is compact. 
\Vc present an account of the ideal theory of compact rings, as needed for 
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our purposes, in Sections 2 and 4 and at scattered points in later sections. 
In the main, our results concerning compact rings are not new; most of them 
may be found, for example, in [3]. However, our methods are entirely 
different from those of Kaplansky. We obtain the desired results about 
compact rings almost entirely by studying the module structure of the 
Pontrjagin dual of the additive group of the ring. 
Section 2 contains a discussion of the relation between the topology and 
the ideal theory of a compact ring, summarized in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
The subject of compact rings is temporarily dropped in Section 3 where 
we introduce the notion of injectivity for topological modules. The definition 
is entirely analogous to that of homological algebra as usual, except that we 
require the extendability of maps only for continuous module homo- 
morphisms emanating from open submodules. In this section we examine 
some of the formal properties of injective modules in this context. 
In Section 4 we return to the study of compact rings basing the development 
entirely on the fact that the Pontrjagin dual of the additive group of the 
compact rings is an injective module. All the various existence theorems about 
idempotents in compact rings arise naturally from this injectivity and are 
particular applications of Theorem 4.4. 
In Section 5 we return to locally compact rings, and from this point on, 
consider only such locally compact rings which contain compact open 
subrings. By a remote analogy with noncommutative number theory, we call 
such subrings “orders”. I f  R is an order in A, and % is the radical of R, then 
Theorem 5.5 asserts that 4 has no proper open left ideals if, and only if, 
A!II is everywhere dense. And should this be the case, Theorem 5.6 further 
asserts that A% is a two-sided ideal and is the same ideal no matter what 
order is used in its construction. Also, A% 7: A is equivalent to the con- 
dition that !JI be open in R. 
After these preparations, the long Section 6 concerns rings without proper 
open ideals which satisfy supplementary hypotheses. With the understanding 
that we speak only of locally compact rings which contain orders, we introduce 
three classes of rings: class I consists of simple rings having no proper open 
left ideals, class II of rings having no proper open left ideals, having a 
vanishing Jacobson radical and containing an order whose radical is open, 
class III consists of rings having neither proper open left nor proper open 
right ideals and containing a maximal order. Rather than repeat here the long 
statement of Theorem 6.1, we refer the reader to the text and remark that 
Section 6 is principally concerned with the proof of that theorem. We should 
note at this point that simple rings without proper open ideals is the subject 
also of [8], which contains a proof that such rings are full matrix algebras 
over locally compact nondiscrete division rings. The technique we use here 
is rather different from that used in [S]. 
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We note, in passing, that Theorem 6.4 gives a new proof (not dependent on 
measure theory) of the well-known fact that a locally compact vector space 
over a nondiscrete totally disconnected locally compact division ring is finite 
dimensional. 
One of the by-products of the analysis of the rings of class II and III is a 
new proof of the structure theorem for commutative rings. This appears at 
the end of Section 6. 
In Section 7 we introduce a new concept of topological semi-simplicity. 
Our purpose is to describe a condition on a ring which is stronger than the 
vanishing of the radical and weaker than the conjunction of the latter with the 
descending chain condition; furthermore to do this for topological rings using 
the topology in an essential way. If  r is a ring and M is a left r-module, 
it is customary to say that M is semi-simple if it has the property that for 
every submodule N there is a submodule N’ such that N n -V’ = 0 and 
N + X’ = M. If  r is a topological ring and M is a topological r-module, 
we say that M is topologically semi-simple if for every submodule N of M 
(closed or not) there is a submodule ;V’ such that :V n N’ -= 0 and N -I- IV’ is 
everywhere dense in M. Also we call the ring r topologically semi-simple 
if every (topological) r-module is topologically semi-simple. In Theorem 7.3 
we prove that r is topologically semi-simple if, and only if, r as a left module 
over itself is topologically semi-simple. After some further generalities, we 
restrict our attention to locally compact rings. Using a result of Kaplansky [4] 
to the effect that a locally compact ring contains closed maximal left ideals, 
we show (Theorem 7.10) that a locally compact ring is topologically semi- 
simple if, and only if, every closed maximal left ideal is a direct summand. 
(At this point we refer the reader back to an earlier observation, in this 
introduction, to the possibility that closed maximal left ideals may fail to be 
direct summands.) The remainder of the section concerns properties of 
idempotents in a topologically semi-simple ring and presents some criteria 
for deciding when a ring is topologically semi-simple. (Theorems 7.19 and 
7.23 are particularly useful.) 
I f  911 is a closed maximal left ideal in a locally compact ring A, set 
d = (a E -11 ! 9&z C !Y.R>. Then d is closed subring of A containing 9.R as a 
closed two-sided ideal, and O/W is naturally isomorphic to the endomorphism 
ring of the simple il-module ~~lj!W. Hence 0B.N is a locally compact division 
ring which may be nondiscrete, in which case we call 9X a classical ideal, or 
discrete and then we call !IQ nonclassicaL There are two extremes; Theorem 8.2 
considers the case where every closed maximal left ideal is classical, while 
Theorem 8.3 is concerned with the case where every closed maximal left ideal 
is nonclassical. In Theorem 8.2 we prove that if every closed maximal left 
ideal is classical, and the intersection of all these ideals is 0, then the ring is 
topologically semi-simple. Furthermore, such a ring has no proper open left 
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nor right ideals. At the other extreme we mention part of Theorem 8.3 
(particularly in reference to Section 6)to the effect that if A is a locally compact 
ring containing an order, having no proper open left ideals and having only 
nonclassical closed maximal left ideals, then every compact subset is contained 
in an order. In particular, --1 is the union of a directed system of orders. 
In Section 9 we introduce our generalization of products. Rather than 
repeat here the lengthy details of the definition, we refer the reader to the 
text of Section 9. WC content ourselccs with the remark that Theorem 9.4 
shows that the notion of product is compatible with that of topological 
semi-simplicity. Theorem 9.8 is a product structure theorem which shows 
that locally compact rings (containing orders) which have no proper open 
left ideals and which are topologically semi-simple, are products of topolo- 
gically simple rings of the same type. (A topological ring is called topologically 
simple if it has no non-trivial closed two-sided ideals.) We should note 
Proposition 9.6, which equates topologically semi-simple topologically 
simple rings with topologically semi-simple primitive rings. In view of the 
product decomposition, it would be of some interest to know something of 
the properties of topologically semi-simple primitive rings. This is done in 
Section 11, after some preliminaries in Section 10. These preliminaries 
concern, among others, a convenient matrix formalism for describing certain 
compact and locally compact rings. Sections 10 and I 1 also contain the 
description of various examples, all of which are totally nonclassical. The 
contents of the last two sections are too technical to be detailed here. 
A word about terminologv. 1Ye consider only rings with a multiplicative - _, 
identity distinct from the zero element (the zero ring is not a ring). IHomo- 
morphisms are required to preserve the identity,subrings contain the identity 
of the over-ring. ill1 modules arc unitary, and, unless explicitly stated other- 
wise, are left modules. -Ml topological objects are Hausdorff. \Yhen in a 
topological context we need to consider an object only in its algebraic 
structure, we indicate this explicitly; for example,... M is an untopologized 
A-module. 
Section 1. PRELIMINARIES 
We consider only rings with unit element, and require of subrings that they 
contain the unit element of the over-ring. By a topological ring wt: shall 
mean a ring A which is at the same time a Hausdorff topological space such 
that the maps zl x A --f -.-I given by (.v, y) - x - y  and (x, y) -~-r ,vy are 
continuous. The term module without further qualification will mean 
:opological module. Thus, a left A-module M is a left module in the algebraic 
sense which is at the same time a Hausdorff topological abelian group such 
that the composition map .j x AZ-* $1 is continuous. 
48I,‘IIi3-4 
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I f  .,I is a topological ring and M a locally compact left .-i-module, we can 
form the Pontrjagin dual iti of the underlying additive group of M. The 
group -11 has the structure of a right .-I-modiile as foliows: if a E d and 
9 E A, then (#u)(x) m= $(a~) for .Y t 31. ‘l’hc continuity of rl x M-t M 
and the continuity of # combine to sho\v that $0 E A. Furthermore, this 
action of --I on J?l is readily verified to satisfy the conditions that A@ be, in 
the algebraic sense, a right il-module. Finally, the continuity of ,!I x rl --f &! 
follows immediately from the manner in which *l? is topologized. (If M is a 
right &-J-module, then 1%’ is a left d-module by (a+)(x) == #(.~a).) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a topological rink. Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(I ) A has no proper open left ideals 
(2) A has no nonzero discrete left modules 
(3) If  M’ is an open submodule of a left A-module M, then M’ = M 
(4) A has no non-zero compact right modules. 
Proof. (2) and (3) are obviously equivalent, while (2) and (4) are seen to 
be equivalent through the remarks above about dual modules. (1) is clearly a 
special case of (3), so that we need only show that (1) implies (2). I f  M is 
discrete and x E M then the annihilator of x, i.e., {a E A 1 ax = 0}, is an open 
left ideal in A. It follows from (1) that x = 0. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A be a locally compact ring in which the intersection 
of the maximal left ideals is 0 and having 110 proper open left ideals. Then ooze 
of the following is the case: 
(1) .I is totally disconnected 
(2) --Z is a finite dimensional real semi-simple algebra 
(3) =1 is the cartesiun product of a ring of the first type with n ring of the 
second type. 
Proof. Denote by D the connected component of 0 in -1. If  11 :- 0, then .I 
is of the first type. Assume n # 0. Then D is a closed subgroup of 4, and 
because of the continuity of multiplication in A, D is a two-sided ideal. 
Because L) is a connected locally compact abelian group, D contains a 
compact subgroup C which contains every compact subgroup, and D/C is 
the underlying additive group of a finite dimensional real vector space 
(Theorem 1, page 104 of [7]). I f  a E A, then Ca C Da C D, while Ca is still 
compact. Hence Ca C C. Thus, C is a compact right ideal in A4 and WC 
conclude from Proposition 1.1 that C = 0. 
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A simple continuity argument shows that D is an algebra (possibly without 
a unit element) over the reals, in the sense that (ax)y = u(.~y) = *v(uy), for 
2, y  E D and a E R. 
To obtain the structure of D we first observe that 2I =-: {x E D / Dx -= 0) 
is 0. For, 2l is clearly a two-sided ideal in ,4. I f  %N is any maximal left ideal 
of il and $3 $ YJl, then 21 ;- !lN = --I, and hence DCLZ + DXU := D. But 
IN =~~ 0 and Dill{ C $93, so that 21 C D C 9131. Thus, 41 is contained in every 
maximal left ideal and hence 21 = 0. 
Let 23 be a nonzero left ideal of .-1 which is contained in D. Then D23 is 
still a nonzero left ideal of d, D(23 C 23, and D% is a subspace of the \-cctor 
space structure of D. Choose among the nonzero left ideals of .1 which are 
contained in 23 and which are subspaces of D, one, say K, which has the 
smallest dimension. We assert that such a K is a minimal ideal of A. For, 
suppose (5’ f  0 is a left ideal with 6’ C (5. Then, D6’ C K’ C 6 and Do’ is 
still nonzero, and is still a subspace. Hence DC 1: K and a’ = K 
S uppose VI is a minimal left ideal of =1. Then 21 cannot be contained in 
every maximal left ideal of AJ, so that ?I T 211 = A for some such maximal 
ideal. At the same time 21 n $532 = 0, and hence the minimal ideal ?I is 
generated by an idempotent. 
Let BI, be a minimal left ideal of Iz which is contained in D. Then 
91, = Ae, == De, , with pi er2, and D :- De, + D( 1 e,). I f  D( 1 ~~- e,) i- 0, 
there is a minimal left ideal 21, of A which is contained in D(1 ~~ e,), 
and ?I, 72 Aei , I with e4 an idempotent. I f  we set e2 :-= (1 - e,) ei , 
then e2 is again an idempotent, e,e, ~== e,e, 1 0, and 211, = rZe, = De,. 
This process continues, and because of the finite dimensionality of I), 
terminates after a finite number of steps. Thus, D = De, + ... -+ De, 
(direct sum) with eiel == 0 (i + i). Now, set e = C ei . Then the construction 
of the ei shows that .W : .Y for all x E D. Hence also, if both .2: and y  are in D, 
then ~a(ey - y) -= 0. Since we also know that Dz = 0 implies z I- 0, it 
follows that ey = y  for ail y  E D. Thus, e is a unit element of D. It also follows 
that e is a central idempotcnt of rl, so that .-1 is the Cartesian product of the 
rings D and AID. Finally, D is semi-simple (because it is the direct sum of 
minimal ideals) and -4/D is totally disconnected. 
The theorem just proved shows that the study of locally compact rings 
satisfying our basic hypotheses can be confined to totally disconnected rings. 
For, we note first that A/D still has no proper open left ideals, this being the 
case for any closed two-sided ideal D, and second that in A/D the intersection 
of the maximal left ideals is 0, this being so because A/D is a direct factor of A. 
Remark. We shall make frequent use (without further comment) of the 
following easily verified fact: Let X, Y, Z be topological spaces and 
f  : X x Y---f Z a continuous function. If  C C X is compact, and UC Z is 
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open, then (y c Y if(X,y) E U, all .Y t Ci . . 19 o 3en. 1 (This is Proposition 1. I 
of [2].) 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be a totally disconnected locally compact ring having 
no proper open left ideals. Then A contains N compact open subring. 
I+oof. A totally disconnected locally compact abelian group contains 
compact open subgroups (see [7]). Let G 1 3c such a subgroup in our ring -il, 
and set R = {u (; A , Ga C G).. It is clear that R is a subring of A (containing 
the unit element). Furthermore, R is open, because R consists of all elements 
of .-I mapping the compact set G into the open set G. Finally, AG is an open 
left ideal in A, so that AG -.- .11, and 1 2; aigi with (I, t A,gj E G. If  a E R, 
then a = 1 a,g,u, and hence ii C tr,G -/- ... j a,nG. Since G is compact, 
it follows that C aiG is also compact, and hence R is an open (therefore closed) 
subgroup of a compact group and we conclude that R is compact. 
The subring Ii is by no means unique. However, the knowledge of R is 
suf5cient to determine 4. This fact will not be used in this paper but will be 
considered in another publication on the subject of rings of quotients. 
The importance of the cxistcnce of SLIC!~ a compact open subring will be 
seen in later sections. It arises from the following. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let .q be n topologicul rin<q having no proper open left 
ideals, let ,%I be a left A-module, M‘ a submodule and U a neighborhood of0 in M. 
Then A(,;lil’ n U) Llf’. 
Proof. Clearly M’ n UC A(&” n CT) C J,!‘, while M’ n U is a ncigh- 
borhood of 0 in M’. Thus, .4(Al’ n C’) 1s an open submodule of M’ so that it 
coincides with M’. 
I f  R is an open subring of I-1, and A has no proper open left ideals, then 
Proposition 1.4 implies an interconnection between the left ideals of A and 
those of R. Specifically, if 91 is a left ideal of rl, then ?I n R is a left ideal of I-? 
which in turn dctermincs 11 by $3 1~ A(% n R). It is now clear that it would 
be useful to ha\ c a reasonably complete picture of the ideal theory of compact 
rings. 
To prepare for the next section, we consider another application of duality 
to the structure of locally cornpact connected abelian groups. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let R be a compact ring and let 2%’ be a locally compact 
(left) R-module. Then M is totally disconnected. 
Proof. Let I1 be the connected component of 0 in M; then D is a closed 
subgroup. Since the endomorphism of M arising from the module action by 
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an clement of R is continuous, it maps D into iself. Thus D is a submodule 
of M. We have to show that D = 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.2, let C be the maximal compact subgroup 
of D. If  x E D, then Rx is compact because it is a continuous image of the 
compact ring R. Hence Rx C C, while .v E Rx. This shows that D = C or 
that D is itself compact. We form 6, the Pontrjagin dual of the underlying 
additive group of D. From the compactness of D we know 6 is discrete. 
Also, fi is a topological right R-module. If  $ is any element of l?, then z,bR is 
at the same time compact and discrete, so that t+hR is finite. In particular, 
every element of i? has finite order in the additive group of 8. Now, if $ E ,6 
is such that n$ = 0, then the image of D under the homomorphism # of D 
into the circle is a finite group and consequently the kernel D, of IJ is a closed 
subgroup of finite index. Such a subgroup is automatically open, so that 
I), -= D because D is connected. It follows that i? = 0 and hence that 11 -~- 0. 
Section 2. COMPACT RIKGS 
Let R be a compact ring. By considering R as a left module over itself, 
we can apply Theorem 1.5 to conclude that R is totally disconnected. Hence 
R has a basis for its neighborhoods of 0 which consist of open subgroups. 
Let U be such a subgroup, and let D be the set of all a E R for which RaR C U. 
Then it is obvious that 3 is a two-sided ideal of R and that D C U. By con- 
sidering the multiplication map R x R x R --f R, we may also consider D 
as the set of those elements of one of the factors which maps the compact 
R x R into the open U. Hence lr, is open. Thus we find that every neighbor- 
hood of 0 in R contains an open two-sided ideal. 
We form R, the Pontrjagin dual of the additive group of R. Then R is 
discrete, and is both a left and a right topological R-module. As we had 
already noted during the proof of Theorem 1.5, the combination of the 
compactness of R with the discreteness of R implies that every submodule 
of i? of the form Ry5 or of the form z,bR (with # any element of R) is finite. 
The usual properties of group duality are of course valid in the present 
situation. If  2I is a closed subgroup of the additive group of R, we denote 
by ?I* the subgroup of R consisting of those characters # for which 
$(?I) = 0. This establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the closed 
subgroups of R and all subgroups of R. Furthermore, 2I* is isomorphic to 
the character group of R/?I, and hence, in particular, 2l is an open subgroup 
of R if, and only if, 21* is finite. 
I f  ?l is a closed left ideal of R, then the condition #(aI) = 0 is equivalent 
to 5X$ = 0, i.e., z,L is annihilated by ?I in the left R-module structure of R. 
(A similar situation exists for right ideals.) The general one-to-one corre- 
spondence between subgroups specializes to a one-to-one correspondence 
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between closed left ideals of R and all right R-submodules of I?. In view of 
the fact that every cyclic submodule of R is finite, every nonzero right 
R-submodule contains a minimal submodule. It is also clear that minimal 
submodules of R correspond to closed maximal ideals of R. Thus, every 
proper closed left ideal of R is contained in a closed maximal left ideal, and 
every closed maximal left ideal of R is open. A similar statement is valid for 
right ideals. 
Let !W be a closed maximal left ideal of R, and let JZ be the annihilator, 
in R, of the simple module Rj%V. Then R;YJI is a faithful R/S-module, and !3, 
which is a closed two-sided ideal of R, is characterized as the largest two-sided 
ideal contained in 9X. Also, let k bc the endomorphism ring of R/9X, so that 
k is a division ring. Since YJ1 is open, R?VL is finite and hence k is also finite. 
Thus k is in particular commutative and is therefore a finite field, Again 
because R,‘!lJZ is finite, R3JI is finite dimensional as a vector space over k; 
let ct be its dimension. \Ve may apply the Jacobson-Bourbaki lemma to 
conclude that R/S consists of all K-linear endomorphisms of R]%JJ. Hence, 
R/S is the ring of all d x d matrices over K, and R/S. is a simple ring. Hence S{ 
is a maximal two-sided ideal of R, and SZ is also open. 
Let 51, bc a proper closed two-sided ideal of R. Then there is a closed 
maximal left ideal ‘331 which contains 9, , and if si has the same meaning as 
above, then 52, CS1. Hence every proper closed two-sided ideal of R is 
contained in a closed maximal two-sided ideal, and every closed maximal 
two-sided ideal of R is open. 
For convenience, we summarize these results: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be compact ring. Then: 
(a) Every neighborhood of 0 in R contains urz open two-sided ideal. 
(b) Every proper closed kft ideal is contained in a closed maximal left ideul. 
(c) Every closed maximal left ideal is open. 
(d) Every proper closed two-sided ideal is contained i/l a closedmax imal 
tzco-sided ideal. 
(e) Every closed maximal two-sided iderrl is open, 
(f) I f  911 is a closed maximal left ideal and S‘\ is the annihilator of the moduk 
R/m, then St is a closed maximal two-sided ideal and RjsZ is the ving of 
all d x d m&ices ovey a finite field, fey suitable d. 
(g) -(Ill the above remain valid with left ideals replaced by right ideals. 
With R still a compact ring, we shall define the radical of R to be the 
intersection of all closed maximal left ideals, and shall denote it by (31 
or by m(R). Clearly ‘S(R) is a closed left ideal. I f  2I is a proper closed left 
ideal, then 91 C 9JI for some closed maximal left ideal, and ‘LX C 9JL Thus, 
%!I -+ ‘S is also a proper ideal. Now suppose that 23 is some left ideal (possibly 
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not closed) such that 23 + % = R. Th en there is an element b E 23 with 
Rb + ‘$I = R. However, Rb is a continuous image of the compact R, so that 
Rb is closed. Hence Rb cannot be a proper ideal and therefore, also, 23 = R. 
It follows, in particular, that ‘% is contained in every maximal left ideal, 
closed or not, and hence ‘3 is the intersection of all maximal left ideals. 
I f  R is a closed maximal two-sided ideal, then St is the intersection of all 
those closed maximal left ideals which contain 51. At the same time, every 
closed maximal left ideal contains a closed maximal two-sided ideal. Thus, 
‘3 is also the intersection of all closed maximal two-sided ideals of R. In 
particular, % is itself two-sided. Also, it is now obvious that $3 could equally 
well have been defined by using right instead of left ideals. 
Again, we summarize our conclusions: 
THEOREM 2.2, The radical % of a compact ring R is the intersection of any 
one of the following family of ideals: 
(a) The closed maximal left ideal ideals. 
(12) All maximal left ideals. 
(c) The closed maximal two-sided ideals. 
(d) The closed maximal right ideals. 
(e) All maximal right ideals. 
Furthermore, the radical is a closed two-sided ideal with the property 9l + 8 = R 
for some left ideal %!I only if $?I = R. 
We shall denote by Q or by Q(R) the set of closed maximal two-sided ideals 
of R. At times, the set Q will be referred to as the maximal spectrum of R. 
For each 52 E Q, the ring R/S is a full matrix algebra over a finite field. 
As R ranges over Q, the maps R + R/S2 combine to give a map from R to the 
Cartesian product lJ R/A. 
THEOREM 2.3. The map R + JJ R/S (5? E Q) is a continuous epimorphism 
having 91 as kernel and induces an isomorphism, in the sense of topological rings, 
between R/S and n R/52. 
Proqf. Denote by v  the map under consideration. It is obvious that p is 
a continuous ring homomorphism, and that the kernel of 9 is the intersection 
of all 5: E Q, i.e., the kernel of y  is ‘S. Since the ideals 53 E B are maximal two- 
sided ideals, we have !3 + !G’ = R if S f  J‘\‘, and hence also S,, + 0: 52, .= R 
if R, ,..., A, are distinct elements of Q. This implies that for any finite 
subset F of J2, the map R - nTWEF RjsZ is onto. Taking into consideration 
the way in which the product topology is defined in IJ RI!&, we conclude that 
the image of v  is dense in nsrEn R/R. However, the compactness of R implies 
that the image of p7 is closed, and thus q is an epimorphism. Finally, because 
the kernel of ‘p is ‘92, there is induced a one-to-one continuous ring homo- 
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morphism p from R,‘% onto n R/53. Using the fact that R/S is compact, 
and that J) R/A is Hausdorff, we now know that the inverse of (ii is also 
continuous, and hence that P) is an isomorphism. 
Let !lJ,J1 he a closed maximal left ideal in R. Then !lJ332* is a minimal right R- 
submodule of R. Since 91 is the intersection of all such 92, it follows from the 
duality between R and R, that ‘%* is a sum of simple right R-submodules of R, 
i.e., that %* is a semi-simple submodule of 8. Also, if 5’ C R is a minimal 
right submodule of R, then S = $31” with 9Ju1 a closed maximal left ideal. 
In view of the fact that 9JI 1 91 we conclude that S C %*. Thus, %* is the 
socle of R as right R-module, i.c., 91* ‘. 15 the largest semi-simple submodule 
of R. In exactly the same way, Y1* is the socle of R in its left R-module 
structure. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let R be a compact ving whose radical is 0. Then every 
closed left ideal is generated by an idempotent. Every closed two-sided ideal is 
generated by a central idempotent. 
Proof. The fact that ‘3(R) = 0 pl’ im ies, by the remark above, that R 
is a semi-simple R-module either as a right or as a left R-module. The 
assertion now follows with no difficulty. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let R be a compact kg with radical % and let CLZ be a 
closed two-sided ideal. Then the radical of R/a is % + %/%. 
Proof. The radical of R/9X is the intersection of all closed maximal two- 
sided ideals of R,/‘K Furthermore, each such maximal ideal is the image, 
in RjsLI, of a closed maximal two-sided ideal of R which contains ‘8. Since 
every closed maximal two-sided ideal of R contains %, the assertion of the 
corollary is equivalent to the statement that ‘S + 2l is the intersection of all 
closed maximal two-sided ideals which contain % f  91. Now, since % and 9I 
are both closed, hence compact, the sum 4% + 2I is also closed. Furthermore, 
the radical of R/8 is zero, so that 5x + ?l,% is generated by a central 
idempotent of R/m. Using Theorem 2.3, we conclude that % + VI/% is the 
intersection of closed maximal two-sided ideals of R/S and this gives us the 
desired conclusion. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let % be the radical of a compact ring R. Then 0: !% = 0, 
where $@ is the closure of ‘W. 
Proof. Let 3 be any open two-sided ideal of R. Then R,D is a finite 
ring, so that its radical % -t D/B is nilpotent. Hence W C ID for some i: 
and hence also v  C 3. Since R has a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting 
of such rcI, it follows that n @ = 0. 
The remainder of this section contains some isolated results which we shall 
riced later. 
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PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a compact ring with radical ‘%, and let X be a 
left R-module. If S l lr semi-simple, then ‘3X = 0. Conversely, if ‘%X = 0 and 
X is discrete, then X is semi-simple. 
Proof. I f  S is semi-simple, it is a sum of simple submodules, and the 
verification that %X : 0 reduces to its verification in case X is simple. 
Ifs is any non-zero element of X, then the annihilator of .v is a closed maximal 
left ideal !ll1. (\Ve assume as always that “module” means Hausdorff topo- 
logical module.) But 9113 % hence ‘3x =-: 0, or $3‘~ = 0. 
Now suppose that X is discrete, and that %X -= 0. Because ‘3X = 0, 
we may consider X as an R/%-module, and its semi-simplicity as an R-module 
is the same as its semi-simplicity as an R,:%-module. For this purpose 
therefore, we may suppose that % = 0. 
Let Xi be a submodule of X; we wish to show that X1 is a direct summand 
of X. A trivial application of Zorn’s lemma asserts the existence of a sub- 
module X2 maximal with respect to X1 n S, = 0. What we must show is 
that X1 -I- -X2 = X. If  we set ‘1- _ Xi )- X, , the masimality of X2 implies 
that 1’ has the following property: if M is a nonzero submodule of X 
then 1’ n M f  0. This is seen simply as follows: if I7 n JI = 0, then 
X1 n (X, ~- 32) ~ 0, and hence ,%1 C X2, while X, n JI C 1’ n M -= 0. 
Thus, we arc led to the verification of I’ = _Y whenever 1. has the property 
just described. 
Let .Y be any element of X. Since X is discrete, I’ is closed and therefore 
‘21 = {a E R ns E IT} is a closed left ideal in R. Because ‘3 = 0, the ideal ‘21 
is generated by an idempotent e. Consider the submodule 2%’ = R(l - e)x 
of X. If  111 = 0, then 1 ~ e E 91 so that ‘3 = R and x E 1’. On the other 
hand, if b(l ~ e).x E M n Y, then b(1 -- e) E 91 = Re which clearly shows 
that b( 1 ~- e) m: 0. Thus, M n I’ = 0 and hence M = 0 and x E I’. 
\C’e note in passing that the hypothesis that X be discrete was used only 
for the purpose of having 1. closed. The discreteness of X can be replaced 
by the weaker condition that every submodule of X be closed. 
In an earlier proof we made use of the Chinese remainder theorem for 
two-sided ideals. In a compact ring this property of two-sided ideals can 
be considerably strengthened. 
I’ROPOSITION 2.8. Let R be a compact ring, let 21 be a closed left ideal of R, 
a?zd let {B,j be a collection of closed two-sided ideals such that c!I + ‘BE = R, 
for each 01. Therz, {f K -= n B,, , we have ?I I- Q = R. 
Pl,oof. I f  I; is a finite set of indices, let aF be the intersection of the 23, 
for those x which are in F. The Chinese remainer theorem then asserts that 
91 I- 0, : R. nTow, 1 $~ VI is a closed subset of R and hence compact, 
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while(1 -+?I)nK,+ a. This shows that the closed subsets (1 + 2l) n 23,, 
satisfy the finite intersection property, and hence (1 $- 2I) n K f O, or 
i E-a i-0. 
Another result which is proved by the same method as above is the 
following. 
hlOPOSITION 2.9. Let R be a compact Gng, nxd !.I[ a closed left ideal of I?. 
Let also (%J be a collection of closed left ideals with the property that the inter- 
section of any two ideals qf the collection contains an ideal of that collection. Then 
21 + n iB3, =: n (21 + %J. 
Proof. Clearly 21 -I- n !B3, C n (21 -1. %J. Let x be an element of 
n (‘2l + Is,). Then (x + ‘2I) n 2Jm # o f  or all iy. In view of the property 
of the family {!X&}, it follows that the intersection of any finite family of sets 
of the form (x + 21) n ‘BE is still non-empty. However, x + 2l is compact, 
and (x + 21) n 2J3, is closed, and we conclude that all these sets have an 
element in common. This is the same as saying that x E (II -$- n !& which 
proves the proposition. 
We shall return to compact rings after developing a theory of injectivity 
for topological modules. 
Section 3. INJECTIVE MODULES 
The concept of injective module which we introduce and discuss in this 
section is valid for any topological ring, not necessarily compact. However, 
it will be seen that the notion of injectivity is especially useful if the ring has 
many open ideals; this we know to be the case for a compact ring. 
So as not to conflict with the notation of earlier sections, we denote by F 
an arbitrary topological ring. (As always, r has a unit element and is 
Hausdorff.) A left r-module E will be called injectine if it has the following 
property: if M’ is an open submodule of a left F-module M and f  : M’ ---L E 
is a continuous r-homomorphism, then f  extends to a r-homomorphism 
from M to E (which is automatically continuous). (The knowledgeable 
reader will recognize this as an example of relative homological algebra. The 
category is that of topological left r-modules, maps being continuous 
r-homomorphisms. Also an exact sequence 0 - M’ --f M -+ M” --f 0 is 
special for the relativization, if the topology of M’ is induced by the inclusion 
of its image in M, the topology of M” is the factor topology of M, and finally 
that M” is discrete. We shall not make use of the point of view of relative 
homological algebra, but it may have some value in other applications of our 
concept of injectivity.) 
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Exactly analogous to the absolute concept of injective module, we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 1:’ be a left r-nmlul~ baaing the following property: 
if \!I is an open left ideal in r and y: ‘!I -+ E is a continuous I’-homomorphism, 
then there is an element z E E Tcith v(a) = a,-, .fou a E PI. Then E is injectice. 
Proof. \Ye first note that the existence of such an element z E E is exactly 
equivalent to the extendibility of y  to r’, wherein z is the image of 1 under 
such an extended map. Hcncc, in particular, the injectivity of I? implies the 
stated condition. 
To prove the proposition, let Jf’ be an open submodule of a left r-module 
dl, and let f  : 31’- E be a continuous r-homomorphism. If M” is a sub- 
module of :\I containing ill’ and f  can be extended to ilrl”, then any such 
extension is continuous, because M’ is open. Hence, considering all pairs 
consisting of such -II” and extensions of,f to M”, Zorn’s lemma readily applies 
to yield a maximal extension. For convenience, we may suppose the pair M’ 
andf to be itself maximal, and then we must show that M’ == M. 
J,ct x be any element of A14r, and set Y!I := {a E P i as E M’i. Clearly ?I 
is a left ideal of r, and 91 is open because M’ is open in M. Define g, : CLI + E 
by q(a) = f(m). ‘l’hen 9 is a continuous r-homomorphism and hence there 
is an clement z E E such that f(ax) = p-(a) =- az, for a t 2. Iion set 
111” = AZ’ -I Ik, and define 6 : ;IZ”+ B by g(y + bx) = f(y) -t hz for 
?; E M’, b t r. To see that this is well def;,ned, we note that should 
y: 7- h,x = ml’:! -: b?s, then (b, -~ b&v t Al’ and hence f((h, -~- b&) = 
(/), ~- ha),-. Finally, g is a r-homomorphism whose restriction to 11/11’ is f.  
Thus, the maximality assumption implies that M” = ;W’, i.e., that x E AZ‘. 
‘I‘his sholvs that *%!I’ :-: M, and the proof is complctc. 
I f  M’ is a submodule of a left r-module M we shall call J/I an essential 
extension. of M’ if M’ is an open submodule of M and if every nonzero 
submodule of !lf !~ns a nonzero intersection with 11/I’. 
'~'IIEOREM 3.2. Let E he a left r-module. Then the follounkg assertions are 
egikalent : 
(1) E is injective. 
(2) If  E is an open subnodule of a wzodule F, then F is the divert sum of B and 
a discrete submodule of F. 
(3) If  F is an essential extension of E, then F = E. 
Proof. (1) * (2) 
\Ve suppose B C F and is open in F, and also that E is injective. The identity 
map of E into itself extends to a map from F to E, that is, there is a continuous 
r-homomorphism g : F - E with g(x) = x if x E E. If  X is the kernel of g, 
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then S A E ~- 0, so that X is discrete. Clearly X $ L? =- F, so that F is the 
direct sum of S and E as subgroups of F, and finally, because X is discrete, 
F is the direct sum of .Y and E as topological groups. 
Assume E CF and F is an essential extension of E. By (2), F is the direct 
sum of E and a submodule X. Since X n E = 0, the fact that F is an essential 
extension of E shows that .Y ~-. 0, so that F E, 
(3) * (1) 
Let 2” be an open submodule of a left r-module and M and f  : M’ ---f E 
a continuous r-homomorphism. We must show, under hypothesis (3), that 
f  can be extended to M. As in the proof of Proposition 3.1 we may assume 
that f  cannot be extended to any submodule of M which properly contains 
M’, and then we must show that M’ = M. 
Let A be the direct sum M @ E and .-1’ the direct sum M’ 83 E. Then d’ 
is contained in 3 and is an open submodule of il. Also define g : A’ - E by 
g(x, y) = y  ---f(x). Th en g is a continuous epimorphism, and if B is the 
kernel of g, then B is a closed submodule of A’, hence also of ;1. I f  
i : E --+ -4’ C rZ is the identity map, then g o i is the identity map of E with 
itself and hence a’/B is isomorphic with E as topological modules. Also, 
the fact that A’ is open in i2 implies that A’jB is open in J/B. 
If  .1/B is an essential cxtcnsion of A’/R, then (3) implies that .4/B -~- d’;B 
which in turn implies that ;2 ~~ A’ and M ~- M’. That is the desired con- 
clusion. Hence assume that --I:B is not an csscntial extension of A’iB. 
Since ,4’;‘B is open in .1/B, this is the case only if there is a nonzero submodulc 
L of .4/B such that L n i2’,‘B = 0. If  we denote by L, the inverse image of 
1, in A-I, then I,, contains B properly and L, n -4 x B. Denote by T : A - M 
the projection map. Since B is the graph of f  : M’-•t E it is clear that 
r(B) = 11f’ and hence n(LJ 3 M’. I f  v(&) were M’ itself, then L, would be 
contained in d’ and hence we would have I,, m= L, n il’ = B contradicting 
the fact that L, contains B properly. \\:c identify E with the submodule of 
A = M 3 E of elements whose first component is 0. Clearly d’ =: B (- B 
and hence B == I,, n -4’ B I,, n I?. Thus, L, n E C B. However, 
11 n E =- 0 and hence L, n L? = 0. ‘I’his means that the restriction of r to 
L, gives a monomorphism on L, or that L, is isomorphic to v(L,). I f  we 
denote bv F : T(L,) +I,, the inverse of this isomorphism, and by j : .-1 --f I:’ 
the projection, then je, : x(L,) --f I:’ is a module homomorphism whose 
restriction to M’ is the given map f  : ~11’ + I?. Since f  is continuous and ICI’ 
is open in Al, the map jqz is also continuous. Howcvcr, we have seen above 
that v(L,) properly contains M’ which therefore contradicts the maximality 
of the pair M’ and,f. Thus, in fact A/B is an essential extension of A’jB and 
indeed z4 m= -4’ and M = M’. 
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Exactly as for the absolute notion of injectivity, a Cartesian product of 
modules is injcctive if, and only if, each factor is injective. The proof is a 
trivial application of Proposition 3.1. For our purposes, a more important 
problem concerns the question of the injectivity of a direct sum. Among other 
things, the topology to be assigned to a direct sum must first be settled. 
Fortunately our need for such a construction will only arise for discrete 
modules. Now if I‘is a topological ring and M is an untopologized r-module, 
then if ?W is assigned the discrete topology, M will be a topological module if, 
and only if, the annihilator of each element of I%2 is an open idea! in l7 
Consequently, if we have a set of discrete topological r-modules, their direct 
sum is a module having the afore-mentioned annihilator property, and the 
direct sum can safely be given the discrete topology. This will yield a topo- 
logical r-module, and whenever we speak of direct sums of discrete modules, 
it will be understood in this sense. 
The following result will be used in an essential way in the next section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be a compact ring, let {Ea} be a family qf disnete 
injective R-modules. Then, the direct sum u E, , assigned the discrete topology, 
is also injective. 
Proof. We use Proposition 3.1. Let ‘9 be an open left ideal of R and 
f : BI -+ JJ Ea a continuous R-homomorphism. Since $?I is open, it is closed 
and therefore compact. Hence f(Z) is also compact, while it is discrete, so 
that f(‘rT) is finite. But then f  maps 2I into the direct sum of finitely many 
of the l$, , which direct sum is also its Cartesian product, and that product is 
injective. It is now clear thatf extends to R. 
Returning to the consideration of general properties of injective modules, 
we have : 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let E be an injective r-module, and let M be an open 
submodule of E such that no submodule of E which properly contains M is an 
essential extension of M. Then M is injective. 
Proof. We use (3) of Theorem 3.2. Let then F be an essential extension 
of :W. The fact that M is open in F and that E is injective implies the existence 
of a continuous r-homomorphism f : F - E with f(x) = x for all x E M. 
Since F is an essential extension of M, the fact that M n ker( .f  ) = 0, implies 
that kcr( f ) = 0. Thus, .f  is a monomorphism. At the same time, M is open 
in both F and B, so that f is an imbedding of F into E. But then f(F) is a 
suhmodule of E which contains M and which is an essential extension of M, 
and hence f(F) =: M. Again using ker( f) = 0 we conclude that F == M, 
and that M is injective. 
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Let E be any left r-module and let M be an open submodule of E. If  we 
consider the family of all essential extensions of M in E, then Zorn’s lemma is 
. 
applicable, lmplymg the existence of a maximal such essential extension. 
At the same time, the property of being an essential extension is transitive, 
i.e., if -,I C B C C and B is an essential extension of A, and C that of B, then 
C is an essential extension of A. Hence, returning to M and E above, if E’ 
is a maximal essential extension of M in E, then L;’ has no properly larger 
essential extension in E. If, in addition, E is injective, then E’ is also injective. 
If  -16 is a submodule of a module E, w;i’ shall cali E an injective enaelope 
of M if E is injective and is at the same time an essential extension of AZ. 
It is clear that if M has an injecti\c envelope, then it is unique in an obvious 
sense. 
The next result concerns the existence of injective envelopes. We need 
some preparation first. 
Let -Y be an abelian group and M a subgroup. Suppose that A4 has been 
topologized so as to be a topological group. 1\‘e may then use the topology 
of M to define a topology in X by taking as a basis for the neighborhoods 
of 0 in X the neighborhoods of 0 in M. That this in fact does define a 
topology and that X is then a topological group is trivial to verify. We shall 
call this the extension to X of the topology of 144. Note that the topology 
induced in A4 by this extension is the one previously given in M. We also 
note that if X is a topological abelian group and M is a subgroup of X, 
then the extension to X of the topology induced in A1 by the given one of S 
coincides with the original topology of X if, and only if, M is an open sub- 
group. 
For I’-modules the situation is somewhat more complicated. The idea 
behind the next proposition will be used again later, but then for rings rather 
than for modules. 
P~orosrr~o~ 3.5. Let r be a topological Gag, X an untopologized left 
r-module, and M a submodule of X. Suppose that M has been topologized 
so as to be a topological &nodule. Then, extending the topology of M to X, 
theve is a largest submodule of X containing M which is a topological r-module, 
it contains every topological submodule of X which contains M, and it is {x E X j if 
U is any neighborhood of 0 in M, there is a neighborhood V of 0 in rwith Vx C U}. 
Proof. Denote by E the set of x E X having the indicated property. 
Suppose that x E M. The continuity of r x M - M implies that the map 
r-t M given by a a ---f ax is continuous, which asserts that x E E. Thus, 
MC I!‘. Kow, suppose that x and y  are elements of E, and that a and b are 
elements of f.  Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in M. Then, there exists a 
neighborhood U, of 0 in M with U, + U, C U. From the fact that x and y  
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are in L?, we know that there are neighborhoods W and W’ of 0 in I’ with 
Jt’x C lJ1 and W’y C U, . The continuity of multiplication in r implies the 
existence of a neighborhood J- of 0 in r such that J’u C IV and HI C JP’. 
Then, i?(a.z: + by) C J&‘x + W’y C I II + U, C U, and hence ax + by E E. 
Thus, i< is a submodule of X. 
WC need now to verify that the composition map r x E ---f E is continuous. 
Recalling the definition of the extension of a topology, we have to prove the 
following: Let a E r, 5 E E and let 0’ be a neighborhood of 0 in M. Then, 
there is a neighborhood W of 0 in r and a neighborhood T’ of 0 in M such 
that (u + W)(x -;- I’) Cax $- c’. To prove this, we choose a neighborhood CT, of 0 
in M such that U, 7m U1 + U, C U. Then, there are neighborhoods JJT1 of 0 
in r and F-l of 0 in M such that W,F; C CT, . There is a neighborhood V2 of 0 
in iv such that av’, C U, , and finally there is a neighborhood W2 of 0 in r 
with W,x C U, . Then, we set W = Jli n W, and I7 = V, n V, . Thus, 
in fact E is a topological r-module. 
Finally, it is obvious that a topological submodule of X consists of elements 
having the property which defines E. 
With this preparation, we have: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let r be a topological ring and M a topological left r-module. 
Then M has an injective envelope. 
Proof. We temporarily suppress the topologies of r and of M. Then, 1%’ 
is contained in an injective module X, injectivity in the absolute sense. This 
means that X has the universal property described in Proposition 3.1, for 
arbitrary ideals 2I and arbitrary r-mapsf. We now reconstitute the topologies, 
and construct the module E as described in the previous proposition. We shall 
show that E is injective in our topological sense. 
Let 21 be an open left ideal in r and f  : 2I + E a continuous r-homo- 
morphism. Again suppressing the topologies, the injectivity of X implies 
the existence of an element x E X such that f(a) = ax, for a E 2I. We are 
done when we show that x is in I?. Let, therefore, U be a neighborhood of 0 
in M. Since M is open in E, this is a neighborhood of 0 in E. Because ,f is 
continuous, V =f-‘( U) is a neighborhood of 0 in ‘II. Again because \!I is 
open in F, we know that v  is a neighborhood of 0 in r. Now, v.z == f( J/) C U, 
and this is exactly what is needed to imply x E E. 
With the existence of injcctive envelopes in general, one has available the 
c.xistcnce of injective resolutions and all the associated concepts. In particular, 
one can study the injective dimension of various modules and various rings. 
‘I’hesc questions are not without interest; they will be studied at a later 
time. 
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WC conclude with the following: 
THEOREM 3.7. Let -4 be a locally compact ring having no proper open left 
ideals and containing a compact open subving R. Then A, considered as a left 
R-module, is the injective envelope of R. 
Proof. Let 21 he an open left ideal in Ii and f : 2I -+ A a continuous R- 
homomorphism. Since A21 is open, we have A21 = A and 1 m= C a,xL with 
a, E A, .yi E 2t. Set x = C aif( and 0” : 2l - A as g(a) -7 ax ~-f(a). We 
are done when we show thatg 0. Set 23 : {b E R 1 bai E R, all i}. Then 23 is 
an open left ideal in R, and from 1 C aPTi, wc know that 23 C 2(. Now, let b 
he any element of ‘%J. \Ve have b -= C baCxj , so that f(b) = z f (ba& =-: 
x ba,f(xi) =- 6x. In verifying this, we have used the fact that xi E 21 and 
bai E R. Thus, g is 0 on !J3. Since $23 is open in 21 and 21 is compact, the image 
of 21 under the map g is a finite R-submodule of A. We complete the proof 
of the injectivity of A by showing that A has no non-zero finite left R-suh- 
modules. 
Let ;I/2 he a finite left R-suhmodule of =1, and let x he an element of M. 
If  we set K = {c E R i CY = 0}, then R/K and Rx are isomorphic as ahelian 
groups. However, Rx C ,;II is finite, so that 0 has finite index in R. But 0 
is a closed left ideal in R, and hence we conclude that 6 is open. Con- 
sequently, A = A&, and -4.~. = AG = 0; thus x and M vanish. 
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show that A is an essential 
extension of R. We know already that R is open in A. We need then only 
show that for an element x E L4, the vanishing of R n Rx implies x = 0. 
Now, the set D = {d E R 1 dx E R) is an open left ideal of R, and 3.x C R n Rx. 
Hence, if R n Rx = 0, we have ax = 0, while AD = A yields the desired 
conclusion, x = 0. 
VVe leave for the reader the verification of the generalization of Theorem 
3.7: under the same hypotheses, if 2I is any left ideal of A, then 2I is the 
injective envelope of R n 2l. More generally, every left A-module is injective 
when considered as an R-module. 
Section 4. IDEMPOTENTS IN COMPACT RINGS 
I f  R is a ring and X is a right R-module, the sum of all simple submodules 
of S is called the socle of X and is denoted by 9(X). I f  X has no simple 
s&modules, we set Y(X) -m= 0. In general, Y(X) is the largest semi-simple 
submodule of X and it is stable under every endomorphism of X. If  R and X 
arc topological structures, we shall suppress the topologies in forming Y(X), 
that is: -‘P(X) is defined as if there were no topologies given. 
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Let R be a compact ring and let S be a discrete right R-module. Since 
every cyclic submodule of S is finite, it follows, in particular, that X contains 
a simple submodule if S + 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a compact ving and let X be a nonzeyo discvete 
right R-module. Then, .(1’(X) t 0 and consists of all elements s E X fog zL)hich 
.x91 -m= 0 (!JI is the radical of R). Fitzalb, S is an essential e.rtension qf -Y’(X). 
I’rooj. The first part is a restatement of Proposition 2.7 (rephrased for 
right modules). ‘To see that S is an essential extension of Y(X), we note 
first that ,‘+(S) is open in .Y because X is discrete. To complete the proof, 
let M + 0 be a submodule of S. Then. .!%‘(A+‘) + 0, while Y(M) C .Y(S), 
and hence AII n .4”(5) -;- 0. 
With R still compact, R is a discrete two-sided R-module. Since 91 is a 
two-sided ideal, we know that YI* -{$bEI? ~ %I) -O} ---($JEJi ~ @I -01, 
that is, the socle of I? as a left R-module and its socle as a right R-module 
coincide, and coincide with %*. Thus, we may safely use the notation .V(R) 
without confusion. Sow, 91* consists of the characters of R which vanish on 
91, so that ‘3L* is isomorphic to the dual of R/91 and the isomorphism is linear 
with respect to the two-sided R-module structures. IVe emphasize for later 
use the isomorphism .9’(R) ~~~ $lI* _ (RW)^. 
The importance of the preceding section becomes apparent in view of: 
THEOREM 4.2. If  R i.s a compact yixg, then i? considered either as a Tight 
OY as a left R-module is injective. 
Proof. TVe shall consider R as a right R-module; the proof in the other 
case is identical. For showing the ix?jectivity of R, we use (2) of Theorem 3.2. 
Thus, let F bc a right R-module which contains R as an open submodule. 
The discreteness of i? implies immediately that F is also discrete. \Ve may 
therefore form the dual fi of F which is a compact left R-module, and the 
inclusion map of l? in F dualizes to a continuous left R-homomorphism 
n : F--f R. Because + : R -F is a monomorphism, the image of r is dense 
in R. However P is compact, so that n maps P onto R. But then r splits, i.e., 
there is a left R-map f  : R -P with nf the identity. Furthermore, f  is 
continuous, because f  may be taken as f(a) = LU, where x is any element 
of P for which rr(.v) = 1. We may again dualize, and f^:F-I? is a right 
R-homomorphism which clearly splits R CF. Thus, R is a direct summand 
of F and the assertion in proved. 
By combining the two results obtained thus far, we may say that R is the 
injectivc envelope of .U(R). 
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The two actions of R on R certainly commute, but they are even more 
closely related. 
PROPO.S~TION 4.3. Let f  : R + R be a r+ht R-module homomorphism. 
Then, there is an element a E R such that f(#) = a#, all yh E 8. Furthermore, 
if a# = 0 for all $ E R, then a m= 0. 
Proof. Because R is discrete, f is certainly continuous. Hence we may 
dualize to obtain a map f”: R + R which is now a left R-module homo- 
morphism. Hence there is an element N E R (indeed a ~=~ j(l)) such that 
P(X) ye .TLZ. Redualizing gives f($) = a$. Kow, if a$ = 0 for all # E R, then 
in particular, a#(l) -:= 0, while a+(l) = #(a). Thus, a is annihilated by all 
characters of R, so that a =: 0. 
We arc now in a position to apply the full power of the results of the last 
section. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a compact ring with radical IM, and let {SE} be a 
farnib of right R-submodules of Y(R) = 2 s * such that ‘9I* is the direct sum of 
the S, . Let E, be a maximal essential extension of S, in R. Then, i? is the direct 
sum of the E, and E, n %* = S, . 
Proof. By the remarks following the proof of Proposition 3.4, l?= is 
inject& (as a right R-module). Since E., contains S, and S, C Y(R), we have 
certainly that 9(&J r) Sti . Suppose for a moment that Y(EJ were properly 
larger than S, . Then, because .cP(E,) is semi-simple, there is a submodule 
M of .Y(EJ such that .Y(E,) is the direct sum of M and S, . In particular, 
M n S, = 0. But E& is an essential extension of S, , and therefore M = 0. 
Thus, MY n EX == Y(E,) = S, . 
Let 117 be the direct sum u E, of the E, , and assign to I%’ the discrete 
topology. By Theorem 3.3 W is again an injective module. Furthermore, 
JJ Se is the socle of W. (From the general properties of semi-simple modules 
one infers easily that the socle of a direct sum is the direct sum of the socles 
of the summands.) It follows that ll/ is an essential extension of u S, . 
Each E, is a submodule of R, the imbeddings of the Ea in R combine to 
define a map v  : W+ R, When q is restricted to JJ S, , the result is an 
isomorphism of JJ S, with a*, according to the hypotheses of the theorem. 
Since W is an essential extension of LJ S, , it follows that the kernel of ‘p is 0, 
namely T is a monomorphism. Hence, q(lU), being isomorphic to W, is an 
injective submodule of fi. Hence, if y(W) were properly contained in fi, 
it would follow that R is the direct sum of v(W) and some submodule M. 
With M n y(W) = 0, we find M n %* = 0. But this does imply M = 0 
from the fact that R is an essential extension of %*. Thus, we conclude that 
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W is isomorphic to fi through QJ, namely R is the direct sum JJ l$ , and the 
proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let R be a compact ying with radical (Jz and let {YI,} be a 
family of closed left ideals in R having the following property: if {at, ,... , a,%} 
is any set of distinct indices, then ‘11,0 + & 9I,, -= R. Then, theye exist 
identpotents of e, of R such that: 
(1) ?I, = Re, + ‘!I, n 91 and (2) (1 -- e,)(l - e,J = 0 # cy + fi. 
Pmf. Set T, = ‘$1; and S, = !Xz n %* = (‘21, -t ‘JL)*. I f  (2” ,..., z,} 
are distinct indices, the hypothesis implies 7’,, n (fi 21, )* = 0, while 
(n 91, )* = C lLz . This implies that the sum C T, is direct, and hence also, 
that the sum C S, is direct. Since ‘$* is semi-simple, there is a right R-sub- 
module S, of %* such that $2” = S, %, u S, . (S, may be 0.) 
Because S, == T, n %* we know that S, = 9’(TS) and hence that Ib, is 
an essential extension of ,S, . For completeness we set T,, = S, . Son let E, 
be a maximal essential cstcnsion of T, . Then, E& is also an essential extension 
of S, , hence a maximal such extension. It follows from Theorem 4.4 that R 
is the direct sum of these &, . 
Let Q be the projection map of i? onto Eu . Then 77a is an endomorphism 
of R which commutes with the right action of R on R and hence there is an 
element h, of R such that the map 7,x coincides with left multiplication by h, . 
Since ?lti is an idempotent, the same is true of h, . Now, ST _ T,, C I$, 
and I?& == q,(R) = h,l?. But, h,I? = (R(l - h,)}* and hence from 
91: C {R( 1 -- h,)}* we conclude that R(1 ~ h,) C 91, . At the same time, 
for LY f  fl we have ~J,~(R) = Q(&) = 0, so that h,h, = 0. 
Finally, %* is a two-sided R-submodule of R so that h,%* C !RX and %* 
is the direct sum of {h,91*). It follows that S, :== h,%*, so that (‘!I, ~-~ sX)* = 
h,%* L= (R(1 - h,) + sX)*, and therefore 2l?[, l- % = R( 1 - h,) +- 91. From 
the fact that 1 ~ h, E ?1, we now find that 911, =: R(1 ~-. h,) + ?I, n 9l. Hence, 
if we set e, -= 1 - h, , then all the assertions of the corollary have been 
proven. 
The preceding corollary applies to a single ideal to describe, to some 
extent, the structure of closed ideals. Xamely, every closed left ideal \!I has 
the form Re + ‘91 n ‘%, with e an appropriately chosen idempotent. A special 
case will have frequent application. 
COROLLARY 4.6. If PI is a closed left ideal in a compact kg, then 91 is 
contained in the radical zy, and only if, ‘$1 contains no nonzero idempotetat. 
Proof. Since fi !JV = 0, it is clear that % contains no nonzero idempotent, 
and this is also the case for any idcal which is contained in %. On the other 
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hand, the relation !!I =-- Ke \!I fT 91 implies that ?1 C Yl if \!I contains no 
nonzcro idempotent. 
hM3.IA 4.1. I,et l’he a rinx, e, and e2 idempotents of l’sd that I‘e, re, . _ 
If  e, aid p2 commute, then e, e, . 
Proof. The proof is trivial for, from IP, --. I’e, , we have e,ez e, and 
e4e, P% . 
I+oof. I;orm the ring li?R and let T 1~ the canonical map R + I?%. 
Since ?I 91 -: Re Y1, we have ~(91 ; 91) R i&r(e). Sow, 9I : 91 is 
a closed two-sided ideal of H, and hence ~(91 YL) is an ideal of the same 
type in R,‘%. 11~ Theorem 2.4, TT(?I 91) . k is wwrated by a central idcmpotcnt 
of kc!, and hence by I,cmma 4.7, n(dl $J1) is genkatvd by a uniquely 
determined idempotent. Since 7;(e) is such an idcmpotcnt generator, it 
follows that n(e) is in the center of Z$%, and hence that ex SP ci YL, for all 
s (: H. This in turn yields lie C eR YL while, because ?1 is two-sided, also 
that lie C eH . YI n YL. Hence +!I RE ?I n (Jl C eR .. YI n 91 C 9, 
which gives the desired conclusion. 
If  ‘3 is a closed left ideal of N, an idempotent e for which dI lie : 91 Cl ‘Jt 
will be called a fmdume?ztal idempotetrt of 3. .\ll the preceding arguments 
apply without change to closed right id&s, d \vt‘ shall use the same term 
“fundamental idempotent” also in that case. If  now 3 is a closed two-sided 
ideal, (‘orollarp 4.8 implies that the idempotcnts which arc fundamental for ‘!I 
as a left ideal arc the same as those fundamental for ‘!I 3s ~1 right ideal. 
I’R~J~~sITI~N 4.9. If  Yl is a two-sided ideal of R, not necessrrvily closed, tlze?r 
?I C 9L if, md oulv <f, ‘3 contains no nonzero idtwpotent. 
I’voc$ If Y( C 3 then, as UC’ have already seen, ?I contains no nonzcro 
idcmpotent. On the other hand. if % is not contained in 9L, then thorc is a 
closed maximal left ideal \351 which dots not contain ?1. f  Icncc Yt .. 9.N R. 
I,ct e be a fundamental idcmpotcnt of 9331, so that W Ke ‘X, and e / 1. 
‘I’hc11, “I lie ‘Yl K which implies !!I Re I<. 13~ multiplying on 
the right hy I e, arid recalling that 91 is two-sided, w-e iind 1 e c: ?l. 
~‘KOPOSITIO~ 4.10. I/et 91 be a two-sided ideal of R. :l?zy idempotent con- 
tained it2 Yl :- YL is in VI. 
r’roof. Supposc e is an idempotcnt in 9I ‘3. Then R( 1 e) t VI :- 91 
I?, so that K(1 - e) -* \!I R, from which we find e t YIe C ?I. 
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We shall be interested in the question of conjugacy of idempotents in the 
compact ring R, so that some preliminary remarks concerning units will be 
necessary. Because of the possibility in a general ring that right units need 
not be left units, we dispose of this question in the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Zf x and y  are elements of a compact ring such that 
xy ~ I, then yx = I. 
Proof. As usual we call R the compact ring and ‘% its radical. Form 
K/X and r : R + R,%. By Theorem 2.3, R/% is a Cartesian product of 
matrix algebras (over finite fields). In a matrix algebra, a relation uv 1 
implies vu =m 1, and hence also in a product of matrix algebras. Thus, from 
XT = 1 we obtain n(y) x(x) = 1 and hence that I -yx E 91. However, 
al) == 1 implies that y%~ is an idempotcnt. Thus, 1 -yx is an idempotent 
contained in % or 1 -yx = 0. 
A unit of R certainly maps onto a unit of R/91. On the other hand, if an 
element u E R maps onto a unit of R,Y$, then Ru -(- 92 = R, implying that 
u is a unit. 
With these preparations, we have: 
PROPOSITION 4.12. Let R be compact, with radical ‘J1. If  e, and eg are 
idempotents of R, then they are conjugate in R if, and only if, they aye conjugate 
mod 3. 
Proof. As before, let n be the canonical map R ---f R,l%. Clearly, if 
ea == ue,zIpl, then +e,) and m(e,) are conjugate in REX. Kow, suppose that u is a 
unit of R such that z$eJ = r(U)rr(e&(ti))l. Set v  = ezuel ~.~ (1 ~~ e&( 1 ei). 
Then, e,v em- ezuel = ve, . At the same time, x(v) = m(u)+e,) f  n(u)n( 1 -e,) = 
x(u), and hence v  is a unit in R, and e2 = veiv-r. 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let \!I be a closed two-sided ideal in the compact ring R. 
Then, the set of fundamental idempotents of ?I is precisely one conjugacy class of 
idempotents of R. 
Proqf. Let e, be a fundamental idempotent of ‘LI, so that ‘!I -~= 
Re, + ?I n ‘%. If  u is a unit of R, then ?I = u%x’ = Rue,upl + 91 r~ %, 
and uelupl is also a fundamental idempotent of 91. 
Now suppose that e2 is another fundamental idempotent of ‘91. Then, 
Re, + % = 9I + 111 = Re, $ ‘%, and n(?I +- %) = R/%lx(e,) = R/%r(eJ. 
However, as we have already remarked in an earlier proof, +?I + ‘JL) has a 
unique idempotent generator (which is in the center of R/S), so that 
n(er) = n(e,). But now Proposition 4.12 may be applied to imply that e, and ep 
are conjugate. 
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Theorem 4.4 combined with the structure of R/‘% contains the essence 
of the procedure for lifting idempotents from R/SJl to R. We shall describe 
this principle in the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let {e,} be a set of commuting idempotents in R/91. Then, 
there are idempotents h, in R such that rr(h,) = e,(n : R + R/g is the canonical 
map), and the (h,) are mutually commutative. 
Proof. We recall that Rj% is a cartesian product of full matrix algebras 
(over finite fields). Each ecr has an idempotent component in any preassigned 
matrix algebra, and for fixed such algebra, the various idempotent components 
commute. If  one is given, in a full matrix algebra, a set of commuting 
idempotents, then there is a basis for the algebra in which all the idempotents 
are diagonal (with diagonal elements either 0 or 1). Using the fact that 
‘%* is the dual of R/S, we may rephrase this observation in the following 
form: ‘$I* = u S, , with S, a simple right R-submodule of %*, and e,S, is 
either 0 or S, . For given 01, let I(a) be the set of those indices h such that 
e,S, = S,l . Then, S* = LIMM AsA 3 LL#m S, and the projection map 
from %* onto the first factor is e,, , in the representation of RFII as left 
multiplications on $X* = (R/a)-. 
For each h, let E, be a maximal essential extension of S, in R (in its right 
R-module structure). Then ,by Theorem 4.4, R is the direct sum of the E, . 
For each in, we have R = &r(a) E, @ &1(a) E,, ; and let h, be the projection 
of fi onto the first factor. Then, h, is an idempotent in R, and the various h, 
commute. Finally, the restriction of h, to %* is the projection e, , namely 
4hJ = ea . 
COROLLARY 4.15. With the same notation as before, if {eb} is a set of 
idempotents of RI% such that e,eB = 0 for a: f  /3, then h,h, == 0 for a: f /3. 
Proof. Clearly the condition on the e, implies that they commute. Hence, 
we may choose the h, as before, and because they commute, h,h, is again an 
idempotent. But, for a: # /3, h,h, E ‘%, so that h,h, = 0. 
For later application we shall need the following. 
COROLLsRY 4.16. Let {k,} be a set of idempotents of R. Then, these may be 
replaced by conjugates (k, -F u,k,u;‘), so that the resulting idempotents commute. 
Proof. Set ei = r(k,). Then {e,:} is a set of idempotents of Xi%. The 
fact that in a full matrix algebra, any idempotent can be diagonalized implies, 
in our situation, that e: may be replaced by a conjugate e, such that the set 
{e,} is commutative. Apply Proposition 4.14; let {h,} be a commuting set of 
idempotents of R with n(h,) = e, . However, r(k,) and r(h,) are conjugate 
in R,%, so that by Proposition 4.12, k, and h, are conjugate in R. 
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Let YJI be a closed maximal left ideal in the compact ring R, and let e be a 
fundamental idempotent of !lV, so that 91 = Re + %. Since every maximal 
left ideal, closed or not, contains %, it follows that ‘!JJu1 is the unique maximal 
left ideal which contains e. It also follows from this that a proper left ideal 
(closed or not) which contains e is contained in 9X. This may be rephrased 
in terms of the module R/Re, to wit, every proper submodule of R/Re is 
contained in ‘iDl/Re. This suggests a definition. If  R is an arbitrary ring and 
M a left R-module, then M is called a local module if M contains a proper 
submodule M0 which contains every proper submodule of M. Clearly n/r, is 
then the unique maximal submodule of M, and we shall call M,, the radical 
of M. It is obvious that a local module is nonzero, and is cyclic, generated 
by any element not in its radical. We shall return to this concept shortly. 
I f  D is a closed maximal two-sided ideal of the compact ring R, then R/B 
is a full matrix algebra over a finite field. We shall denote by d(D) the rank 
of this matrix algebra. This number d(B) may be characterized by the 
property that there exist d(B) maximal left ideals in R/D having intersection 0, 
but that no set of fewer than d(D) such ideals has this property. 
A set g of closed maximal left ideals of R will be called basic if for every 
closed maximal two-sided ideal 3 there are precisely d(D) ideals in 29 which 
contain 3, and their intersection is a. It is clear that the intersection of all 
the ideals of a basic set .B is the radical ‘3, and furthermore that the inter- 
section of a proper subfamily of 9 is properly larger than %. Furthermore, 
a basic set L%? satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 4.5. For, suppose that 
‘9x, ) (331, )...) 93, are distinct element ofa such that ‘93, + f ly 5U& # R. Then, 
l-T~iC~m,> and hence the intersection of all ideals of B with !lJ$ omitted 
is still %. This is not the case, so that we have in fact 9l?,, + f ly %J& = R. 
Thus, if B’ is a basic set, we may apply Corollary 4.5 and choose, for each 
+YJ2 E 9, a fundamental idempotent e(m) of $93 in such a way that 
(1 - e(%R))( 1 - e(9X)) = 0 if llJl # 9X. 
The properties of the basic set 33’ and of the family of idempotents {e(!JX)} 
may be conveniently described in the dual 8. I f  93 is a closed maximal left 
ideal of R, then !N* is a simple right R-submodule of ‘%* = .9(g). Further- 
more, a choice of a particular basic set 23 gives rise to a direct sum decompo- 
sition u !B)31* (93 ranging over 9) of %*. Finally, (1 - e(l)Jl))R is a maximal 
essential extension of ‘9X* in fi, and fi is the direct sum u(1 - e(9J2))R. 
With a choice of basic set LS? and idempotents {e(9X)} as above, we set 
L(YX) = R/Re(%Jl). Then L(%Q) is a compact local R-module with closed 
radical YJl/Re(5lJl). 
We form n L(!DI)(%N E .B), and we consider the map y  : R + n L(!JJl). 
Clearly 9) is a continuous left R-homomorphism. We first examine the kernel 
of QL An element x E R is in the kernel of v  if x E Re(YJl) for every YJI EB. 
For such an x we have #(x) = 0 if # E (Re(‘Dl))*. However, (Re(‘?J.N))* = 
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(I e(W))&, and since i? is the sum of all (1 ~~~ e(!IR))fi, it follows that 
F(X) == 0 implies that .\: is annihilated by every character of R. Thus, the kernel 
of 92 is 0. 
To determine the image of q we first make some simple observations. 
because the various e(‘JJ1) commute, an intcrscction Re(W,) n ... n Re(‘JJI,) 
is generated by the idempotent e(W,) ... e(!M,,). And, because 
(I @X))(l P(W)) 0 if !ul f  !w, 
WC may conclude that, for distinct !I&, , !lJ331, ,..., ‘3J1, in S’, we have 
Re(!IV,) + f ly Re(!IRi) K. This implies that the map R + nL(!lJI), the 
product taken over any finite subset of M, is an epimorphism. In terms of p 
this asserts that the image of 9 is everywhere dense. but because R is compact 
the image of p is closed; v  is itself an epimorphism. Thus, \vc have proved 
the following: 
THEOREM 4.17. =1 compact Gag, consideered as u kft module over itself, 
is isomorphic to u cavtesian product qf local modules. The local modules we 
indexed b-v a basic set of closed maximnl left ideals of the ring. 
If  R is a commutative ring, then a basic set consists of all closed maximal 
ideals. Furthermore, each L((JJI) is a factor ring and is a local ring in the sense 
that it has a unique maximal ideal (but is not necessarily noetherian). Thus, 
we have re-proved Kaplansky’s theorem (see [3], p. 166) to the effect that a 
compact commutative ring is a Cartesian product of local rings. We may 
reasonably consider Theorem 4.17 as a non-commutative analog of 
Kaplansky’s theorem. 
In genera1 the center of a subring is not contained in the center of the 
over-ring. Hovvrever, in our context we have the following: 
PKOPOSITION 4.18. Let R be an open subring of a ring d and assume that :I 
has no proper open left ideals. Then the center of R is contained in the center of 9. 
Proof. Let a be an element of the center of R, and let x be an arbitrary 
element of ,4. The set a == {d E R 1 dx E R} is an open left idea1 in R. If  
d E D, then dnca = adx = dux, so that CD(xa - ax) : 0. However, ilB is 
an open left idea1 of A and hence 1 E AD, from which we get xa = am. 
Now let ;2 be a locally compact ring containing a compact open subring R 
whose center is k and we suppose that A has no proper open left ideals. 
Since K is a commutative compact ring, it is a Cartesian product fl k, of local 
rings. The kernel of the projection of k onto K, is generated by an idempotent 
e, which we know, from Proposition 4.18, is in the center of .4. These 
idempotents are related by the conditions that (1 - e,)( I - e,) = 0 if X f  p, 
and C (1 - e,) converges, in K, to 1. 
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Because e, is in the center of R, the ideal Re, is closed and two-sided; we 
form n R!Re, and map R into that product. The orthogonality relations 
between the idempotents I ~ e, implies Ke,, -;- ke, : k (for X f  /L) and 
hence also Re,, -- Re, l- R. Consequently, the Chinese remainder theorem 
applies, and the image of R in the product is dense. The compactness of R 
then implies that R maps onto the product. 
At the same time, the fact that C (1 P,,) converges to 1 implies that we 
may infer s == 0 from the information .x(1 - P,\) 0 for all A, whenever x 
is in R. This tells us that n Re,, = 0 as well as 0 .-Ir?,\ =z 0. Thus R is isomorphic 
to n R; Re,, , and the map from .-1 to n A-l,A4e,, has zero kernel. 
We do not consider n .+l;Ae, as being topologized, but only- as a ring. 
\I:e investigate novv the image of -4 in the product. I f  .I^ is any element of ;2, 
then 33 1 (~1 E R (1.x E R) is an open left ideal of R. From the isomorphism 
between R and lJ R/Re, it follows that 3 maps onto RiRe,, for almost all A. 
Or, there is, for almost all A, an element LE,, E T which maps onto the unit 
element of R;‘Rr,+. Since n,4x t R, it follows that the image of s in A/AC, lies 
in R/Re,, . Thus, the image of .-1 in n .3/A3e, is contained in the local product 
I, of {&.-Jr,,\ with respect to (R/Re,J. (The definition of local product may 
be found in section 9.) 1l:ith L topologized as usual so that n RiRe, is open 
in I,, the map from .4 into L is continuous and the image of A is open in L. 
But this gives L/A the structure of a discrete left A module from which we 
conclude that A = L. Knowing this wc also know that the map from .4 to L 
is also an open map. Thus, we have proved: 
'I'HEORERI 4.19. If  ‘-1 is a locally compact r&g having no proper open left 
ideals and containing a compact open subring R, then =1, R is a local product 
?f rings {,-1,,) with respect to compact open subrings (I~,} such that the center of 
R, is a local rin,e. 
Section 5. THE FUNDAMENTAL IDEAL 
We have seen in Section 1 that the study of locally compact rings having 
no proper open left ideals may be restricted to such rings which are at the 
same time totally disconnected. Furthermore, such rings contain compact 
open subrings. 
If  ;2 is a locally compact ring which contains a compact open subring R, 
then we shall call R an order in -4. From this point on to the end of this paper 
we shall consider only those locally compact rings which contain at least 
one order. In this section we shall study some simple properties of orders. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let R be an open subring of a topological ring A. If  2X 
if u left ideal of R such that A21 = -4, then 2l is open. 
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Proof. Write 1 = C aixi with a, E A and xi E 21. Then, there is a neighbor- 
hood U of 0 in R such that Uai C R for every i. Then, UC x Uxliai C ‘!I, 
and we conclude that 21 is open. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let R an open subring of a topological ring A. Assume that 
*-1 has no proper open left ideals. Then, the left ideals ‘2l of R for which A% = A 
are the open left ideals of R. 
Proof. I f  A21 == A, then 21 is open by Proposition 5.1. On the other 
hand, if 2I is open then AYI is an open left ideal of iz so that A(% =- A. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Under the same hypotheses as in corollary 5.2, if CLI and ?B 
are open left ideals of R, then 9123 is open. 
Proof. We have A%% = (AS)23 q = .I(13 = A. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Under the same hypotheses as in Corollary 5.2, ;f  ‘21 is a 
two-sided ideal of R such that A‘zXA = A, then ?I is open, so that A2l = A. 
Proof. We have 1 = C xiaiyi with x, and yi E A and ai E ?I. Then, there 
is an open left ideal 23 of R as well as an open right ideal 6 of R such that 
233~~ C R and y&X C R. Hence, 80 C 2I. Now, 2330. is a left ideal of R such that 
A)236 = A& while A6 is an open left ideal of A (because ,40 contains the 
open E). Hence ABE = A, so that 2X is open and therefore also 2I is open. 
We come now to the main point if this section. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A be a locally compact ring containing an order R, and 
let 92 be the radical of R. Then, the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A% is everywhere dense. 
(2) A has no proper open left ideals. 
Proof. (1) => (2) 
Let 2I be an open left ideal in A; set 2I,, = R n 21. Then 2I, is an open left 
ideal in R so that 2I, contains an open two-sided ideal D. Clearly 
AD C API, C 21, so that to prove that 21 = A it is certainly sufficient to 
prove that ,42) = A. 
There is some positive integer i such that ‘%i C ID. Now, A’9 + 9 is at 
the same time dense and open, so that 4% + 9 = A. Hence, 
A‘W -t ‘0% = A%, while ID’% C 3 (b ecause II) is a two-sided ideal in R), and 
hence A = A% + 3 = AS2 + ID. Repeating this process finally leads to 
A = AW + 3, while A% C AD so that we conclude that A9 = A. 
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Since the closure of A’% is still a left ideal of -4, the verification that A% 
is dense is equivalent to the verification that 1 is in the closure of A%. In view 
of the fact that R is open, and that R has a neighborhood system of 0 con- 
sisting of open left ideals, we need only verify that 1 E A’% -I- ‘LI, for every 
open left ideal $8 of R. Given such an ideal VI, let e be a fundamental 
idempotent of 111, namely, ‘$I = Re f  (2I n ‘3). Then, %(I -- e) C ‘%, so 
that 1 - e E ,4%, because A?I = A. But then we have immediatelv that 
1 E%+A%. 
If R is a compact ring, one may raise the question of finding a criterion 
for determining when R may be imbedded as an open subring in a ring 
having no proper open left ideals. Corollary 5.3 gives one necessary condition, 
namely that the product of two open ideals should be open. Theorem 5.5 
shows that % f  0 is another necessary condition. These conditions are 
certainly not sufficient, not even in the commutative case. Various other 
necessary conditions will appear as we continue the examination of the 
properties of orders. However, we leave unanswered the question of some 
reasonable necessary and sutlicient conditions for this imbedding. 
THEOREM 5.6. Under the assumption that A has no proper open left ideals, 
,4’% is a two-sided ideal of A, and this ideal is independent of the choice of R used 
in its construction. 
Proof. The first part of the theorem requires us to show that -4% = iZ!lU. 
Since A has no proper open left ideals, we may apply Proposition 1.4, so 
that we need only verify that R n A%.4 C ,4%. Thus, let x be an element 
of R which is also in A%A. Then, x = Cyiwizi , with yi and zi in A and 
zui E %. There is a neighborhood U of 0 in R such that Uy, and ziU are 
all contained in R, and U contains an open two-sided ideal rI, of R. Let 
e be a fundamental idempotent of 3. Then, D = Re + (9 n a), and 
at the same time ue - eu E %, for all u E R. (See Corollary 4.8.) Now, 
because x E R, we have ex = exe + e(ex - xe). The second term is in !R by 
the remark just made. The first term is also in 91 because exe E 3x3 C 9. 
Hence, Re.x C 91 and T)x C (Re -t fn)x C %. Thus, x E A% C .4$X. 
To see that =1’91 is independent of the choice of the order, let R, and R, 
be two orders, with radical gI, and %a, resp. Set R, = R, n R, , which is 
again an order, and let ‘%a be its radical. It is clearly sufficient to show that 
A!q = AiT&. 
Set 8 = {x / xR, C R3}. Then, 5 is an open left ideal in R, . Since 
F$Ri C ‘%i , there are no nonzero idempotents in @R, , because there are 
none in !I&. At the same time, @T& C R3, because %R, C R, , while g%, is a 
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two-sided ideal in R, . By Proposition 4.9 we have 391,C 91,. Hence 
a1 -- &y%, c A!J& . 
Now set 3’ = {x 1 R,x C Hz). Again 5’ is an open two-sided ideal in R, 
with the further property that R,g’ = g’. C’onsider s”XS. Since 8’ is 
contained in R, , we know that #‘%a C 91, and therefore also the closure 
$$“!I& is contained in %a. Hence G”J& contains no non-zero idcmpotent. 
Because 5’91, is stable under left multiplication by elements of R, , the 
same is the case for g?X, and g’$u”Jr, is a closed left ideal in K, having no 
nonzero idempotents. Applying Corollary 4.6 shows that ~%a C (J1, and 
certainly therefore that ~‘Yl1, C 91, . Hence, &I& = Az?JI, C AcJI, . This 
completes the proof. 
I f  il is a locally compact ring having no proper open left ideals and con- 
taining an order R, then -4% is a dense two-sided ideal which is canonically 
defined (independently of R); we shall call this the~fu&zrnental ideal of d, 
and shall denote it by @. 
In preparation for the next section we remark that if .d has no proper 
open left ideals, the existence of an order in -1 with open radical is equivalent 
with @ = 112 and this in turn implies that the radical of every order is open. 
Since the fundamental ideal is an invariant of =1, it would be interesting 
to have a description of @ entirely in terms of .4. M’e shall give such a 
description shortly. For this purpose, as well as for other applications, WC 
consider some more properties of orders. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let R be an open subring of a topological ring A and let 9.N 
be a maximal left ideal of A. Then any left ideal of R which properly contains 
R n 9J1 is open. 
Proof. Let ?I be a left ideal of R which contains R n ,331 properly. Then 
?I $9X, so that LqQ1 j- 93 = .-I. Hence vve have 1 : C xiai -~ y  with xi in -1, 
cri in ?I and y  E YJI. There is a neighborhood C’ of 0 in R such that Uxi C R 
and Uy C R. In particular, lry C R n 9Jl C ?I. Then, I; C x L’xja, ! Uy, 
and we find that UC 4I, so that ‘8 is open. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let Ii be un order in A, and suppose that !IJ331 is a maximal 
left ideal of A such that R n 91 C 91. Then 9I is open. 
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.7 vve may conclude that every left ideal 
of R which properly contains ‘% is open. Examining this statement in the 
light of the known structure of K/% shows that RI’S has only a finite number 
of simple components, and permits us to conclude that ‘S is open. 
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PROPOSITION 5.9. Let R be an order in .4 and assume that A has no proper 
open left ideal. The following txo classes of left ideals in R coincide: 
(1) 9.N n R, as ‘$I ranges oaer the closed maximal left ideals of L4 
(2) The closed non-open left ideals of R having the property that eaaery 
properly larger left ideal is open. 
Proof. Suppose that !I11 is a closed maximal left ideal of -4, and PI = 
R n !UL Then 91 is closed, and by Proposition 5.7 every left ideal which 
properly contains VI is open. Finally, 91 itself is not open, for otherwise we 
would have A91 = ii. Thus, every ideal of the first class is of the second class. 
Now suppose that BI is in the second class, and set 93 -:-- -4%. If 911’ 3 911 
and W’ f  !lJ1, then R n 91 3 R n 9J13 \)I, while R n 91’ must be strictly 
larger than VI. For otherwise, we have ‘331’ : A(91 n R) := =1\![ == !M. 
Hence, R n ‘JJ1’ is open, so that ‘331’ -: .4(R n W’) := =1. Thus, 91 is a 
maximal left ideal of A. \Ve see also that R n !N = 91. Otherwise, R n 91331 
is open, which implies that A 7: a-1(R n !N) : 9331, which is not the case. 
We will be through with the proof as soon as we show that 911 is closed. Now, 
if !U1 were not closed, its masimality would imply that ‘St,31 is dense in --I. 
This in turn implies that !ll1 n R = YI is dense in R. But that contradicts the 
fact that ?I is closed. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let R be an order in -1, and assume that ,? has no 
proper open left ideals. If 911 is a dense maxima2 left ideal of -4, then R n !1J1 
is a dense maximal left ideal qf R. ConverseJy, if ‘$ is a dense maximal left ideal 
of R, then A4+j3 is a dense maximal kft ideal of A, and R n .4v = ‘$3. 
Proof. I f  911 is dense in ~2, then R n 91 is dense in R. If  at the same time 
9I331 is a maximal left ideal, then every left ideal of R which properly contains 
R n ‘351 is open. Such an ideal is however also dense, and hence R is the only 
left ideal of R which properly contains R n !IN. Thus, R n 1I.N is a nlasimal 
left idcal. 
I f  $ is dense, then it is in particular not open. Hence A+q is proper. Clearly 
A’$3 n 12 3 $q. If  ‘$3 is also maximal, then --I!@ n R = ‘$3. KOW, suppose 911 
if a left ideal of -4 which properly contains -4T. Then, d(‘3J1 n R) =~_ 1IJ351. 
(Here we use the fact that 3 has no proper open left ideals), so that !I131 n R 
cannot coincide with ‘g. But this implies that ‘332 n R must be R, or that 
93 := A. Thus, A$3 is masimal. Finally, SGv cannot be closed because 
‘$3 -:= R n A+@ is not closed, hence A!$3 is dense. 
One final preparatory result is needed. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let R be a compact Gag with radical ‘IX and let Z be a 
left ideal of R which contains !R. If PI is not open, then 91 is contained in a proper 
dense left ideal. 
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Proof. By passing to RI% it is clear that WC may assume that 91 = 0. 
From the known structure of R, we can assert that the socle Y(R) of R, 
considered as a left R-module, is dense. We have only to show that Y[ + Y’(R) 
is proper. Otherwise, we have I E 41 + Y(R), and consequently also that 
1 E 9L 7- !Z3), where !Z3 is a finite sum of minimal left ideals of R. Lsing once 
more the structure of R as a product of finite simple rings, we observe that $93 
is contained in an ideal Re, with c a central idempotent such that Re is a finite 
sum of minimal two-sided ideals of R. Hence, there is an open two-sided ideal 
‘1) such that De = 0. Therefore, from 1 E ?I --b Re we get II) C 91, and find 
that 91 is open. Knowing that 91 is not open, we find 21 i Y(R) is a proper 
dense left ideal of R. 
Finally, we have: 
THEOREM 5.12. Let A be a locally compact ring having no proper open left 
ideals and containing some order. Then the fundamental ideal CD coincides with 
the intersection of all dense maximal left ideals of il. 
proof. Let R be an order in d so that @ : i3’3. Also, let @’ be the inter- 
section of the dense maximal left ideals of A. If  911 is such a maximal ideal, 
then R n 91 is a maximal left ideal of R so that % C R n 5Y.R. Hence, 
-3% C .-f(R n ,532) = 9X, and therefore @ C @‘. 
By Proposition 5.10, @’ n R is precisely the intersection of all dense 
maximal left ideals of R. Hence, to show that Qi’ C @, we must show the 
following: if s is an element of R which belongs to every dense maximal left 
ideal of R then there is an open ideal 3 of R for which D)x C %. Let e be a 
fundamental idcmpotent of Rx. If  e is 0, then x E $3 and we are done. Other- 
wise, since e E RX, the idempotent e also belongs to every dense maximal 
left ideal of R, and therefore 1 ~~ e belongs to no such ideal. Hence, by 
Proposition 5.11, % + R( 1 ~ e) is open, and there is an open two-sided ideal 
3 with 3 C 5X -1 R(1 ~~ e). We have Rx C Re f  91 and IDx C De + % C 9X 
This completes the proof. 
Section 6. MAXIMAL ORDERS 
This section centers around the analysis of those rl for which @ = il. 
For example, if i2 is a simple ring (no nontrivial two-sided ideals, closed or 
otherwise), with no proper open left ideals, then @ = ‘4. (The simple 
case has already been studied in [S]. The methods used in [8] are quite 
different from ours.) 
For convenience, and for this section only, we introduce the following 
classification of rings, each of which is assumed to contain an order: 
Class I: A is simple and has no proper open left ideals. 
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Class II: A has no proper open left ideals, the intersection of the maximal 
left ideals of A is 0, and @ = 4. (The radical of every order of .4 is open.) 
Class III: A has no proper open left ideals, no proper open right ideals, 
and A contains a maximal order. 
The rest of this section consists of a proof of the following main theorem. 
THEOREM 6.1. 
(0) Each ring of class I is in class II, and each ring of class II is in class III. 
(1) Class I consists of the full matrix algebras (of finite order) over the non- 
discrete locally compact division rings. 
(2) Class II consists of the Cartesian products of jinitely many rings of class I. 
(3) Class III consists of the local products of rings of class I with respect to 
maximal orders. 
In the course of the proof various auxiliary results will be proved, some 
of which will be used in later section. Also, we shall find an explicit description 
of the totally disconnected non-discrete locally compact division rings, as well 
as a proof of a result of Kaplansky that continuity of division follows from the 
other axioms for a locally compact division ring. Finally, we shall also find 
a proof for the fact that a locally compact vector space over a non-discrete 
totally disconnected locally compact division ring is finite dimensional. 
I f  A is in class I, then its simplicity implies that the intersection of its 
maximal left ideals is 0. At the same time, @ is nonzero two-sided ideal, so that 
@ = A. Hence the rings of class I are all in class II. 
As a start toward showing that the rings of class II are in class III, as well 
as to prepare for later work, we introduce some terminology. Let R be an 
order in ring A. A right ideal ‘%I of R is called right stable if %x C R implies 
‘8x C 9I for any x E 4. For example, suppose that I is a right ideal of A. Then, 
2I = R n I is right stable. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let R be an order in a locally compact ring A, and assume that 
A has no proper open left ideals. Suppose that 9 is a set of open right ideals of 
R having the following properties: 
(1) Each ideal in 9 is right stable 
(2) The intersection of two ideals in .F contains an ideal in 9 
(3) The intersection of all ideals in 9 is 0. 
Then, if B is an open left ideal in R, the intersection fi an is still open. 
Proof. We consider a new topology in the additive group of R by taking 
as a basis for the neighborhoods of 0 the ideals in the family S. Conditions (2) 
and (3) show that we obtain a Hausdorff topological abelian group and, 
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because each ideal in .P is open (in the given topology), the identity map 
from R with given topology to R with new topology is continuous. The 
compactness of R then implies that the new topology is not in fact new, it 
coincides with the given topology. This we shall use in the following form: 
every neighborhood of 0 in R contains an ideal of 5. 
NOW let T! be an open left ideal of Ii. Then, .-I3 .=T .-I, and 1 .= 23 s,d, , 
with ,xi E -4, (I, E 70,. There is a neighborhood C,’ of 0 in R for which L’x., C K, 
and hcncc an ideal 0. of .F for w!lich Qs , C K. Since ti is right stable, we have 
Kx, C Cc, and the relation I z s,di g ives KCKD Cc, namely, K = 63. 
‘This leads immediately to K mm~ KDL for every tz. while Kill C a?l. Thus, 
17 W 3 0 and hence (J 3Y is open. 
-1s an immediate corollary WC’ have: 
~ORoLL.ARY 6.3. .&sume that .f  is locally conzpact (containing an order) 
havirq no proper open left ideals and such that @ = Z-1. Then .-i has no proper 
opelz right ideals. 
Proof. Assume on the contrary that --1 has proper open right ideals; let 
32 he the intersection of all them. Then 5% is a closed two-sided ideal of -4, 
and L.2’ --1/S is a locally compact ring which has no proper open left ideals 
and in which the intersection of all open right ideals is 0. Let R be an order 
in .1, and <X the radical of H. If  r denotes the canonical map rl mm> .-1’, then 
R’ mm~ T(R) is an order in .-I’. The fact that r is an open map shows that R’ 
is open in .-l’ and the compactness of R yields the compactness of R’. At the 
same time, 91 = n(8) is open in R’, while ‘3’ is the radical of R’. 
Denote by .% the family of open right ideals of R’ obtained by intersecting 
R’ with the open right ideals of :I’. Then .F satisfies the hypotheses of 
Lemma 6.2, and hence the conclusion of that lemma is valid. In particular, 
the intersection of the powers of ‘3 is open. Rut the intersection of the 
poaers of the radical of R’ is 0. Hence we conclude that .4’ is discrete, which 
contradicts the fact that -1’ has no proper open left ideals. 
The result just proved shows that the rings of class II have no proper open 
right ideals. We shall use this fact several times in the discussion to come 
without further comment. 
-4s a particular application of this observation, we dispose of the finite- 
dimensionality of locally compact vector spaces in the following: 
THEOREM 6.4. I,et .-I be a locally compact Gzg having no proper open left 
TZOY proper opeu right ideals and such that the radical of an order of A is open. 
If  M is a locally compact left ,g-module, then M is$nitely generated. 
Proof. Let R be an order in .4; then restricting the module structure of 
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,V to R we may apply Theorem 1.5 to conclude that M is totally disconnected. 
Because M is totally disconnected, it contains compact open subgroups; 
let U be such a subgroup. Set W = {x E CT 1 Rx C U]. Then U’ is again a 
compact open subgroup of -12, and is at the same time an R-submodule. 
Since 91 is open in R, we hare 91-4 =- -3 and 1 = C yiai with ri E 91 and 
UiEA. Let I’ ~~ {,Y E J1 LULL’ t W, all il. Then Ir is an open subgroup 
of M. If  s t i-, then .x C Y,~?Y which is in ‘XW. Thus, *XTV is an 
open R-submodule of IV, which because of the compactness of IV has finite 
index in IV. In particular, rVj91li’is a finitely generated R-module and there 
is a finite set of elements {.x1 ,..., xn) of li’ for which R’ L=~ x Rx< ~~ 9161- 
Obviously we also have It’ m= x Rs, ~~ YPTI’, with k any positive integer. 
Let I: be any neighborhood of 0 in TV. Since IV is compact, the set of a E R 
for which nTV C 1~’ is a neighborhood of 0 in R and therefore contains ‘J1”‘ for 
some k. 7’hat is, 91” IVC c.. Rut combining this with the conclusion above we 
find that C R.vi is dense in Wand hence 11’ = x Rxi. NOW, AW 2 -1s; is 
an open submodule of lkl which must coincide with N because A has no 
proper open left ideals. 1\:c find therefore that ilJ is finitely generated, and the 
theorem is proved. 
M:e now start the process of proving that the rings of class II contain 
maximal orders. This proof will be quite extended, but along the way we shall 
complete the argument for the structure of simple rings. To prove the 
existence of a maximal order we shall USC Zorn’s lemma. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let -4 be a ving satisfying the conditions which dejine 
class II (with the possible exception of the condition on the intersection of 
the maximal ideals of -4) alld let R be a fixed order in A. Let z be a collection 
of orders of .4 which contain R and which is linearly ordered by inclusion. 
Then CC, = {x E R ~ Sx C R, V S E zj f  0. 
Boof. For each St a, set e(S) = {.x E R ~ Sx C R}. Then the fact that 
S is compact implies that C!(S) . IS an open right ideal of R. If  y  E A is such 
that CG(S)y C R, then SQ(S)y = @(Sly C R, so that @(Sly C B(S) and hence 
B(S) is right stable. Denote by .9 the family of these ideals B(S). We refer 
to Lemma 6.2 and note that condition (2) is a consequence of the assumption 
that u” is linearly ordered. Since the radical $JI of R is an open ideal for which 
the intersection of the powers is 0, it follows that Lemma 6.2 must fail for X, 
and this must imply the failure of condition (3). However, the intersection 
of all the ideals B(S) is (C, itself, and hence we find 6 # 0. 
To apply this proposition to the simple case, we first need an observation. 
Suppose that R is an order in a ring A of class I, and ?I is a nonzero two-sided 
ideal in R. Then, A’%4 is a nonzero two-sided ideal in A, so that A’&! = L4. 
It follows from Corollary 5.4 that Yl is open. 
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COROLLARY 6.6. Let A be a ring of class I. Then every order of A is contained 
in a maximal order. (Every ring of class I is in class III.) 
I+oof. We use the notation of Proposition 6.5. With R an arbitrary order, 
we choose a linearly ordered family z of orders which contain R, and set 
05 = {,x E R j SX C R, V SE a>. Clearly Q is a two-sided ideal and, by 
Proposition 6.6, Q # 0. Hence 8 is open. The set W --z {y E A 1 yB C R} 
is compact. For, QA a= A gives rise to a relation C x,t, = 1, with xi E Q, 
and tj E -4. Hence, if y  E IV, then y  =- z yxiti is in x Rt, , and all of Ml is 
contained in the compact C Rt, . W is obviously open, hence closed and 
compact. Thus, each S E z is contained in the fixed compact W, so that the 
union of all these S, which is clearly an open subring of =1, is compact. 
Hence, there is an order which contains every SE Z, and Zorn’s lemma is 
applicable to assert the existence of a maximal order. 
It is now time to develop some of the properties of rings having maximal 
orders. First, some definitions. Let R be an order in a ring A and let M be 
a two-sided R-submodule of A. The left inverse of M is the set of x E A for 
which xM C R; the right inverse of M is the set of x E A for which Mx C R. 
The left stabilizer of M is the set of s E A for which xM C M; the right 
stabilizer is the set of x E Aq for which MX C M. Finally, the inverse of M 
(without qualification) is defined to be the set of x E A for which MxM C M; 
this module will be denoted by 34-l. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let R be a maximal order in A, and assume that d has 
no proper open left nor right ideals. Let M be a compact open two-sided R-sub- 
module of A (e.g., an open two-sided ideal of R). Then the following assertions 
are valid: 
(1) The right stabilizer and the left stabilizer of M coincide with R 
(2) The left inverse and the right kerse of M coincide with M-l. 
Proof. Clearly the right stabilizer of M is a subring of B containing R. 
The fact that A has no proper open left ideals implies that the right stabilizer 
is compact, and hence is an order. The maximality of R then insures that the 
right stabilizer coincides with R. The argument is symmetric in right and left, 
so that (1) is proved. 
It is obvious that the left and right inverse of M are each contained in M-l. 
Now, .X E M-1 is the same as MxM C M, which is equivalent to the condition 
that MX is contained in the left stabilizer of M. Thus (1) implies (2). 
PROPOSITION 6.8. The notation and hypotheses are the same as in Propo- 
sition 6.7. If  ‘3 is the radical of R, then the left and right inverse of 91 coincide. 
Proof. Denote by A(‘%) the right inverse of ‘3 and by p(S) the left inverse. 
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Each of these modules clearly contains R. We form A/R which is discrete, 
and which we may view as both a left and a right R-module. Consider *3/R 
as a left R-module for the moment. Then its socle consists of the elements 
which annihilate YL A glance at the definition of h(%) shows that the socle 
is just h(%)/R. We decompose the sock into a direct sum of simple sub- 
modules, and group together the simple modules which have the same 
annihilator. Any such annihilator is an open maximal two-sided ideal of R, 
and the submodule of A/R corresponding to ‘$3, where $5 E Q(R), is exactly 
the factor group of the right inverse of ‘J3 modulo R. In view of Proposition 6.7 
we conclude that X(%) = C ‘B-l. But now, considering ii/R as a right 
R-module, the same argument applies, and we find ~(‘2) = 2 ‘$-I. Thus, 
A(%) : p(%). 
We shall denote the common module h(‘%) = p($X) by the symbol A. 
If  R is an order in a ring A, a two-sided R-submodule M of A will be 
called invertible if MIW1 = M-l&’ =: R. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Under the same hypotheses as in Proposition 6.7, every 
open tzco-sided ideal in R is invertible. 
Proof. We first prove the proposition for open maximal two-sided ideals. 
Let p be such an ideal, and form ‘$‘$-l. X ow, ‘J3J-r is a two-sided ideal of R 
which contains +B, so that either $Y$p’ = R or $QB-’ = ‘$3. In the latter case, 
‘$3 Al is contained in the right stabilizer of ‘$3, i.e., ‘$p’ CR, and hence 
t$? ’ = R. Therefore, should this be the case, we have at the same time 
$YisB _ ‘B. Thus, either ‘B is invertible, or 5B-l -: R. 
‘Cl’e now show that ‘$3-r cannot be R. Let e be a fundamental idempotent 
of GJ?, so that $3 = Re + $3. Then, .I E ‘B--l if, and only if, $8~ C R and 
x E +$ml is equivalent with the conjunction e.v E R and $3~ C R. The latter is 
expressed as x E R, and the former by .X E R + (1 - e)il. Since e E R C 3, 
we find +B -l = R + (1 - e)Si. Hence, 5B-r = R implies that (I - e)Ji C R. 
Let y  bc any element of A. Then there is a neighborhood U of 0 in R for 
which yU C R, and U contains some power ‘91” of ‘3. From yW C R we see 
that y!Wl is contained in the left inverse of !B which is the same as R. Thus, 
yW1 C R and hence (1 - e)yW-l C R. But this process can be continued, 
and remembering that e is an idempotent, leads to (1 - e)y E R. Thus, 
(1 - e)A C R. This asserts that (1 - e)-g is a compact right A-module 
which is necessarily 0 because A has no proper open left ideals. But that in 
turn says that e = 1, which cannot be the case for a fundamental idempotent 
of ‘$3. Hence we find that every ‘$3 E Q(R) is invertible. 
Now let 3 be any open two-sided ideal of R. Form 3D-l and assume for 
the moment that 39-l is not R. It is then a proper open two-sided ideal, 
so that 39-l C !I3 for some ‘$3 E L?(R). Hence ‘$3~’ C (DD-l)-l, while ‘p-1 
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properly contains R. Now, if %D-i.v C R, then a-% is contained in 3-i. 
But 3-l is an open compact two-sided K-submodule of A, and hence we find 
that s E R. This is a contradiction, which shows that n3-i ~ R. In exactly 
the same way we conclude that Din := R. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. 
For the sake of completeness we include the following. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let R he an order in a ring A such that every open 
two-sided ideal of R is invertible. Then R is a maximal order. 
hoof. I,et S be an order containing R, and let 3 {x : YS C R}. Then 
5 is an open two-sided ideal of R, and 8s = 3. The existence of any R- 
module 8’ with 5’3 = R will yield immediately S = 8’8s = 5’5 = R. 
We now return to rings of class I. Let .1 be such a ring and let R be a 
maximal order. Let ‘J3 be an open maximal tvvo-sided ideal of R, and let 2l be 
the intersection of the powers of ‘$3. If  ?I is not zero, then ‘2[ is open, so that 
the descending chain ‘p 3 ‘JJ2 ... must be finite, or +J3” = sJ??l for some n. 
This is impossible, in view of the fact that !J? is invertible, for from ‘$V = $W l 
we have *@pi$J” = ~JV1‘$Y~~ l which yields $V~’ = s$?” and ultimately R = ‘J3. 
Hence ?I = 0. But this implies that tp contains no nonzero idempotent, 
and hence $@ C ‘3. Or, because ‘$3 3 91, we have: ‘3 is a maximal two-sided 
ideal of R. 
‘The ring R/+X is the ring of d x d matrices over some finite field k. Let 
e, ,..., e)d be a set of orthogonal minimal idempotents in R/3 with 1 ej =m I. 
By Corollary 4.15 there are idempotents 71~ ,..., Q in K such that qivj = 0 
for i # j and such that yi maps onto e, under the map R - R/S. Further- 
more C qi is an idempotent which maps onto 1, hence C 7i = 1. Since the 
minimal idempotents e, are conjugate in REX, it follows that the idempotents 
-Ii arc conjugate in R. (See Proposition 4.12.) We choose units ui in R such 
that rli ui7&. 
Set vii = u~Y~u;~ = qiuiu;’ ~~~ U~ZLJ’~, . Then yi,ykl -. Sirqil andx qii = 1. 
Thus, the {qlij} form a set of matrix units, and we can represent R and A as 
rings of matrices over an appropriate ground ring. 
We set -4, = QAQ and R, = qlRrll . I f  x E A, then ~iz~;~xzq~ E A, and 
we set vfj(x) = ~l~~l~~j~l . This defines a map q : A + Md(A1) wherein 
&x) are the matrix elements of the matrix q(x). There is no difliculty in 
verifying that I = p)(x) p(y), and am, = Sijvl . (Note that Q is the 
unit element of A, .) Furthermore, xi., u,~~,(x) u;’ = x, which shows that 9 
is an isomorphism from A onto &‘&(A&. F inally, because the ?li as well as 
the ui and UT’ are all in R, the restriction of cp to R establishes an isomorphism 
between R and ICI,(R,). (In passing we should remark that the isomorphism 
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between R and Md(R1) d oes not involve iz in any way, but depends only on 
the fact that R is compact and % is a maximal two-sided ideal. In this con- 
nection, see Theorem 18, page 167 of [3].) 
L4, is a closed subroup of A and R, that of R. We assign to =1, its induced 
topology, and Md(A1) the Cartesian product topology, considering 121,(-qi) 
as the Cartesian product of rt2 copies of -4i. It is then clear that p is a topo- 
logical isomorphism. Kow, A1 has no proper open left ideals, for were I such 
an ideal, then the set of matrices whose first column consists of elements in 1 
would be a proper open left ideal in A. At the same time, it is clear that 
/I, is simple. Finally, R, is a maximal order in -4, . 
We have ~‘3qi = R, n % and r~i’%~ has no nonzero idempotents. Hence 
~i+i is contained in the radical ‘X1 of R, . At the same time 
But e,(R/%)e, is isomorphic to the finite field k, and hence ~i%qi coincides 
with the radical ‘!I& of R, . Furthermore, ‘%i is not merely a maximal two-sided 
ideal, but is a maximal left as well as a maximal right ideal of R, . It follows 
from this that any element of R, which is not in ‘%, is a unit. 
All that we have proved for A and R applies as well to A, and R, . In 
particular, !I& is invertible. We have 1 = J9: vixi with vi E %i and N, E %;l. 
Now, each vixi is an element of R, . I f  for some index i we have lrixi E ‘92, , 
then 1 ~ ~+q is a unit, and we may rewrite the relation so as to involve 
n - 1 terms. Ultimately, we must find an indexj such that vjsj is not in ‘Jz, . 
But then vjx, is itself a unit in R, . Thus, there is an element v  of !I& such that 
v  is a unit in -tl, and v-l E ‘9;‘. 
From the fact that v-l E ‘3~~ we get fn,v-l C R, and vpl%i C RI and hence 
fll, = R,v = vR, . Since n ‘Jrln = 0, any nonzero element of R has the form 
uvz with i some nonnegative integer, and u a unit of R. I f  x is a nonzero element 
of A, , then Y&$x CR, for somej, and hence x has the form uvi with u a unit 
of R, and i some integer. But this says simply that A, is a division ring. This 
completes the part of Theorem 6.1 concerning rings of class I. 
Before going on toward the further study of rings of class II and III we 
make some observations concerning division rings. Suppose that A is a 
totally disconnected non-discrete locally compact ring which, without regard 
to topology, is a division ring. (That is, we make no assumption concerning 
continuity of division.) Clearly A is simple, and has no proper open left 
(nor right) ideals. A is then of class I and hence A contains a maximal order 
whose radical is principal; A has the properties of the ring A, above. In 
particular, it is trivial to verify that division is continuous. 
We conclude this digression on division rings with a proof that the center 
is not discrete. For this purpose it is enough to show that there is a nonzero 
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clement of % which is contained in the center. (We use the same notation as 
above, dropping the subscript 1.) The fact that 9t Rv -: vR implies that 
the inner automorphism s F U(X) := YXV-i preserves R, as well as ‘%. There 
is therefore induced an automorphism 6 of the finite field R$l. For some 
positive integer h we have 3 is the identity, or that uhxv h --- .w E !R for 
every x t: R. 
1Vc now construct a sequence of elements y, , ya , . . . of R with the following 
propcrtics: y, - @, yw~y71 ’ 2: E ‘W for all s E H, and ynr t --- yVL E ‘%?I. The 
last condition implies that lim, ,a y,, exists; let y= be that limit. Since 
y= yi t +9’VL’ t, we conclude that yn: /- 0. At the same time, the fact that 
--L YnXY I‘ IV E +P, for x E R, implies that y,gy;’ x -- 0. Thus, y7 is in 
the center of R. Using Proposition 4.18 (or a simple direct argument), wc 
may conclude that yX is in the center of ~1. Thus, the nondiscreteness of the 
center of iZ is established when we have shown the existence of these yn . 
Assuming thaty, ,... , y,‘ have been constructed with the asserted properties, 
we try to find an element CL of R such that yn. t -- (1 .- uvF”)yn will extend the 
construction. Hence, we need, for all x [I K, that 
(1 ;- my y,,xyn’( 1 * UP) ’ s 
be in ‘JL” I. Define f(x) by 3/n~y;;’ .x f (x)v’l, so that f  is a map from R to 
itself, with f(GJr) C 8. Then, we need 
(1 Lw) x( I j- UP) l -(- (1 ;- UP) f(x) vy1 f al+- s E w : 1. 
This condition is equivalent to UPX xfW -1- f(x) 2~~~ E 91’” ‘, or 
uuy.~) - SC2 -’ f(x) c %. 
Bccausefmaps K into itself, andf(‘X) C 91, it induces a mapf from the finite 
field R/% into itself, and from the definition off we have 
If P is the identity on R/+X, then f is a derivation of R/‘S and hence is 0, 
for a finite field has no nonzcro derivations. If, on the other hand, 3 is not 
the identity, then it follows simply from the above defining relation off 
that there is an element y  of RI’% such that 
f(a!) -- y(o! -- P(a)) -- ya - P(c!.)y. 
This also includes the case where f  0 (take y  = 0). I f  we now choose 
a E R as any clement which maps onto y, then we findf(x) -- xu + UU?~(X) E %, 
for all x E R, and yn.tr is constructed. 
We return to a further study of class III. Here A contains a maximal order 
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R and there are no proper open left nor right ideals in A. Every open two-sided 
ideal of R is invertible. I f  3 is such an ideal, then, as we have seen on another 
occasion, the intersection of the powers of D cannot be open. Otherwise, we 
find ‘D” = !P+l for some n, and this is incompatible with the invertibility 
of ‘1). (Unless 3 = R.) 
For convenience, we introduce the following notation. If  D is a two-sided 
ideal in R, then 5 denotes the intersection of the closures of the powers of 3, 
i.e., % = 0 %Y. Then % is a closed two-sided ideal. I f  R is an order in a 
ring A which has no proper open left ideals, then the product of two open 
left ideals of R is still open. Hence, if 3 is open, then ‘1)” is also open, and 
6 = (-) 3”. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. Let R be an order in a ring A. Let ‘8 be a closed two-sided 
ideal in R such that 2l + ‘3 is open and AaA is everywhere dense in A. Then 
A&A = A. 
Proof. Let e be a fundamental idempotent of 2l, so that ‘9lf % = Re + 5% 
Now, e is clearly contained in every power of ‘u, so that e E ‘& The fact 
that A’?%A is dense implies that R A ABA is dense in R. However, 
ReCRnA&A and Re+%CRiA@A+%. Thus, RnA@A$-5JI is 
both dense and open in R, so that it coincides with R. But that implies that 
R n A‘%A = R, namely that A@A = A. 
Now let A be in class III and let ‘Gj3 be an open maximal two-sided ideal of R. 
Since ‘$ is not open, A$A is not dense in A. 
PROPOSITION 6.12. The ideal ‘$I has the following properties: 
(1) The only proper two-sided ideals of R which contain $3 aye ‘$3 and vn. 
(2) A’$A is a closed maximal two-sided ideal of A and R n A$4 = ‘$. 
Proof. Let e be a fundamental idempotent of v, so that ‘$3 = Re {- ‘3, 
and e E 4. Let 3 be a proper two-sided ideal of R which contains ‘$ and 
suppose 3 is properly larger than ‘$3. Since e E ID, we have Re + % C 3 + ‘3, 
so that Re + 111 = ID + ‘%, and Z? is contained in ‘5j3. Because 3 f  $, the 
ideal 3 cannot be contained in every power of ‘@, and hence there is an 
integer IZ 3 1 with 3 C ‘$3”, but 3 q! ‘$3 n+l. Now, set 3, = DJV. Then 3, 
is again a two-sided ideal of R, and e is still an element of Zr . Hence, either 
3, is R and hence 3 = $3” or ‘oi is still contained in ‘$3. The latter would 
imply that a C 5IPi-l which has been excluded. This proves (1). 
Clearly A’$A n R 3 ‘$. Were the intersection properly larger than $8 it 
would be open by (1) which would imply that the intersection is open and 
that A’$A = A, which is not the case. Hence A@A r\ R = $3. Now, 
suppose I is a two-sided ideal of A which properly contains A’$A. Then, 
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I n K properly contains d$A n R = $, so that I n Ii! is open, and 1 = ‘-1. 
Thus, 4$.4 is a maximal two-sided ideal of il. Finally, if -4$4 is not closed, 
its maximality implies that A$.4 must be dense. This has been excluded by 
Proposition 6.11, and hence (2) is pro&. 
We have just established a map from Q(R) to the set of closed maximal 
two-sided ideals of =1 (showing in particular, that il has closed maximal 
two-sided ideals). 
'I'HEOREM 6.13. Continuing zuith the preceding notation, ;f  -4 is of class III, 
then 
(1) If $1, and Q are distinct elements of Q(R), then $ + d = R 
(2) n ‘$ = 0, the intersection taken over the set Q(R). 
(3) The map R -+ n R/c@ is an isomorphism. 
proof. The only closed maximal ideal of R which contains $8 is *@3; 
it follows that the closed two-sided ideal $ i- 6 is contained in no closed 
maximal two-sided ideal, so that $ -j- 3 = R. 
Suppose that 91 and 23 arc invertible two-sided ideals of R such that 
91 + % = R. Then CLI n 23 z 2l23 ==: 2391. Namely, 
so that YI-%&i = Bp1911’ from which %!I3 = %3yI follows immediately. 
At the same time, the fact that 91 + 93 = R implies in general that YI n 23 = 
WI3 -I- ?BN. Thus, if ‘$i ,..., ‘@, are distinct open maximal two-sided ideals, 
then we can now say that 
If  3 is any open two-sided ideal of R, then there is a finite stt $$ ,..., $& of 
elements of Q(R) with (pi n ... n $JfTf C 3. Hence, ‘$, n ... n $, C 3. 
Consequently, 0 $ is contained in every such 3, and therefore n $8 = 0. 
This proves (2). 
Finally, (3) follows from (1) and (2). 
We are now almost finished with class III. Form, for each ‘@ EL)(R), the 
ideal A‘$4 and A/4$4. Then, A/4$4 is a simple ring with no proper open 
ideals, i.e., of class I. Furthermore, R n .4$/l = $, while the intersection 
of all s$ = 0. It follows that the intersection of all A’$4 is also 0. Hence, 
there is a ring monomorphism of A into the Cartesian product n A/4$9, 
whose restriction to R is the isomorphism of (3) in Proposition 6.13. If  a: E A, 
there is an open two-sided ideal 9 of R with %C R. Then, 3 + p = R 
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for almost all $, so that T, + $8 = K for almost all ‘$3 (Proposition 2.8). 
This means that the image of 01 in .-l/*4$4 lies in R,‘$ for almost all ‘$3, 
and therefore that the image of ,4 in Jj -4/A’& is contained in the local 
product of the ,-1/-4$/l with respect to the R#. Let us call B the local 
product. Xow-, R is open in ‘4, while n R$ is open in B. But R and n R/$ 
are isomorphic as topological rings, so that the map of il into B is a continuous 
open map. In particular, the image of -4 is open in B, which implies that the 
image of =1 coincides with B because -4 has no proper open ideals. l’hus, 
WC find that A-1 is precisely the local product of {A/rl$d} with rcspcct to 
{Ri‘$}. Finally, if for some !l? the order R$ were not maximal in ;2/A-1$d, 
then it would follow that R would not be a maximal order. Thus, the part of 
Theorem 6.1 concerning rings of class III is finished. 
It is curious to note that the structure theorem for class III needs no 
assumption about the vanishing of the Jacobson radical. However, this is not 
entirely unexpected, if onlv for linguistic reasons. In classical noncommutative 
number theory, which has given rise to the term “order” as a subring of 
special type of a finite dimensional algebra over a field, it is well known that 
a maximal order cannot exist unless the algebra is semi-simple. Apparently 
we have here some analogue of this phenomenon. 
We are now left with rings of class II for which we still must show that 
such rings are of classII1, and also to prove that they are finite products of 
simple rings. But in fact we need only prove the first of these statements. 
Namely, if --I is both in class II and class III, then the decomposition of /I as 
a local product of simple rings has as many factors as there are elements of 
Q(R) with R a maximal order. But that A is of class II implies that the radical 
of any order of .-l is open, which implies that Q(R) is finite. Hence, for such 
a ring we find that -4 is a finite product of simple rings. Actually, the process 
of showing that the ring of class II contains a maximal order will at the same 
time show that the ring decomposes into a finite product of simple rings. 
We start with two lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.14. .-lssume that A has no proper open Yight ideals, and let R be 
an order in A. Let I be a left ideal in A with 91 :--z R n I and let ‘23 be an open 
+4t ideal of R. Then !2W is open in 41 and hasfinite index in 91. 
Proof. From the hypotheses we have !M = A, so that 1 = x bzxi with 
hi t 23 and .vi E .4. Let a be an open two-sided ideal of R such that x,3 CR 
for each i. I f  a E 3 n VI, then xia is on the one hand in R and is on the other 
hand in I. Hence each .xia is in R n I = ‘$1. Then, a = C b,x,a is in S?I. 
Thus, 239I lies between 3 n 8t and %!I and therefore 23% is open in 2I. ?Jow, 
%/!239I is a homomorphic image of ‘%/a n BI while N/D n 91 s PI + B/D. 
But RI32 is finite, so that 9113 n $I and %!I/!S$I are also finite. 
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I,EMMA 6.15. Assume that R is an order in a ring A such that A has no 
proper open left ideals. I f  I is a left ideal of A such that R n I is closed, then I is 
closed. 
Proof. I,et x be in the closure of 1, and let 5 be an open left ideal of K 
such that 3.x C R. Let 33 be any open left ideal of R. Then, because x is in 
the closure of I we have x E 3 : I, so that .2: d -i- zx, with d E 3 and 
ZL’ E I. I f  a E 3, then au; --= ax ad is in K, so that au E In R. Thus, 
ax E 9 : I n R for every 3. Since I n R is closed, we conclude that 
a.z:cIn Ror &vC1n R. Hencexet.i3@Cil(ln R) :-I. 
‘l’IIEOHEM 6.16. Let A be of class II and let R be an order in A. Then, 
every left ideal of A is closed and finitely generated; every left ideal of R is closed 
and finitely generated. 
Proof. Let I be a left ideal of il and 21 -- R n I, so that I .- A+%. Recalling 
that ‘% is open, we may apply Lemma 6.14 with 23 -- ‘3. Then, 2I/%21 is 
finite so that it is finitely generated as a left R-module. Choose a, ,..., a, in 
2I which map onto generators of 21;%2I. Then 2I z-z C Rai + WU. 
Clearly also 2I = C Ra, + ‘WW for every m, and hence 52I :--I )J Rai . Also, 
1 = C Aai , and hence I is finitely generated. Finally, because R n I is 
closed, it follows from Lemma 6.15, that I is closed. 
1,et K be a left ideal in R, set I AK and 2I I n R. Then, ‘2I 3 6:. 
In general, 21 is larger than c; however for anv a E 21 there is an open ideal 3 
with aa C 6;. As we have seen above, 21 is finitely generated, so that there is 
an open two-sided ideal a with 32I C K. Again we apply I,emma 6.14, and 
find that I)2I has finite index in 21, hence also in 6:. At the same time rD’2I is 
finitely generated. Samely, A z= AZ) implies that 3 is finitely generated, 
3 C Rdj . I f  2I --- C Raj , then 33% =- C T)ai -: C Rdja, . Hence, (5 is 
also finitely generated. Because 6 is finitely generated, K is closed. 
We now know that 11 is left noethcrian and any order in .4 is also left 
noetherian. LVe shall call a two-sided ideal of .j? indecomposable if it is not the 
intersection of two properly larger two-sided ideals. From the fact that f  is 
noetherian, it follows that every two-sided ideal is a finite intersection of 
indecomposable ideals. In particular, this is the case for the zero ideal. We 
choose 1, ,..., I, indecomposable two-sided ideals for which Zr n *.. n I, -- 0, 
and such that no proper subset of {Zr ,..., r,,j- has that property. 
PROPOSITIOS 6.17. The ring A/Ii is still of class II, and its zero ideal is 
indecomposable. 
Proof. ‘I’hat the zero ideal of A/Ii is indecomposable is a reflection of the 
fact that li is indecomposable. Since every ideal of fl is closed, it follows that 
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A/Ii is locally compact. Furthermore, if R is an order in il with radical %, 
then 91 is open in R and the image of R in A/l, is an order, the image of % 
is its radical, and hence the radical of an order of A/Z, is open. All that remains 
is to verify that the intersection of the maximal left ideals of A/1, is 0. 
Let J be the intersection of Ii ,..., 1, with Ii omitted. By the assumptions 
on {II ,..., I,,}, we know that Ii n / = 0, and that / $1, . Hence J $- 1, is 
properly larger than Ii . Let 1: be the intersection of all those maximal left 
ideals of A which contain 1; . Our objective is to show that 1: = li . Assume 
that this is not the case; then 1; is a two-sided ideal which properly contains 1,. 
Hence, because Ii is indecomposable, 1: n (Ii -+ J) =L Ii + (1: n J) properly 
contains Ii . Consequently, 1; n J $ li . Choose an element x E 1; n J with 
h: $1, . In particular, x is not 0, and hence there is a maximal left ideal $331 
of d with Y 6 911. Then, .+I = il.r + 9X and Ii = I,x -I- 1$JI. Now, x E J so 
that lix C Ii/ C I, n J = 0, and we find that ‘331 contains li . But then 911 also 
contains 1,’ , and hence also X. This is not possible, so that we conclude, as 
desired, that 1; = Ii . 
LEMMA 6.18. Let R be an order in a kg -4 of class II. Then R has no 
noxzevo nilpotent ideals. 
Proof. Let 91 be a two-sided ideal of R such that ‘112 = 0; we must prove 
that o_l = 0. Set !I3 = R n %A. Then 23 is again a two-sided ideal of R and 
23 3 2I. Furthermore, if x is any element of 23, then there is an open ideal 3 
of R such that ~3 C ‘21. Since 23 is finitely generated as a left ideal (by 
Theorem 6.16), there is an integer i with 2Mi C ?I. By applying Lemma 6.14, 
with right and left interchanged, we conclude that !-BY? is open in 23, and 
hence there is an integer j with Y$j n 23 C 23’W . Hence %+I3 C 91’ n 8 C ‘LI. 
From this we find ‘%%2I = 0, which in turn gives %3’U = 0 since X!lV = A. 
Let !lJI be a maximal left ideal of B. If  we show that Pl C ‘352 for all such ‘351, 
then we may conclude that ‘11 = 0. Hence, assume that BI $ ‘331. That is, 
?I $ !Q where 5J3 = R n ‘3X. Consequently, ‘II + ‘$3 is open (by Proposition 5.7). 
Again applying Lemma 6.14 with right and left interchanged, we find that 
%(!!I + 5@) is open in 23. Or, since 23% = 0, that 23’$ is open in 23. Hence, 
there is an integer R such that ak n ‘23 C W$. Then, 
%%CWn23CW$C!J3, and A23 = A%?23 c ,4yl= m, 
so that !.3 C 9.R. In particular, 91 C 9X and hence we find 2I = 0. 
THEOREM 6.19. Let A be a ring of class II in which the zero ideal is inde- 
composable. Then A is in class III and is simple. 
Proof. Let R be any order in A. We start by showing that the zero ideal 
of R is indecomposable. Thus, suppose that ‘u, and !I& are nonzero two-sided 
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ideals of R. Then, A’LI,A n d&A # 0. If  x is a nonzcro element of this 
intersection, we can find open ideals 3 and 3’ of R such that 3x3, is 
contained in ?I, as well as in $?I,. Since <-1 has no proper open left nor right 
ideals, it follows that D)xW f  0. Hence ‘LI, n ‘L[, f  0. 
Let z be a family of orders in 4, each containing R, and linearly ordered by 
inclusion. Set f!? = {x E R 1 S’s C R all S E 21.. Then 6 is a two-sided ideal of R 
and, by Proposition 6.5, 6 f  0. Also set !I[ = (a E R / 6~ := O}. Then ‘21 
is also a two-sided ideal of R with (WI _= 0. It follows that ((5 n !I[)2 = 0, 
and hence, by Lemma 6.18, that Cc n VI = 0. Since the zero ideal of R is 
indecomposable and 8 f  0 we must have ?I = 0. Now, let 1 = 
(X E iz ~ Bx = 0). Then I is a right ideal of d with I n R =: ,ZI = 0. Hence I 
is also zero. 
Denote by TV the union of all S in z. Then W is a subring of il which 
contains R, and 6 W = Q. That is, W has a faithful representation by right 
multiplication on (5,. However, R is a noetherian ring and CC is a finitely 
generated R-module. Hence W is also a finitely generated R-module. But this 
implies that IV is compact; and is also an order. Thus, Zorn’s lemma is 
applicable and we now know that A contains a maximal order and that .4 
is of class III. From the previously proved structure theorem for class III, 
,4 is a local product of simple rings. However, the fact that the zero ideal of A 
is indecomposable implies that the product can have only one factor, that is, 
A is itself a simple ring. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.19. 
Now let A be any ring of class II. Using the discussion, and notation, 
preceding Proposition 6.17, the rings A/I, are all simple. This means that 
each Ii is a maximal two-sided ideal of A, and then the minimality of the set 
VI ,-**, 1,) immediately implies that d is isomorphic to the product 
A/I, x .‘. x A/In . This finally completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
A few remarks concerning the asymmetry of the hypotheses defining the 
classes I through III might be of interest. As we have seen, the assumption 
of the non-existence of proper open left ideals for classes I and II was sufficient 
to imply the nonexistence of proper open right ideals. The key is Lemma 6.2 
and its Corollary 6.3. If  we try to use Lemma 6.2 on a ring il having no 
proper open left ideals and containing a maximal order, wc obtain the 
following conclusion. For such a ring, the intersection of all open right ideals 
must be nonzero. That intersection is a closed two-sided ideal, and we may 
pass to the factor ring which will still have no proper open left ideals. The 
difhculty now arises that we no longer know that the factor ring has a maximal 
order. This suggests an interesting question which we are not able to answer 
at this time. Namely, let R be an order in a ring A and let R be a closed two- 
sided ideal in A. Then, with x the canonical map from 1-2 to A/R, certainly 
n(R) is an order in A/!& If S is an order A/R which contains r(R), is S the 
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image, under in, of an order of il which contains R ? If the answer is affirmative 
under the assumption that A has no proper open left ideals, then we may drop 
the hypothesis on open right ideals in the definition of class III. 
117~ conclude this section with some observations concerning commutative 
rings. Suppose that A is a commutative locally compact ring containing a 
compact open subring R. Assume that rl has no proper open ideals, and that 
the intersection of the closed maximal ideals of .-I is 0. Apply Theorem 4.19. 
Then =1, R is a local product of {A,} with respect to compact open subrings 
R, such that R, is a local ring. The assumption that the intersection of the 
closed maximal ideals of A is 0, implies that this is the case also for each d, . 
But this combined with the other properties of il, shows that A, is a ring of 
class II. Hence, A, is a Cartesian product of a finite number of simple rings. 
Since a commutative simple ring is a field, we find that A, is a finite product 
of nondiscrete locally compact fields, or that (A, , R,,) is a non-Archimedean 
block in the terminology of [2]. This provides an alternative proof of 
Theorem 4.1 of [2]. 
Section 7. TOPOLOGICAL SEMI-SIMPLICITY 
Let r be an arbitrary topological ring and Ma (topological) left r-module. 
We shall say that M is topologically semi-simple if for every submodule N, 
closed or not, of M, there is a submodule N’ such that N n N’ = 0 and 
N -+- N’ is everywhere dense. We shall say that r is (left) topologically semi- 
simple if every left r-module is topologically semi-simple. 
For convenience in studying these objects, we introduce another definition. 
A submodule M’ of a module M will be called .full if M’ has a nonzero 
intersection with every non-zero submodule of M. Except for the fact that 
we do not require that M’ be open, this is the same as the condition which 
asserts that M is an essential extension of M’. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let N be a submodule of a module M, and let N’ be maximal 
with respect to the condition that N n N’ = 0. Then N + N’ is a full submodule 
of M. 
Proof. I f  X is a submodule of M such that X n (N + N’) = 0, then 
N n (X + N’) = 0. From the maximality of N’ we get XC N’ and hence 
x = 0. 
We now return to the topological situation. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The following conditions on a module M aye equivalent: 
( 1) M is topologically semi-simple 
(2) Every full submodule of M is dense. 
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Proof. (1) .-t (2) 
I f  M’ is full, then A4 n M” -- 0 implies ;Zf” -- 0 so that, by (I), M’ is 
dense. 
Let X be an arbitrary submodule of M; choose N’ maximal with respect 
to the property LV n ;\;’ 0. Then, :V -V’ is full and therefore dense. 
The prcccding proposition will turn out to be quite useful in studying 
topological semi-simplicity. I:or, according to the definition, if :VZ is topo- 
logically semi-simple and N is a submodule, there is some submodule N’ 
for which S n L\” 0 and A’ ; S’ is dense. ‘l’he proposition however 
guarantees the denseness of IV :- AY’ for (z?zy choice of :V’ maximal with 
respect to X n S’ 1 0. 
In exact analogy with the classical notation of semi-simplicity, we have: 
THEOREM 7.3. If  r is u topologicul ying, then the followirq conditions are 
equivulent : 
(1) r is topologically semi-simple 
(2) I’, considered as a left module oveY itself, is topologically semi-simple. 
Proof. Clearly (2) is a special case of(l), so that we need only show that (2) 
implies (1). I,et then M’ be a full submodule of a module M. Since we wish 
to show that 111’ is dense, we wish to show that the closure of M’ coincides 
with .2/. IIut it is obvious that a submodule of M which contains a full 
submodule is also full. Hcncc we must prove that if M’ is a closed full 
submodule of AM, then AT =:- M. 
let s be any element of !U’, and let 91 -- {a E I’ ax F- AI’]. Then 9I is a 
closed left ideal of r. Let ‘B be any left ideal of r such that 91 n iI3 =.- 0, 
and set JI” = %x. Sow, suppose y  c M’ n :bf”. Then, y  =- hx, for some 
b ES. Ilowcv-et-, the fact that y  E M’ implies that h is in %, hence in 
VI n $3 0. Thus, y  = 0. Hut M’ is full, from which we deduce that Al” 0. 
On the other hand, the fact that 2%~ 0 certainly implies 23 C 91. This in 
turn tells us that !B 0. 15-e have therefore verified that (11 is a full ideal. 
Since $3 is also closed, we find that, under (2), $3 :-= r. Hence x E :M’, and 
thus 34’ JZ. 
COKOLLAKY 1.4. If R is a compact ring with radical ‘8, then R is topo- 
logic&y semi-simple if, and only ;f, % = 0. 
I-‘yoof. Suppose that % 7 0. Then, every closed left ideal is a direct 
summand. However, a proper direct summand cannot be full, so that every 
full ideal of R is dense. Thus R is topologically semi-simple. 
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Now suppose that R is topologically semi-simple. There is a left ideal Cu 
such that ‘3 n 2X = 0 and 8 + 2I is dense. But then 2I must itself be dense, 
while %2I C % n 21 = 0. This implies that % = 0. 
COROLLARY 7.5. If  T is topologically semi-simple and A is a closed two-sided 
ideal of r, then r/R is topologically semi-simple. 
Proof. As a F-module, I’/53 is topologically semi-simple. However, the 
F-submodules are just the same as the left ideals of r/R 
PROPOSITION 7.6. If  r is topologically semi-simple, then every closed 
maximal left ideal is a direct summand. Every open left ideal is a direct summand. 
Every left r-module is injective. 
Proof. I f  21 is either an open left ideal or a closed maximal left ideal, 
then there is no proper dense ideal which contains 2l. Hence ?I is a direct 
summand. Now knowing this for open ideals, the fact that every left r-module 
is injective is trivial. 
We shall say that a ring is semi-simple in the classical sense if every left 
ideal is a direct summand, i.e., if the radical vanishes and the descending 
chain condition holds for left ideals. In view of Proposition 7.6, we may note 
that a discrete ring which is topologically semi-simple is semi-simple in the 
classical sense. 
PROPOSITION 7.7. If  r is topologically semi-simple, then r has no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals. 
Proof. Suppose that 21 is a two-sided ideal with 2X2 = 0. Choose a left 
ideal 23 with 2l n 23 = 0 and 21 + 23 dense. Then, 2123 C 2l n ‘B = 0. 
Hence, 2l(2l + 23) = 0, so that the denseness of 2I + 23 implies that PI = 0. 
If  K is a left ideal with 03 = 0, then Kr is two-sided, and (U’)z = 0. Hence 
K = 0. Similarly, for right ideals. 
THEOREM 7.8. Let r be topologically semi-simple, and let 2l be a two-sided 
ideal. I f  23 is a left ideal maximal with respect to 2l n 23 = 0, then 
!B = {a E r 1 2la = 0). Hence, 23 is unique and it is a closed two-sided ideal. 
Furthermore, 2321 = 0. 
Proof. If 23 is a left ideal such that 2L n ?Z3 = 0, then 2E3 C ‘2I n 23 
so that 2123 = 0. Hence, all the assertion will follow once we prove that 
21 n (a E r / 2Ia = 0} = 0. But the intersection is obviously nilpotent. 
We now turn our attention to topological semi-simplicity in the context 
of locally compact rings. The relevance of the latter condition centers around 
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a theorem of Kaplansky to the etfect that a locally compact ring has at least 
one closed maximal left ideal. (Theorem 11, page 455 of [4].) 
THEOREM 1.9. Let A be n locally compact topologically semi-simple ring. 
Then the intersection of the closed maximal left ideals of A is 0. 
I+oo$ Let 91 be the intersection of all closed maximal left ideals of A. 
certainly, 91 is a closed left ideal. In fact, 91 is two-sided. Namely, let x E ‘21 
and let y  be any element of zl. \Ve must s!tow that my E (35 for every closed 
maximal left ideal of -3. I f  y  is already in !lJ3J1, then we are done. If  y  is not in 
!lJJJz, set !lJ1’ :- {z E il / zy E !lJt). !lJJJ1 ’ is clearly the annihilator, in the simple 
module .-I:!lJ1, of the image of y  in .-I$UI. Hence !lJJ1’ is again a closed maximal 
left ideal. Consequently, x E !lJl’ and therefore .vy t !lJ3JL as desired. 
Let ‘H -7 {a E il ! \!Ia :- 0:. Then by Theorem 7.8, ‘8 n %3 = 0 and 
91 + % is dense. If  !8 7 A, then 91 :z 0 as desired. If  B is proper, then 
.-;1;%3 is again a locally compact ring, so that it has closed maximal left ideals. 
Or, there is a closed maximal left ideal ‘331 of --l with !lJI r) %3. But then ‘331 
also contains Pl so that ‘331 contains YI + 23. ‘This is clearly not possible. 
We remind the reader that, as in an earlier section, the socle of a module is 
taken in its non-topological sense, namely, as the largest semi-simple sub- 
module with the topology disregarded. A useful observation concerning the 
socle of a module for our present context is the fact that a full submodule M’ 
of a module ;M contains the socle .‘Y(M) of AZ. Xamely, &” n .Y’(iVr) is a 
direct summand of ,Y(M), and if M” is a complementary submodule of 
M’n :/(.W) in Y(M), then M” n AZ’ ~ 0. From the fact that M’ is full, 
we conclude that A+“’ =: 0 or that .‘Y’(M) C AZ’. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let A be a locally compact ring. Then the following con- 
ditions are equivalent: 
(1) .-I is topologically semi-simple 
(2) Every closed maximal left ideal of A is a direct summand 
(3) The socle of A (as a left Ail-module) is dense. 
Proof. (1) 7:. (2) 
This implication has already been proved in Proposition 7.6. 
(2) -- (3) 
The socle .9(--l) of A considered as a left module is clearly a two-sided 
ideal. Assume for the moment that its closure is a proper ideal. Then there 
is a closed maximal left ideal ‘332 with (3n 19’(A). By (2), ‘9JI = Ae with e an 
idempotent. The maximality of %JI implies that A(1 - e) is a minimal ideal, 
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and hence I - e E Y(d). But this implies that 1 ~ e E 9X, which is clearly 
impossible. Thus, 9(--l) is dense. 
(3) =:. (I) 
Since every full left ideal contains 9(&-I), the hypothesis that .Y(,2) is 
dense implies that every full idea1 is dense, and hence that .4 is topologically 
semi-simple. 
COROLLARY 7.11. Let -.I be locally compact and left topologically semi-simple. 
Therl .-! is tight topologically semi-simple. 
Proof. From the topological semi-simplicity of d follows the non- 
existence of nilpotent ideals. This in turn implies that every minimal left 
ideal is generated by an idempotent, that the same is the case for minimal 
right ideals, and also that for an idempotent e the minimality of .4e is 
equivalent to the minimality of e*4. Assembling these facts enahlcs us to 
conclude that the socle of *-1 considered as a left -A-module coincides with the 
socle considering *1 as a right module. The result now follows from 
‘I’hcorem 7.10. 
\Ve shall say that an idempotent e of a topological ring I’ has jinite rank 
if there are no proper dense left ideals which contain r(l - e). Clearly 0 
is an idcmpotent of finite rank. The essence of Kaplansky’s proof of the 
existence of 3 closed maximal left ideal in a locally compact ring is his proof 
of the existence of nonzcro idempotents of finite rank. For, if e is such an 
idcmpotent, then a maximal left ideal which contains r(l ~~ e) is necessarily 
closed. \Ve shall set later that the assumption that a locally compact ring 
contains an order implies with no difficulty the existence of idcmpotents of 
finite rank. 
~ROPOSITIOiV 7.12. Suppose that e is a nonzero idempotent iI1 a topological 
rinCF r. Then the following statements aye equiualelit : 
(1) e has Jinite rarrk 
(2) ere has no proper dense left ideals. 
A-off. (I) -- (2) 
Let !!I be a proper left ideal of eI’e. ‘I’hcn, rY1 + r(l ~ e) is a proper 
ideal of r. For, were this not so, we would have 1 E r$LL + r(l - e), and 
hence e E ePXe == 21. Consequently, there is a maximal left ideal ‘351 which 
contains rY - r(l ~ e). Because e has finite rank, 59JI is not dense, so that 
‘332 is closed. Now, BI C 9.N n ere, while 91 n ere is a closed proper left 
idea1 of ere and hence 41 is not dense. 
&I/11/3-7 
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Suppose that Yl is a dense left idea! of r which contains I’( 1 ~ e). ‘lhc fact 
that I e E 91 implies that ‘!I n eTe -= eYle. Hence, e?Ie is a dense left 
ideal in ere, so that e9Ie := err. Thus, 91 contains both e and I c, or 
?I : r. It follows that e has finite rank. 
The significance of this proposition will become clearer when combined 
with the following: 
PR0P0sIT10N 7.13. If’ e is a nonzero idempotent in a topological]?: semi- 
simple ring, then ere is also topologically semi-simple. 
F’Iwo~. Let 91 be a left ideal in ere. Set I m-m IW. Then I is a left ideal in 1: 
I C Te and eI = ‘$I. Because of the fact that I C re we have I n r( I ~ e) = 0, 
so that there is a left ideal / of r which contains r(l ~ e) and is maximal 
with respect to J n I = 0. Then, I -I+ ,J is dense. Now set 23 = e/e, so that 
23 is a left ideal in ere. Because I ~ e E j we have 23 = J n ere. Hence, 
‘)I n 23 =. 0. We shall be done when we show that ‘II + 23 is dense in ere, and 
this in turn will be done by shovving that e is in the closure of 21 f  23. 
Let T- be a neighborhood of 0 in ere; then there is a neighborhood M-of 0 in 
r with TV n ere C V. There is another neighborhood TV’ of 0 in r such that 
eW’e C Ii’, and hence ell”p C I-. Because I -i- J is dense in r we have 
1 t Tl” !- I f- J. Hence, e E e?C-‘e i- ele - e Je C P’ + 91 f  2!!, and we are 
done. 
Combining the previous two propositions yields the useful observation 
that if e is a nonzero idempotent of finite rank in a topologicallp semi-simple 
ring r, then ere is semi-simple in the classical sense. 
Related to this observation, we have the following important result. 
THEOREM 7.14. Let e be an idempotent qf @ite rank in a topologically 
semi-simple ring T’. Then, re is a semi-simple r-module satisf-ving the descending 
chai?z condition on r-submodules. 
Proof. Since I% is isomorphic, in the sense of topological modules, 
to r:r(l - e), the fact that e has finite rank implies that I% has no proper 
dense submodules. Since at the same time, re is a topologically semi-simple 
r-module, it follows that l2 is semi-simple. Now, a finitely generated semi- 
simple module is the direct sum of a finite number of simple submodules, 
from which we easily deduce the descending chain condition on submodules. 
Since a compact ring contains, in general, many idempotents, results like 
Theorem 7.14 become particularly effective for those locally compact rings 
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which contain orders. At the same time, when a ring rl contains an order, all 
idempotents of .+I arise from compact rings, as is shown by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 7.15. Let ,4 be a locally compact ring containing an order. I f  c is an 
idempotent of A, then e is contained in an order of d. 
Pro’oqf. Let R be an order of &I. Then *\/1 : R -I- Re is a compact open 
subgroup of d. Set R’ =- {,Y t .-1 ~ Il!k C -11). Then R’ is clearly a subring of 
:I and the idempotence of e tells us that e is an element of R’. Furthermore, 
the fact that M is both open and compact implies that R’ is open. Finally, 
hecauae R contains the unit element, R’ is contained in JJ, so that R’ is also 
compact. 
We shall also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.16. Let R be a compact ring with radical ‘9, and let e be a nonZero 
idempotent in R. Then e%e is the radical of eRe. 
Proof. eRe is a compact ring with e as its unit element and e91e is a closed 
two-sided ideal of eRe. Since e’91e is contained in $2, there are no nonzero 
idempotents in e’%e, so that e!JIe is contained in the radical of eRe. To show 
that e’Jle coincides with the radical of eRe, it is now sufficient to show- that 
eRe/e%e has a zero radical. 
h’ow e%e = eRe n ‘8, and therefore eRe/e*Xe is isomorphic to eRe A 91/%,. 
If  we denote by v  the canonical mapping R --t R/S, then eReje%e is iso- 
morphic to y(e)R/% q(e). Applying Corollary 7.4 and Proposition 7.13 to 
R$ and the idempotent g)(e) gives the desired conclusion. 
One more preparatory lemma is necessary. 
LEMMA 7.17. Let B a locally compact ring coutaining an order S, arld let !iJ 
be the radical of S. Then the ,following tzuo assertions are equivalent: 
(1) B has no proper dense left ideals 
(2) L! is opell. 
I’TOOf. (1) => (2) 
Assume for the moment that L’ is not open. By Proposition 5.11 there is a 
proper dense left ideal VI in S. Now set I == &?I. Since S is an open subring 
of B, the fact that I contains 9I easily implies that I is dense in B. Hence, 
by (I), I = B. Now, an application of Proposition 5.1 will tell us that 
91 =- S. This contradicts the choice of VI, hence we see that 0 is open. 
(2) -‘- (1) 
I f  I is a dense left ideal of B, then S n I is a dense left ideal of S. Because 
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2 is open, ~‘e have S n I ( 9 = S from which we conclude that S n I = S 
and I = II. 
Two remarks concerning Lemma 7.17 are in order. ITirst, Condition (I) 
may be rephrased in the form “the idempotent I has finite rank”. Secondly, 
and more important, Condition (2) d oes not distinguish between left and 
right. Hence, if B is a ring which contains an order. the nonexistence of 
proper dense left ideals in B is equivalent to the nonexistence of proper 
dense right ideals. 
IVith these preparations out of the way, \VC come to an important propert) 
of idempotents of finite rank: 
‘I’HEOREM 7.18. Let -4 be N local& compact ring containilzg an ordeer R 
having rnrlical ‘Jl, and let e be n nonzero idempotent qf R. Then the followinCf 
conditions are equivalent: 
( 1) e has jnite rank in A 
(2) eYle is open in eRe 
(3) R( 1 e) i % is open in R. 
Proof. ( 1) * (2) 
eRe is an order in eAe while e9le is the radical of eRe. C’ombining 
Proposition 7.12 with I,cmma 7.17 shows that e91e is open in eRe. 
(2) (3) 
‘I’hat e!lle is open in eRe asserts the existence c>f an open two-sided ideal I? 
of R such that epe :~L D n eRe C e?Jle. Hence, F C ‘91 -’ R( I e) L ( 1 e)R 
and therefore 91 1 R(1 ~ e) (1 e)R is an open subgroup of R. Suppose 
that 91 R(1 e) is not open. Then, using Proposition 5.1 1, there is a 
proper dense left ideal 91 which contains 91 : R( 1 e). Consquently, 
“I -: (1 e)R is both an open and a dense subgroup of I?, so that 
91 (1 e)R coincides with R. This clearlv sho\vs thar e is in 91. But I ~ e 
is also in !J[, which contradicts the fact that ?I is a proper left ideal. Thus. 
91 R( I e) is in fact open. 
(3) (1) 
If  1 is a dense left ideal of --I which contains .-I( I ~ e), then I n H is a 
dense left ideal of R and I n R f  R( I ~~ e) ~!~ 91 is both dense and open. 
C’onsequently, In R ~- 91 = R and hcncc also I n R = R or I ~~ A. 
rls in the remark preceding the theorem, we note that Condition (2) is 
symmetric in left and right. Hence, if _.I is a ring which contains an order 
and e is an indempotent of finite rank in the sense that there are no proper 
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dense left ideals which contain A( I - e), then there are also no proper dense 
right ideals which contain (1 ~ e)A. We should also note that Theorem 7.18 
implies the following: if A is a locally compact ring which contains at least 
one order, and e is an idempotent of L3, then e has finite rank if, and only if, 
1 - e is a fundamental idempotent of an open left ideal of some order 
containing e. Furthermore, should this be the case, then 1 ~ e is a funda- 
mental idempotent of an open left idea1 of every order which contains e. 
THEOREM 7.19. Let A be a locally compact ring containing an order R. 
,4ssume that A has no nonzero nilpotent ideals and that eAe is topological~~~ 
semi-simple fey every idempotent e of jinite rank which lies in R. Then .4 is 
topologically semi-simple. 
Proof. Before starting the proof we should like to remark that the con- 
dition on eAe may equally well be formulated in the form “eAe is semi-simple 
in the classical sense for all e, etc.“. 
Let % be the radical of R. Applying Theorem 7.18 shows that should 91 
happen to be open, then 1 has finite rank, and the hypothesis then simply 
asserts that A is topologically semi-simple. Thus, we may suppose that 91 
is not open. Let %I be a closed maximal left idea1 of d; n-e must show that 
+JJz is generated by an idempotent. Set $? = R n ,JJ1. Using Proposition 5.7 
and Proposition 5.1 I we find that ‘v + !JI is open. 
Let 1 ~ e be a fundamental idempotent of $I, so that $! = R( I -e) - +$\ n CJL. 
The fact that $? + % is open tells us that e has finite r,mk, and hence that 
eAe is topologiczlly semi-simple. 
Since 1 - e E 9.X we have !IR n e<3e = e$Jne, and e’3Jle is a (closed) mxximal 
left ideal in e.3e. Hence, e!Dllle = edep with p an idempotent in Erie; in 
particular, p = pe = ep. Set w = I -- e - IL. Then w is still an idempotcnt, 
and w E 9-R. W:e shall show that ,JJ2 = -3~. Since A-l~ C !IJ{, the latter condition 
is equivalent to fl(l ~~ tij) = =l(e ~ II) is a minima1 ideal. Since eAe/L is a 
maximal idea1 in eAe, we know that ede(e ~ CL) is a minima! left ideal in 
e13e, so that (e ~ p) ede(e ~ p) . is a irision ring. But, (e ~ p) erfe(e ~~ ,L) = d 
(e ~~ p) /I(e - p) and now the assumption that ,-1 has no nilpotent ideals 
implies that ,-l(e -- p) is a minimal left ideal in A. This completes the proof. 
For effective application of the result just proved, it would be useful to 
have a criterion for deciding when the ring ede is topologicallp semi-simple. 
Now, if e is an arbitrary idempotent of a ring A4, the ring e,.3e is simply the 
endomorphism ring of the module Ae. If  we know that &l-le is a semi-simple 
A-module, then certainly eAe is semi-simple in the classical sense. For, 
suppose that ?I is a left ideal in e8e. Then 12% is a submodule of &3e, and 
there is another submodule 23 with &!I n !B = Cl and 221 i B Ae. 
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Then, &I3 is a complementary ideal to YI in e,3e. (This remark should bc 
compared with Theorem 7.14.) 
Let P be an arbitrary ring, 911 and !W maximal left ideals. \Ve shall say 
that 912 and 93’ are equivalent, and write ‘331 N 9X’, whenever r$Jl and 
r/9X’ are isomorphic r-modules. If  .T is an element of r, not in ‘351, 
then 9.N’ := {y E r 1 yx E %N} is a maximal left ideal which is equivalent to W, 
and every maximal left ideal equivalent to 91331 has that form. 
If  !VJ31 is a maximal left ideal in a ring f, then the intersection of all maximal 
ideals equivalent to ,332 is precisely the annihilator of the module rj9Jl. This 
is quite simple to verify. For, if 911 N 93’ then Q’9X and rj(JJ1’ have the 
same annihilator. Hence,the intersection of all such ‘Wcontains the annihilator 
of ~011 and is contained in ‘352. Thus all we need to see is that the intersection 
is a two-sided ideal. But this is immediate from the remark above. 
If  r is a topological ring, any r-homomorphism from r/W to r/W is 
automatically continuous. Hence, if 91 N 9X’, then either both are closed or 
neither is. 
Concerning this notion of equivalence, we have the following extremely 
useful lemma. 
LEMMA 7.20. Let r be an arbitrary ring and S a set qf maximal left ideals 
of r ahose intersection is 0. Let e be an idempotent of r. Then, re is the inter- 
section of maximal left ideals each of which is equivalent to an ideal in the set S. 
Proof. Let .X be an element of r which is not in l%. Then we must prove 
the existence of a maximal left ideal $93 which contains e, does not contain s 
and is equivalent to an ideal in S. That x is not in l% may be expressed by 
X( 1 - e) # 0. Under the hypothesis of the lemma, there is an ideal 9Jnl, t S 
with x(1 - e)$X$. Clearly 1 -~ e is also not in W, . Hence, 911 == 
{y 1 y(1 --- e) E SW,} is a maximal left ideal with 93 N 911,. Also it is obvious 
that e E 93 while .X 4 ‘9.X. 
COROLLARY 7.21. Let r be topologically semi-simple and let S be a set of 
maximal kft ideals of A whose intersection is 0. Then every closed maximal left 
ideal of r is equivalent to one in the set S. 
Proof. Let ‘311 be a closed maximal left ideal of IY Then 91532 = re with r 
an idempotent. Applying the lemma, there is a maximal left ideal 93’ 
equivalent to one of the set S, and such that e E $331’. But the maximality of 
‘9.N clearly implies XV’ = 93. 
COROLLARY 7.22. Let r be a topological semi-simple ying in which the 
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intersection of all those maximal left ideals which are not open is 0. Then r has 
no proper open left ideals. 
Pwof. Assume, on the contrary, that there is a proper open left ideal ?[. 
‘I’hen, any maximal left ideal 2JI which contains PI is also open. But it is not 
possible for 9J1 to be equivalent to a non-open ideal, so that the result follows 
from Lemma 7.21. 
There is no difficulty in verifying that, should !Jl331 and !W be equivalent 
maximal left ideals in a ring I’, and one of these is generated by an idempotent, 
then the other is also generated by an idempotent. Also, if 9.4 is a maximal 
left ideal which does not contain some idempotent e, then there is a maximal 
left ideal %I’ N SYJI with 1 - e E !JJI’. Xamely, we take +%I’ =: {X I .ve E ‘PI). 
With these preliminaries out of the way, we have: 
THEOREM 7.23. Let A be a locally compact ring and let E be a set of 
idempotents of A such that the left ideal generated by E is dense, and such that 
ei3e is topologically semi-simple for each e E E. Then, if -4 has no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals, A is topologically semi- simple. 
Proof. Let \YJI be a closed maximal left ideal of ;-I; we must show that 9JI 
is generated by an idempotent. Because M? is dense, there is an e E E with 
e $ ‘%JI. Hence, there is a closed maximal left ideal !JJI’ w !JJl such that 
1 -- e E 9Jl’. Since !JJI’ N 9J)J1, it is enough to prove that SYJI’ is generated by an 
idcmpotent. The proof of this is now exactly the same as that used in the 
proof of Theorem 7.19. 
Section 8. CLASSICAL AND NONCLASSICAL MAXIMAL IDEALS 
Let r be any ring and let 93 be a maximal left ideal in I’. The endomorphism 
ring of the simple module r/!JJI is a division ring which may be represented by 
elements of r as follows. Let d be the right stabilizer of !IJI, i.e., d = {X E r / 
‘JJx C !JJI}. Then d is a subring of r, it contains ‘331 as a two-sided ideal, 
and 4/$%X is the endomorphism ring of rj9Jul. Furthermore, the action 
of A/))31 on r/‘;m is simply given by right multiplication by elements of 
d on r. The situation is precisely similar for maximal right ideals. 
Sow suppose that A is a locally compact ring, and that YJI is a closed maximal 
left ideal. Then d is a closed subring of A and hence O/$%X is again locally 
compact. Furthermore, A/%N is a topological d/9JI-module. There are now two 
possibilities. O/m is not discrete, in which case we say that 911 is a classical 
maximal ideal; or O/YJI is discrete, and then we call ‘9JI a nonclassical maximal 
ideal. 
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Suppose that %I1 is a classical maximal ideal. Let $3 be the annihilator of 
A/!JX, so that ‘9I is a closed two-sided ideal which is contained in ‘9X. Since 
4,311 is a nondiscrete locally compact division ring, and A/m is a locally 
compact (right) vector space over L1/sJJz, it follows that /I/!331 is finite- 
dimensional. Consequently, the Jacobson-Bourbaki lemma asserts that A/VI 
is the full ring of d/!R-linear endomorphisms of A/93. Hence, /Ii91 is a 
simple ring, 91 is a maximal two-sided ideal of A, and A/\21 is the ring of all 
?z x n matrices over the opposite ring of 4/W, where n is the dimension of 
A/‘93 as a vector space over 4/N. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let e be a nonzero idempotent of finite rank in a locally 
compact ring A. If  912 is a closed maximal left ideal of A which contains 1 -- e, 
then 9.N n e&ge = eWe is a closed maximal left ideal in eAe. Furthermore, every 
closed maximal left ideal of ede arises in this way, Fina&, if $93 is classical, 
then 93 n e.3e is also classical. 
Proof. Because 1 - e E 9J331 we have e $ !N so that 91331 n e,-le is a proper 
closed left ideal of eAe. Also, the fact that 1 - e E 9X yields !lJi n eAe e!Ule. 
To see that ‘352 n eAe is maximal, let x be an element of ede not in e!Me. 
‘I’hen .T is not in 9331, so that z3 = 14s ( !1)1, and hence e.4e -= else -~I-~ rYJle, 
while e=lse = edex. Thus, ‘331 n eA-le is in fact a closed maximal left ideal 
of erle. 
Let ‘$ bc a closed maximal left ideal of e4e, then il$? is a left ideal of =1 
with eA$Q = e3’Qe = $1;. \Vc note that ‘-I’@ -k .4(1 ~ e) is a proper ideal of iI. 
Otherwise, we have .4 =- .4v + z4(1 - e), from which we find e,-le =:m 
e=I’@e : ?I;. Knowing that -4% -I A(1 - ) e 1s a proper ideal of il, we know 
also that -4’q -+ A(1 .-- e) is contained in a maximal left ideal $331. Hut B has 
finite rank, so that 9.R is closed. At the same time, W n e,-le I) +Jl, and the 
maximality of $3 gives (35 n e.-le : +)3. 
I,et 9.N be a closed maximal left ideal in A which contains I ~ e and set 
‘v :: 9X n er3e = e%e. Set 
A = {x E .4 I 913x c 9.R) and A’ = {yteAe ~ ?$yC’$j. 
Since I ~ e E ‘351 we have e E A and hence A n eile = ede. Suppose y  t eAe. 
Then, ‘$3~ = e!IRey C e’331e =:- \j3, and hence y  E A’. Thus, eAe CA’. Con- 
sequently, eAe/e%Ve C A’/‘$. 
Suppose x is an element of A. Then, because 1 ~- e E %Ii, we have 
x - exe E 9”. Hence A -= eAe $ 91. Combining this with the above con- 
clusion, we see that A/911 C A’/‘$. It follows that if c%R is classical, then d/r%R 
and d’/cQ are not discrete, so that Cp is also classical. This completes the proof 
of the proposition. 
As an application of the proposition we consider the following: 
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THEOREM 8.2. Let A be a locally compact ring in which every closed maximal 
left ideal is classical and such that the intersection of those ideals is 0. Then A 
has no proper open left ideals, no proper open right ideals and is topologically 
semi-simple. 
Proof. Since a classical ideal cannot be open, it follows immediately that 
.3 has no proper open left ideals. Hence we may apply Theorem 1.2 and 
consequently vve need only consider the case where A is totally disconnected. 
Under this assumption, A contains an order R. The topological semi- 
simplicity of A will be proved by using Theorem 7.19. 
Since the intersection of the closed maximal left ideals of =1 is 0, we know 
that A has no nilpotent ideals. To use Theorem 7.19 we now have to verify 
that e.4e is topologically semi-simple for the nonzero idempotents of finite 
rank of R. For this purpose we apply Proposition 8.1 and observe that eAe 
is a locally compact ring in which every closed maximal ideal is classical. 
Furthermore, the radical e%e of eRe is open. In particular, e,3e has no proper 
open left ideals. One more observation is needed. The fact that the radical 
of A is 0 implies that z3(1 -~ e) is the intersection of closed maximal left 
ideals and therefore that the intersection of the closed maximal left ideals 
of eA3e is 0. Thus, e=le is a ring of class II in the terminology of Section 6. 
From the structure theorem of Section 6, we now know that eA3e is semi- 
simple in the classical sense, and hence we know that -4 is topologically 
semi-simple. 
Let !l.R be a closed maximal left ideal of d, and let 51 he the annihilator of 
:IYR Then, .3:Ji is a simple algebra and hence Si is the intersection of closed 
maximal right ideals, each of which is also classical. This shows that the 
intersection of the classical maximal right ideals of 3 is 0. The fact that A is 
topologically semi-simple now enables us to conclude that every closed 
maximal right ideal is classical, and in particular, that -3 has no proper open 
right ideals. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
\Ve shall say that a locally compact ring is totally classical if it satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 8.2. We shall also say that a locally compact ring -3 
is totally nonclassical if tl contains an order, if *3 has no proper open left 
ideals and if every closed maximal left ideal of .-I is nonclassical. 
In view of Theorem 8.2 it is natural to ask whether topological semi- 
simplicity is a consequence of the nonexistence of proper open ideals com- 
bined with the vanishing of the Jacobson radical of the locally compact ring. 
The answer is negative, as will be shown by an example in Section 10. For 
that reason, the general structure theorem which we shall consider in the 
ater sections will have topological semi-simplicity as part of the hypothesis. 
In contrast to the discussion in Section 6, we have the following description 
of totally nonclassical rings. 
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THEOREM 8.3. Let A be a local& compact ring having 110 proper open left 
ideals and containing an order R. Then the following conditions aye equivalent: 
(1) If  D is any open two-sided ideal qf R, then n 37’ is open. 
(2) Every compact subset qf z4 is contained in an order. 
(3) A is totally nonclassical. 
Proof. (1) * (2) 
If  S is a compact subset of =I, then there is a neighborhood C; of 0 in R 
such that UXC R. That neighborhood contains a two-sided open ideal D. 
From the fact that n V is open, there is an integer h such that ah =- nh’l. 
Now, 3~ CR immediately implies ah-‘.v C ah or ‘Dh~ C ah. Thus each 
.x E X is in the right stabilizer of the open ideal ah. If  we call S that right 
stabilizer, then S contains X, and furthermore S is an order because A has 
no proper open left ideals. 
(2) => (3) 
Condition (2) implies, among others, that d is the union of its orders. 
Let (YJI be a closed maximal left ideal, and A = {x E -4 j YJ1x C ‘YJI}. The 
intersection of A with an order of A is an order of A and hence A is also the 
union of its orders. Finally, A/‘Dl is th e union of compact subrings and the 
only locally compact division ring with that property is discrete. Thus 911 is 
nonclassical. 
(3) =- (1) 
Let 9 be an open two-sided ideal of R, and suppose that n 3% is not open. 
Using the notation of Section 6, 5 = n al?, we apply Proposition 6.11 to 
conclude that ASA is not dense. Denote by A the closure of ASA and form 
*+l/fi = A’. I f  e is a fundamental idempotent of 3, then e is contained in % 
and in !& If R’ is the image of R in A’, then its radical is at least as large as 
Re f- %/% so that the radical of R’ is open. Thus, A’ would be of class II if 
the intersection of its maximal left ideals were 0. Since this might not be the 
case, we continue the process by forming A’/f!, where L! is the intersection 
of all closed maximal left ideals of A’. Now, A’/!$ is of class II SO that each 
of its closed maximal left ideals is classical. But this implies that A has a 
classical maximal ideal, which contradicts (3). 
We should take note of an important by-product of the proof of the 
theorem. Namely, if A is totally nonclassical and m is a closed maximal left 
ideal, then the endomorphism ring of A/%Q is not merely a discrete division 
ring, but is moreover a commutative field, indeed an absolutely algebraic 
field of nonzero characteristic. For the proof of the implication, (2) * (3) 
showed also that the division ring A/%X, under discussion, is the union of 
compact subrings. Each of these rings is both compact and discrete and hence 
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is finite. However, a finite ring with no zero divisors is a finite field. Thus 
d/\JJ is the union of finite subfields from which we infer that it is an absolutely 
algebraic field. 
As a corollary of Theorem 8.3 we have the following: 
COROLLARY 8.4. Let d be a locally compact ring having no proper open 
left ideals and containing an order. If the intersection qf all open right ideals of L1 
is 0, then A is totally nonclassical. 
Proof. For the proof we refer to Lemma 6.2. ITsing the notation of that 
lemma, let R be an order of A and choose for the family 9 the ideals which 
are obtained by intersecting R with an arbitrary open right ideal of A. Then 
Lemma 6.2 is applicable, and shows that .4 has property (1) of Theorem 8.3. 
Hence A is totally nonclassical. 
Section 9. PRODUCTS 
\Ve start by considering a variation of the construction described in 
Proposition 3.5. Let r be an arbitrary ring with no prescribed topology and 
let R be a subring of r. Assume that R has been topologized so as to be a 
topological ring. We then extend the topology of R to I’ in the manner 
described in Section 3. In general, r will not become a topological ring. 
Denote by Q(R) or Q(R, r) the set of those elements x of r which have the 
following property: for each neighborhood o‘of 0 in R there is a neighborhood 
1’ of 0 in R such that XV C U and VX C U. Then, Q(R) is a subring of r 
which contains R, it is a topological ring in the extended topology of R, and 
it contains all those subrings of r which are topological rings. Because of 
the form of the extended topology, R is an open subring of Q(R). We shall 
call Q(R) the ring of quotients of R in r. 
Let us recall the definition of “local product” especially with reference to 
the notion of ring of quotients. We start with a family {A,} of topological 
rmgs, and, for each index, an open subring R, of A,. Form R = n R, 
which is given the product topology, and r = n A, which is given no 
topology. The local product .4 is a ring lying between R and r, and consists 
of those elements {x~} of r with the property that almost all components X, 
lie in K, . Then A is assigned the topology extended from R, under which 11 
is a topological ring. Now the fact that R, is a subring of A, containing the 
unit element of .3, makes it a triviality that A coincides with Q(R, r). This 
observation underlies the more general definition of product which will be 
developed below. One more remark will be useful before leaving the example 
of local products. The concept of a local product actually involves two product 
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formations, the first that of the cartesian product n H, nith its product 
topology, and then, with this defined, the formation of the local product 
itself. The first construction takes place in the category whose objects are 
topological rings, the second in the category whose objects are pairs consisting 
of a topological ring and an open subring. 
I,et (H,) be a collection of topological rings; form 17 Ii, with its product 
topology, and denote by niT, the projection map. By a sub-product of {K,) 
we shall mean a subring R of [I K,x 1 iaving the following properties: 
(1) K is a closed subring of n K, , and R is topologized by the topology 
induced from that of n H, . 
(2) The restriction of 71, to R, mapping K into R, , is automatically con- 
tinuous. It is required to be an open map, and an epimorphism. 
(3) If  (T is any neighborhood of 0 in K, then T=( 17) K, for almost all n. 
A few remarks are in order. ‘I’hat K is a subring of n K,, with the property 
%W R, for every cy, is usually expressed by saying that K is a sub- 
direct product of the K, . This concept is topology-free. ‘1’1~~ strengthening 
of the above conditions (I)- (3) centers around the fact that we are dealing 
with topological rings. Condition (3) is a rctlection of some aspect of the 
cartesian product topology, and is no restriction in case the index set is finite. 
I f  all R, are compact, then of course so is Ii. In that case the requirement in 
(2) that ‘in, be an open mapping is automatic as soon as 7i,% maps ii onto I<, . 
1,et (A-I, r) R,) bc a family of topological ring I I,, together with an open 
subring R, of each L.I,x . A pair _ 1 Y1 R consisting of a topological ring ;I with 
an open subring Ii will be called a pl-o&-t of the family {. I, T> K,,: if: 
(1) I? is a sub-product of (R,‘; 
(2) -4 (;)(I<, 11 Ld,) 
(3) ‘l’hc projection map from n ‘4, onto A‘l, maps *-I also onto -4 , . 
1i7c should view a local product defined in this manner as an ol?ject detcr- 
mined not by the factors {.A, 11 H,] alone, but by the additional datum of the 
ring 12. Of course, by (2), :1 ‘I 1s completely determined by I?; however, (3) 
imposes a restriction on Ii beyond the requirement that it bc a sub-product 
of {R,: . 
In view of the fact that H is open in &‘I, the ring .1 will bc locally compact 
whcnevcr all the K,, are compact. ‘[‘his will be the situation which we shall 
mostly be concerned with. 
PIKmkmrOS 9.1. I,et rl 3 R be a product of {;L1 I) Rx). Then ~1, NS a 
subring of n -!I, , is cont&ed in the local pmduct of the {L‘l,,} zcifh respect to 
{K,]. Fwthemove, the identity map from A into the local product is continuous. 
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Proof. Let x = (.q,} be an element of A. Since .L E Q(R, n A,), there is a 
neighborhood C’ of 0 in R such that fix C R. From the fact that R is a sub- 
product of {R,), there is a finite set of indices F such that, for each a: $17, 
there is an element u of U whose a-component is 1. But from us E R we 
immediately conclude that s, E R, for every a $F. Thus x is in the local 
product. The continuity of the identity map is obvious as soon as we recall 
that R is open in A, that n R, is open in the local product and that R is 
topologized by the topology induced from n R, . 
We shall describe some of the more important properties of products. 
LEMMA 9.2. Let R, be an order in A, and let (A, R) be a product of the 
{A, r) R,}. Let 911 be a closed maximal left ideal in r3. Then there is at least one 
index 01 such that the image of 911 in A, is a proper ideal. 
Proof. Denote, as usual, by 3 the radical of R. Then, Propositions 5.7 
and 5.8 show that 91 + R n ‘JJZ is an open ideal of R. Hence there is a finite 
set F of indices such that, for every 01$ F, the image of 91 + R n ‘9-N in R, is 
all of R,, . Hence for these 01, the image of R A ‘331 is itself already R, . Denote 
by Ji, the kernel of the map from A onto -.I, . Then, for 01 $F, we have 
R n 91 A-- R n $;,I m.7 R. Hence, we may apply Proposition 2.10 and conclude 
that R n 9J351 + n (R n 51,) = R, the intersection being taken over all 01 $F. 
Rewriting the conclusion \ve found above, we have ‘331 T r)a$FJia ,-1. 
Now, suppose that W maps onto every -4, . ‘I’hen, if F == {aI ,..., CX,), we 
have 911 + fiez ~~ A-l as well as 91331 T- fieeF fi, 1 il. But then ‘93 + n 53, ~ A, 
the intersection being taken over all a. However, n 3, = 0 which leads to 
a contradiction. 
COROLLARY 9.3. Let R, be an ol-des in -4, , and let (A, R) be a product of 
{A, 3 R,,: , Then: 
(1) ;jl has no proper open left ideals if, and on[y of, this is the case for earh --I,, . 
(2) A is totally clussical if, and onlJ1 if, this is the case fey each -1, . 
(3) .-I is totally nonciassicai if, and only if, this is the rase foT each A, . 
PYoqf. Since each .-I, is a factor ring of A4, all the “only if” statements are 
immediate. Denote, as in the lemma, by SZ,, the kernel of the map from A 
onto A, . 
Let !W be any closed maximal left ideal of .I. By the lemma, there is an 
index N such that S:, C %I. Hence, if 911 is the image of 91 in A, Y i.e., 
9-R’ = ,3Jl:‘J‘\, , then VJJJ1 is a closed maximal left ideal in A, and 
A j!W .3,WX. Now a11 three assertions follow. 
A most important property of products is its preservation of topological 
semi-simplicity. 
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‘hEORF3 9.4. Let Ii, he an order in A, und let (.-I, R) be a product of 
i--J,> 3 Rd. Then A is topological!v semi-simple if, and only if, each .!I, is. 
I’mof. I f  -1 is topologically semi-simple, then -.I, is also by Vorollary 7.5. 
\l:c assume now that each :I, is topologically semi-simple. IIenote by yT 
the projection map of z‘f onto .-I, and by St, its kernel. I f  YI is a nilpotent 
ideal of --I, then q&X) is also nilpotent, so that ~,~(\!l) 0. Hence !!I - 0. 
‘l’heorem 7.19, and the remark following its proof, shows that wc will 1~ 
done when we prove that =le is a semi-simple .d-module for every idempotcnt 
of finite rank e which is contained in Zi. 
I,ct e be a11 idcmpotent of finite rank iu R. ‘I’hen, according to Theorem 
7.18: thcrc is an open ideal 5? of R with Ze C 92. Then, them is a finite set F 
of indicts such that for every a B 1; we have e;,(D) : R, . Now, pj,(sX) is the 
radical of R, while v,(e) is an idempotcnt of R,, . (Yonsequeutly, for 3 $F WC’ 
have q 1(e) 0 and v,(e) is an idcmpotent of finite rank in -4,, . IICIYX, e F W, 
for every in $17, so that the obvious map from --le into urtF .‘l,cp,(e) is a 
monomorphism. At the same time, A.l,y,(e) is a semi-simple .d,X-module 
(Theorem 7.14), and therefore also a semi-simple .‘I-module. Hut this implies 
that -,le is a semi-simple :I-mod&, and the proof is complete. 
LVc now turn our attention to a series of theorems which assert that certain 
rings have the structure of products. 
THEOREM 9.5. Let =1 be a locally compact topolo+cally semi-simple ring 
contai~~in~ an order R. Assume that -1 has no proper open left ideals and assume 
furthermore that <“I is neither totally classical nor totally nonclassical. Then 
(.+I, R) is a product of a pair (A?1 , R,) and (,3, , R,) zi ,I zere -/1, is totally classical 
and A, is totally noncla.wical. 
Proof. Denote by R, the intersection of the classical maximal left ideals 
of Ad and by R, the intersection of the nonclassical maximal left ideals. Then 
32, and A, are closed two-sided ideals and SH, A $3, 0. By Clorollary 7.21 
we know that --I, il:52, is totally classical and -.fa A/J’\, is totally non- 
classical. 
I;rom the fact that 51, n ii, 0 we may view .-I as a subring (no topology) 
of -1, .’ -.I., . At the same time, if R, is the image of R in :Zi , then K is 
contained in N, x R, . The fact that R is compact, combined with the 
continuity of R t R, x R, , guarantees that R is a sub-product of R, and R, . 
Also, the fact that R is open in .‘I implies that -&I C ()(R, A, x A,). However, 
il is open in Q(R, il, x z,I,) while A.Z has no proper open left ideals. Hence 
we have .-! -- (,)(R, A, i< ..I,) and we arc done. 
We should make a remark concerning the result just proved. It is clear 
that 53, + 51, cannot be contained in any closed maximal left idcal. Con- 
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sequently, 51, f  53, is dense. Now, should it happen that Si, J\\, were 
equal to -3, we would find that A is the cartesian product of .I1 and L-lz, 
and not merely the local product. However, examples exist to show that 
s3, + R, can be a proper ideal, and that such rings -4 cannot be espressed 
as a Cartesian product. 
A ring is usually said to be primitive if it has a faithful simple module. 
In our topological context, we would require of the simple module that it be 
topological (and hence Hausdorff). Thus, for us, a ring is primitive if it has 
a closed maximal left ideal ?IlJ.,1 such that 91 contains no nonzero two-sided 
ideal. 
Also, as is customary, we shall say that a ring =1 is topological!v simple 
if its only closed two-sided ideals are 0 and A. 
PROPOSITION 9.6. Let il be a locally compact ring. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is primitive and topologically semi-simple. 
(2) A is topologically simple and contains a minimal left ideal. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) 
The fact that A is topologically semi-simple implies that the socle Y(d) 
is dense, hence A has a minimal left ideal. Also, the primitivity implies the 
existence of a faithful simple module S. If  91 is a nonzero two-sided ideal, 
then ‘US = S. Now, let ‘91 be a nonzero closed two-sided ideal of A. Then 
there is a closed two-sided ideal 23 such that %B = 0 and 41 T ?-I3 is dense. 
We cannot have BS := S simultaneously with 5!IS = S. Hence C3S = 0 or 
23 = 0. The fact that then 91 is both c!osed and dense implies that 91 = -4, 
and hence A is topologically simple. 
That A4 contains a minimal ideal asserts that the two-sided ideal Y(r3) is 
not 0, so that Y(A) is dense and hence il is topologically semi-simple. 
Furthermore, that A is topologically simple is enough to make every module 
faithful, so that A is certainly primitive. 
PROPOSITION 9.7. Let ,4 be a locally compact topologically semi-simple ring. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is primitive. 
(2) All closed maximal left ideals are equivalent. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2) 
Because A is primitive, there is a closed maximal left ideal ‘D such that 
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_4191 is faithful. Hence the intersection of all maximal ideals equivalent to 
91332 is 0. Condition (2) now follows from Corollary 7.21. 
(2) > (1) 
From the fact that A is topologically semi-simple we know that the inter- 
section of all closed rnaximal left ideals of rl is 0. All such ideals are equivalent 
to one of them, say 911. Iiowever, the annihilator of A/!IN is precisely the 
intersection of the ideals equivalent to ‘351, and hence .-I/(331 is faithful. 
We have now disposed of all the preliminaries needed for the main structure 
t heorcm: 
TIIIiOIUiM 9.8. Let .-I be a kocally compact topologically semi-simple ring 
rontainitg an order K and huviu g w proper open left ideals. Then (A, R) is a 
product of a family (A )r 3 R,J where each A, is a primitive topologically semi- 
simple r&q. The index system for the product is the set of equivalence classes of 
the closed maxinicrl left ided of =l. 
Proof. Denote by .;l the set of equivalence classes of closed maximal left 
ideals of :1. I f  01 c A, denote by S?,X the intersection of the maximal ideals in 
the class n. ‘I’hen St, is a closed tlvo-sided ideal of --I, ar.d it is the annihilator 
of =1!‘91331 where !N is any element of the class Y. ‘I’hcn, :I y  :1,‘Si, is a primitive 
topologically semi-simple ring a11d a closed maximal left ideal of .A! contains 
St, if, and only if, it is in the class Y. 
‘lllc intersection of all SI, is 0. If’ .)I’ is a subset of A and SZ’ is the inter- 
section of those 9, for :l r-. I’, then (.“orollary 7.21 implies that a closed 
maximal left ideal 911 contains Si’ if, and only if? the cqui\alence class of (331 
is in . I’. It follows from this th:!t JZ, n,! 1 3, is cvcrywhcre dense. 
Denote 1~ JZ,” the intersection K n St,k Also, let K, be the image of K 
in -.I,, i.e., ‘K R:St,“. Since n SiYO 0, the map IZ k 11 R, is a moiio- 
morphism, and we ma>- \-ie\v K as a clos;cd subring of 11 R, . In order to 
conclude that Ii is a sub-product of {ZZ,i WC need only verify that the projection 
H l I-?, maps any neighborhood of 0 in K onto K, for almost all 3. 
1,ct T! be an open left idcal of I?. 1,et 1 P bc a fundamental idcmpotcnt 
of 5 so that I\ I?(1 e) T n 91, and e is of finite rank. Then -1~ is a 
semi-simple .,I-module and is the direct sum of a finite number of simple 
modules, say S, (3 ... I+’ S,, . Each S’; is isomorphic to .4/‘JJli for an 
appropriate closed ma&al left idcal !U331;. I f  D, is the class of Xl&, then 
%$ annihilates Sj . Conscqucntly, Si,, n ... n SZ,,, annihilates Ae or 
(n; SI,<)e : 0. I f  /3 is distinct from each 0~~ , then SZ, ‘- n;S2, is dense. 
[‘sing again the fact that c is an idempotcnt of finite rank, we have 
n s2,, j ~2, A4(~ e) .l. AIultiplying on the right by e shows that 
e c Si, . Ilence, for all p q {aI ,..., z,~)-, the image of ‘D in R, is the unit ideal 
and it is indeed true that R is a sub-product of the {R,}. 
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\Ve form Q(R, lJ A,). Since R is an open subring of -g, we have 
d C Q(R, n -4,). However, .d has no proper open left ideals, so that A~1 cannot 
bc a proper open subring of Q(R, n Ad,J and therefore A = Q(R, n d-1,) and 
the proof of the main structure theorem is complete. 
\Vhile it is true that relative local products arc not as constructive in their 
nature as absolute local products, their use is unavoidable. 1Vc shall demon- 
Ftrate this fact by describing in detail a ring which is totally classical which 
involves infinitely many simple rings in its description as a relative local 
product, but which cannot be decomposed as an absolute local product in 
any nontrivial mal:ner. The- example WC’ have chosen is quite specific, but 
the reader will see that the underlying idea can be used for the construction of 
infinitely man!- more, and infinitel>- more complicated, rings. 
\Ye denote by k a nondiscrete locally compact field, byD its ring of integers, 
and by p the radical of CI. Denote by IM the ring of 2 x 2 matrices o\er li, 
and bv R the order in :I1 consisting of those matrices all of whose entries are 
in I and ~vhosc off-diagonal entries arc in p. The ring R has two open 
maximal t\\o-sided ideals ‘& and ‘& where $J, is the kernel of the projection 
onto the upper diagonal position followed by reduction mod p, and +@, is 
the correspondingly defined ideal corresponding to the lowcr diagonal 
position. Eoth of the rings R/!& and R:$l, are naturally isomorphic to D :p. 
WC shall denote by 9i the map from R to R#‘$? Up. 
For cvcry integer rz, denote by .W”), R’“‘, vtYt), qj.“) a copy of the above. 
In the ring n,! R(71) 11-t‘ select the subset S consisting of those clemcnts 
x =- (~~0 for which q$)i)(x,) ~~~ pi;‘. ‘)(.A!,, l). It ‘, IS immediate that ,5’ is a closed 
subring of JJ,? I?“). \Ve shall show that S is a sub-product of {li(“)j. 
\2:e verify first that the projection map to R((') maps 5’ onto RfFf). Let then 
n be a fired integer, and iet (F 2) he an element of R("). In n RcNJ, we ChJOSe 
the element N such that .x,, ~1 == (i 1) .v,, = (F :) x, 1 = (I: i), and s,,, =m 0 for 
all remaining IN. Then .x is in S, and it maps, in R(l'), onto the given matrix. 
i\;ow let CT be a neighborhood of 0 in 5’. Then U is obtained by intersecting 
5’ with a neighborhood i’ of 0 in n R ‘7z). IV in turn contains a neighborhood 
with the property that outside a finite set the coordinates are unrestricted. 
If  that finite set lies between the integers i --: .i, then the projection from 
S to R" maps C onto R'") as long as IE -‘: i I or n > j -I- 1. Thus, 5’ is a 
sub-product of {R(12)j. 
We noxv form nl = Q(S, n A%Z(~~)). ‘r o complete the argument we must 
show that L-1 maps onto each M(lL). For this purpose let h be fixed and let ,$ 
be an element of &P), let x be the element of fl AFn) having sjL :: [ and 
“% = 0 for m =# h. Then, it is sufficient to show that x is in Q(S, JJ Wn)). 
Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in S, then UX S n V where V is a neighbor- 
hood of 0 in n R(") of the form V = fl Vn). Here, each Vn) is a neighbor- 
@I/11/3-8 
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hood of 0 in Rtn) with V”) = Rtn) for almost all n. By making I7 smaller, 
if necessary, we may suppose that Vh’ is contained in the radical of Rch). 
With this assumed, the set (y ! y,! =- 0 n f  h, yn E Vhl) C S n V C Cr. Now 
in RtJL) choose a neighborhood IV’“’ of 0 so that [LVc’l) C 1,7’“) and W’“J[ C V(h). 
Let IV be the inverse image of W th) in S under the projection S - Rth’. 
It is now obvious that xWC U and 14’~ C U. Thus, x EQ(R, n M(n)) and 
(J, S) is in fact a local product. By applying the various results proved earlier 
in this section, we see that =I is topologically semi-simple, and is totally 
classical. 
Kow let us determine the central idempotents of S. If  e is such an idem- 
potent, then e, is a central idempotent of R(ll). Hence e,, is either 0 or 1. 
Suppose that for some n, we know that e, = 1. Then, because e E S, we find 
that e,,+, and e,,, cannot be 0. Hence e,-, = e,,, := 1, and by expanding 
out we see that e = 1. Thus, 5’ has no nontrivial central idempotents, and S 
cannot be decomposed into a Cartesian product of two rings, 
Sow let S’ be any order in .-I. Then S n S is also an order and its center 
is contained in the center of .4. Hence S n S’ also has no nontrivial central 
idempotents. It follows from this that any decomposition of S’ into a Cartesian 
product can have only finitely many factors. For, suppose S’ = n S: has 
infinitely many factors. Since S n S’ is open in S’, there would be a finite set F 
of indices such that S n S’ contains the product of all S,: whose index 01$ F. 
Hence, if e is the central idempotent of S’ for which e, = 1 if, and only if, 
(Y 4 F, then we find that E E S’ n S. But then e = 1 and S n S’ coincides 
with S’. Thus, S’ can have at most a finite decomposition, and therefore any 
decomposition of A into an absolute local product also has only a finite 
number of factors. At least one of these factors has again infinitely many 
simple algebras in its construction and no simplification results. 
The idea underlying our present notion of product of rings can also be 
used in defining such products for modules. If  (C,} is a family of topological 
abelian groups and C is a closed subgroup of n C, (topologized by the 
induced topology of JJ C,), then C will be called a sub-product of the {C,} 
if the projection map into C, when restricted to C is a (continuous) open 
epimorphism and if, in addition, any neighborhood of 0 in C is mapped 
onto C, for almost all 01. If  all C, are modules over some ring R, then we 
consider only those groups C which are also R-submodules of n C, . 
Let R be a topological ring, let X be an untopologized left R-module 
and let C be a submodule of X which has a topology in which it is a topological 
module. We denote by E(C, X) th c module defined in Proposition 3.5. 
Namely, an element .r E X is in E(C, X) if it has the following property: 
for each neighborhood 0’ of 0 in C there is a neighborhood L’ of 0 in R such 
that VZ C U. As we have already seen in Section 3, E(C, X) with the extended 
topology from C is a topological R-module. 
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LEMM.~ 9.9. Let R be an order in a ring A, let S be an (untopologizedj left 
A-module and let C be an R-submodule of X which has been topologized so as 
to be a topological R-module. Then E(C, S) is an .-l-submodule of X. 
Proof. I f  x E E(C, S) and 01 E A we must prove that oix E E(C, X). Let L 
be a neighborhood of 0 in C; choose a neighborhood 1,’ of 0 in R such that 
I/:2: C L’. ?iow there is a neighborhood Vi of 0 in R such that l’i~ C I -. Then 
I ‘~u.L. C c, showing that ax is indeed in E(C, .Y). 
\\‘e should remark that the lemma does not assert that E(C, X) is a topo- 
logical =I-module; in general it is not. 
I,et R be an order in a ring =1, let {M,, r) CJ he a family of left J-modules 
-II, with C, an open R-submodule of C, . -1 pair (M, C) consisting of a 
(topological) A-module M with an open R-submodule C will be called a 
product of (Mm 1 C,} if C is a sub-product of {CJ, if M = E(C, n MJ 
and if the projection map from n ME to ill, maps M onto each M, . 
Let -4 be a locally compact ring containing an order R and let M be a 
locally compact left A-module. By Theorem 1 S, 113 is totally disconnected. 
Yaw, 22 has compact open subgroups; let C’ be one such. Set C = 
{x E M ! Rx C C’}. Then, C is still a compact open subgroup of M, but now 
it is also an R-submodule. JVe choose and fis one such C. 
\Ve now restrict --i further by assuming it to be topologically semi-simple 
and not to have any proper open left ideals. \Ve use the notation of Theo- 
rem 9.8. For each LY, set L, =: {x E ll/I 1 nb: ; u A,.v =-~ 01. Then, & is a closed 
.i-submodule of M. Since the intersection of all 53, is 0, we have 3t,d$CL,x 
and hence ML =: M/L, is a module over the primitive ring ,4/s\, . 
As had been observed in the proof of Theorem 9.8, the sum R, + nM ,., Si, 
is dense. It follows from this, that x:n & .,,, H, is also dense. For, that sum is 
a two-sided ideal. \Vere is not dense, it would be contaiircd in a closed maximal 
left ideal ‘331. If  N is the class of %II, then !IN contains both H, and nR7:, $1, 
which is impossible. Sow, the fact that xa n,j I ,~ S$, is dense implies imme- 
diately that (7 L, =:- 0. Ilcnce, A1g is contained in n -M,, and, if C’, is the image 
of C in -Ii’,, then C is contained in n C, . The compactness of C also tells us 
that C is closed in n C,, , and, at the same time, the given topology of C is 
that which is induced by n C, . 
For the verification that C is a sub-product of {C,}, only one more step 
remains. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 in C. Then V = {a E R 1 aCC U} 
is a neighborhood of 0 in R, so that for almost all 01 we have 1 E 51, ~- I’. 
Consequently, for such 01, we have C C A,C t VC CL, A- U which shows 
that G maps onto C, for almost all 01. 
We form E(C, n MJ. Since C is an open R-submodule of M, it is clear 
that MC E(C, n MJ, and M is an open submodule of E(C, n ,WJ. Because 
J has no proper open left ideals, we could conclude that M = E(C, n Al,), 
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were it already known that E(C, n N,) is a topologirul .-l-module. Since this 
is not the result of any general principle, WC must complete the argument 
that .I/ E(C, n :Vr,) slightly differently. 
\Ye do kr:om that B(C, 13 :If,,) is an .j- module and is at the same time a 
topological R-module. Hence, LT’ K(C, 11 .Tf,,);JI is of the same type and 
is furthermore discrete. If  20 is any clement of iJT, then, liewing JJ- as an 
K-module, the annihilator 22 of PC ii a11 open Icft idcal of Ii. IEcnce, .-I2 =: <‘I 
rind cons!Ypelltl!~, notn-ithstnnding our lack of knowledge concerning the 
continuitv of the action of .-I on JJ, we haw .-JR . -I nw 0. Thus, W == 0 
and I:(C‘l I M,) = M. 
Thus ‘!%corcm 9.8, which describes the prciduct structure of LL in terms 
of primi:ivc rings, also gives rise to a product structure for arbitrary locally 
compact Icft <-I-modules. 
\Ve clox this section by raising a question. If  topological semi-simplicity 
is the analogue of the Artin-~~edderburl~ concept of classical semi-simplicity 
and if the notion of relative local product is the substitute for Cartesian 
product, is there an analogue of Theorem 9.8 in which the condition that 
there be no proper open ideals may lx dropped ? ‘I’hc proof of ‘I’hcorcm 9.8 
presc.ntcd here will not suffice without csssntial changes. i\.e leave open this 
c~uestic?n. 
Section 10. CATEGORIES AND LIATRICES 
J,ct R be a compact ring, and, as earlier. let Q ~~~ Q(R) bc its masimal 
spectrum. We shall construct various groups and other such ohjccts which 
will he attached to the elements of Q and also to elements of ,Q ;, Q. Since it 
will be inconvenient to index these objects by symbols such as +Q, 2, etc. 
(these being the elements of G), we shall instead suppose that an index set 
has been set into one-to-one corrcspondcnce with Q, typical such indicts 
being 8, /3, y,... Then, wc shall write v,, as the maximal two-sided idcal which 
has been assigned the index n. 
\l’e turn once more to Corollary 4.5. It is clear that the ideals in the set L? 
satisfy the hypothesis of that corollary, so that there exists a set of idempotents 
{wO] in R with the following properties: $1 J1 -- R(l pw,J -1~ 9i = (1 -w,)R + ‘% 
and W,W~ = 0 for 01 f  /I. Such a set of idempotents will be called a coordinate 
system of R. (Note that we have chosen 1 ~ W, as a fundamental idempotent 
of $@a . Note also that Corollary 4.8 has been used in arriving at the above 
assertions.) 
LEMMA 10.1. For a: f  p we have CO, E +& . If D is any open two-sided ideal 
of R, then there is a jinite set (01~ , . . . . LY,,> with the property thut w, E 3 ,for 
01 6 (a1 ,*..> a,} and 1 ~ C wmz E CD. 
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Proof. I f  a: # p, then mowa = 0 may be expressed in the form W, = 
41 - 4 E ‘Vi3 * 
(Given the open ideal 3, there are finitely many elements of B which 
contain 3. Let these have indices {q ,..., a,). Then, the nilpotence of the 
radical of R/D shows that some power of n ‘@ai is contained in 9. But if 
iy < (q ,...) a,), then w, is in each of these ‘$3,‘ , hence is also in any power of 
n v,,, . Thus, w, E 9. 
ITsing the orthogonality of the idempotents (wJ shows thar 1 ~- 1 a),%& 1:: 
JJ (1 -~~ w,~), while the latter product is contained in n ‘J3,t . Since 1 - 2 w,~ 
is still an idempotent, wc conclude that 1 ~~ x w,%~ E 3. 
The lemma is very useful for verifying the convergence of certain infinite 
series in R. It might be useful to define what we mean by convergence. Let 
S bc any set, and let f : S -+ R be an arbitrary function. Then, rve shall say 
that C,,Esf(x) converges to an element z of R if, given any neighborhood 
3 of 0 in R, thcrc is a finite subset F,, of 5’ such that, for every finite subset 
F 3 F,, we have CzEFf(~) ~ w E 9. A s usual in such situations, the fact that 
li is EIausdorff implies the uniqueness of z’ whenever such z’ exists. In that 
case we shall write C f (2) : v. 
The compactness of R permits us to use the Cauchy criterion for conver- 
gencc. Namely: 
LEMMA 10.2. Let f  : Q--f R be a function having the following property: 
if ‘0 is any open two-sided ideal of R, theve is a finite set F such that f(m) E I! 
jov all oi $ F. Then C f  (a) conaerges. 
Proof. For any open two-sided ideal 3 choose a finite set F(D) as in the 
hypothesis, and set f(B) = z:atF(D,,f(~). I f  Zr ,..., Q are open two-sided 
ideals of R, then f(T), n ... n 3,) ~ f(Q) E Di, so that the closed sets 
f(Q) -I 31 ,...,f(QJ -1 3, h ave an element in common. It follows from the 
compactness of R that all the sets f(B) + 3 have an element in common, 
and that common element is the limit z f(u). 
A useful application of the lemma is the following particular case: iffandg 
are arbitrary maps from 8 to R, then 1 f(m) w,g(m) converges. (Here (wa} 
is a coordinate system of R.) The assertion follows immediately by combining 
Lemmas 10.1 and 10.2. 
These remarks find an application in the following: 
THEOREM 10.3. Let {CO,} and {CO:} b e coordinate systems of the compact ring 
R. Then there is a unit u of R such that w: = UCO,U-~, all 01. 
Proof. The sum C W&J~ converges; let u be its value. Then it is clear that 
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co)4 w,~w, = UW, . At the same time UJ: W, E 91, so that u C W, E ‘Jz, 
while x W, y-- I. Thus u is a unit and the assertion is proved. 
A coordinate system consists of a set of idempotents having various 
properties. In particular, if a: # /3 then w,Rwa C m. This is so because 
W, E ‘1-1, for every y  f- (Y. At the same time, the radical w,‘%, of w,Rw, is a 
maximal two-sided ideal. This we see from the relations 
w,Rw,;w,%J, -= w,Rw,!‘Sl n w,Rw, %R% : %I%, 
while W, is a minimal central idempotent in R/S. 
As a converse, we have: 
THEOREM 10.4. Let {e,,> he a set of nonzero idempotents in a compact ring R 
having the .follozcing properties: 
(1) vu -- 0 for h f y. 
(2) e,%e,, is an open maximal two-sided ideal in e,Re, . 
(3) e,Re,, C 9l for X f  p. 
WCeA -1. 
Then, VA := R(l -- e,) + ‘$I is an open maximal two-sided ideal, the set {‘@,,I 
is precisely Q(R) without repetition, and {eA} is a coordinate system. 
Proof. Since e, ,k 0, VA is a proper left ideal, and it is open because of (2). 
By combining (3) and (4) we get (1 e,)Re, C ‘9 and from this we conclude 
that !JJ,, is two-sided. Also, (1) shows that sj.JA + +qi3,, if h #= /L. 
Clearly 91 C n vA . On the other hand, if x E ‘$, for every X, then .ve, E Yt 
and hence (4) implies that x E %. Thus n s@A 7 91. 
\Ve have ‘*A n e,Re, -= eA'JJAe, :-- e,$Yle, . Xow, suppose that \L1 is a proper 
two-sided ideal of R which contains ‘V,, . Then the maximality of e,‘%e, in 
e,Re, yields e,%e, 21 n e,Re, e,$Xe, or Se, C % -;- (1 e,) lie, . How- 
ever, we know already that (1 e,) He, C ‘S and therefore YleA C % or 
$1 C ‘3 R( 1 e,) :-= ‘& . Thus, $*A is a maximal two-sided ideal of R. 
Finally, from the fact that n ‘1-1, :I %Y, every open maximal two-sided ideal 
of R is included in the set {‘aA}, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 10.5. Let {w&} be a coordinate system and let e be an arbitrary 
idempotent of R. Then there is a unit u of R such that ueu- 1 commutes with 
each W, . 
Proof. Using the Corollary 4.16 there are units v  and v, in R such that 
the idempotents vev-1 and {vE’crwav;i} are all mutually commutative. Set 
w: v-u~v;‘. We shall see that (w,‘J satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 10.4. 
Conditions (2) and (3) are immediate, while (1) and (4) result from the fact 
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that, modulo %, the image of W, is a central idempotent. It now follows from 
Theorem 10.4 that there is a unit w of R such that W: = ZU-~W,ZL’, and then 
u = WV is the desired unit for the assertion of the corollary. 
Let {o=} be a coordinate system of R, and let R,, = w,Rw@ . These R,, 
are closed subgroups of R, and hence are compact. 
THEOREM 10.6. As compact abelian groups, R is isomorphic to nnxn R,, , 
the latter with the product topology, under the map R + n R,, which sends 
x E R to the element having w,xwB as its (a, /3)-component. 
Proof. Denote the map by r+ It is obvious that v  is a continuous homo- 
morphism of the underlying additive group of R. If  x E R is in the kernel 
of p, then w,xwa = 0 for all ((Y, 8) E Q X -Q. It follows from Lemma 10.1 
that x lies in every open two-sided ideal of R, or that s = 0. Thus cp is a 
monomorphism. To show that v  maps R onto the product we need only show 
that v(R) is dense, for we already know that the compactness of R implies 
that F,(R) is closed. Now, suppose F is a finite subset of Sz x .Q and yua is a 
given element of R,, for (~1, /3) EF. Set x = C(a,B)EFyao . Then, for (01, /3) E F, 
we have W,XW~ = yoB . This implies immediately that v(R) is dense. 
In view of the isomorphism just described, it is natural to ask how the 
multiplication in R is reflected in n R,, . Let x and y  be elements of n RmR,, 
having components x,a E R,, and yas E R,, , respectively. By the remark 
following Lemma 10.2, the sum & x,ayoy converges, for each (oi, y) E Q x Q. 
From the fact that C a w4 = 1, it follows immediately that for elements x 
and y  in R, the (LY, y)-component of I is & p)(x),apj(y)a,, . 
These observations lead us to introduce the notion of a compact category. 
Such a structure consists of several components: a set Q, called the index 
set, for each (01, fi) E J2 x 8 a compact abelian group R,, , called the (OL, p)- 
coordinategroup and finally, for (a, p, y) E B x Q x Q a map R,, x R,, - 
R,, . These objects are required to satisfy two axioms: 
Cl : (a) The map Ii,, x RBv ---f R,, is continuous and bi-additive. 
(b) The pairing thus defined is associative in the obvious sense. 
(c) The ring structure thus defined in R2,, has a unit element which 
acts as the identity endomorphism on R,, from the left and as the 
identity on R,, from the right. 
We denote by R,,R,, the image in R,, of the pairing. The second axiom is 
the following: 
C2: For (01, y) given in Q x J2, and for U any neighborhood of 0 in R,, , 
we have R,,R,, C U for almost all ,5’ E Q. 
Renmrk. For given a:, p the group I-?,, is a left R,,x-modulc. ;1xiom Cl 
implies, furthermore, that R,, is a compact topological module over the 
compact ring Ii,, . JIencc, Ii,, is totally disconnected and thcreforc has a 
system of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of open subgroups. ‘I’his additional 
prop-ty of the topology of R,:, will be used without further comment. 
Given a compact category, denote by R the cartesian product nr2,,cn R.,, , 
so that Ii is a compact abclian group. If  .x is an element of R we denote 1)~ 
.qU its componcut in Ii,,,, . (;ivcn s and y  in R, axiom (‘2 implies that, for 
each (n, y) (- Q j,, L?, the sum C,] Y,~:~?‘~.,, converges to an clement of I~,.,. . 
\\:C dCIlOtc I)>- .XJ’ the i‘lc~~lc~lt of R \VllOS;e (:x, y)-component is that Slllri. 
‘I’he hypothesis (11 on the category insures that this multiplication is distrib- 
utive and associative. l~urthermore, I-? hilS a unit element, namely that element 
of R whose (3(, /3)-component is 0 for Y / B and whose (J, .x)-component is 
the unit element of the ring I-?,, . 
The axioms for a compact category arc also strong enough to imply that 
R is a topological ring. In order to verify the continuity of multiplication WC‘ 
must show the following: given an element x E R and a neighborhood 0. of 0 
in R, there is a neighborhood 61’ of 0 in R with the properties: xWC I,‘, 
IV.2: C IT and JVJPC (1. It is of course sufficient to show the existcncc of 
such IV separately for each inclusion condition. Given I’, wc can replace it 
by a smaller neighborhood of the following form: there is a finite subset I+’ 
of Q and for each (:Y, p) F I’ ,A 1; an open subgroup li,, of R,l, such that 1 ’ is 
the product nfi,,j,cFxF I,‘,:, ‘, ITc~r,;l16F:IlT Ii,!, . By applying (‘2 succcssivcly, 
wc conclude that there is a finite subset G of Q with the property that for 
(a, /3) ir F F and ^J q G then R,.,,ZL!.,,:~ C r:,,, . Sow, if (y, j3) $ G x F wc set 
JK,,, Ii,., . I f  p/, /5’) c C ,‘_ E’, we choose It& by using the continuity of the 
pairing maps, so that .~~~Jli,~~ C I ‘,(, f  0 each Y CF. Then, with W .- r1 W,,, , r 
we have .vJ,J’C T-. ‘I’he construction of the neighborhood JJT so that J,J<v C li 
is done in the same way and need not he repeated. Finally, for the last part, 
with the same notation as bcforc, if (y, /3) (’ C :< If’, and ‘Y is in If’, wc rnay 
choose W,,, (depending on 2) so that R,.,,Jt;z, C li,3 , because of the continuity 
of the pairing and the compactness of lit., . The construction of Lt’ is now 
obvious. 
‘l’hus, wc src‘ that a compact category gives rise to a compact ring, which 
wc shall call the rirq qf the catepry. Some additional notation will be useful. 
I f  x c Q, WC denote by e:, the element of R whose (ol, a)-component is the 
unit elcmcnt of R,, and all of whose remaining components arc 0. These e, 
arc obviously orthogonal idcmpotcnts, to be referred to as the pimipal 
idempotents of the category. It is clear that C e, converges to the unit element 
of R. It is also clear that elRez is isomorphic to R,, in an obvious way. If  we 
set Ma : e,R as a right R-module, then every R-homomorphism from iWe 
to MD is continuous and is effected by left multiplication by a uniquely 
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determined clement of e,Re, = R,, . Thus, in a natural way, the category 
with which wc start is a category of right R-modules, namely the :W, , and 
then the given R,3, are exactly the module homomorphisms. 
If  R is a compact ring and 1~~) is a coordinate system, then L?(R) and 
R,, -- w,RwU forms a compact category whose ring is R itself, and whose 
principal idempotcnts are just the W, themselves. ‘l’his suggests the following 
questton: given a compact category with associated ring R, under what 
conditions do the principal idempotents form a coordinate system of R? 
‘I‘he answer is quite simple. 
'~YHEOREM 10.7. Let Q, (R,,: be a compact catekToyy with ring R andprincipar 
idempotents P, _ Thm the ~followiq statements are equivalent: 
(1) {e,). is a coordinate system of R. 
(2) (a) The radical of R,, is a maximal two-sided ideal. 
(h) [f a: F /3, then R,,jR,,, is contained in the radical of R,, . 
Proof. (1) 2 (2) 
This has already been verified in the discussion preceding Theorem 10.4. 
(2) -I. (1) 
This implication will he obtained by using Theorem 10.4. Because of our 
convention, which excludes the “zero ring” from the class of rings, e, $ 0. 
Referring to the statement of Theorem 10.4, Conditions (1) and (4) are valid 
for the set of principal idempotents in general, Condition (2) is part of our 
prcscnt hypothesis, and so we are left only with the veriiication of (3). For 
this purpose, we introduce some notation: for /3 any element of Sz, let 1,j be 
the subset of R of those elements (x,~,) for which DYE,, = 0 if p + /3, and xlSLS is 
in the radical 9L,] of R,, . It is clear that I,j is a closed subgroup of the additive 
group of R. In fact, 1, is a left ideal. Namely, suppose x •1~~ and y  E R. 
Clearly (yx) ,,,‘ -= 0 if p # /3. Also, (y.~)~~ -7 C.,, i4yav.~YB + Y,+,~, . According 
to our hypothesis, each y4vx.,u is in 91, , while yB,9~B,S is in aM, because xaa E 9& . 
‘I’hus, (y~)~~ t 91,. Hence, we have verified that 1, is a closed left ideal of R. 
Kow, we look for the idempotents which lie in Z, . Let 7 he such an idem- 
potent. Then, WC have rllB = qls~sB and, in particular, qaa is an idempotcnt 
in R,, . But ,‘las t %, , so that 7sa = 0, and hence also 7ao =: 0 for all 0~. 1Ve 
conclude that 7 = 0, or that the closed left ideal 1, contains no nonzero 
idempotents. It follows, by Corollary 4.6, that I, is contained in the radical 
‘Jl of R. Or, when a: # fi, we have e,ReB C IB C %, and this completes the 
verification of Condition (3) of Th eorem 10.4, and also completes the proof 
of Theorem 10.7. 
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We now turn to the consideration of locally compact rings, and again we 
start by considering coordinate systems. Let A be a locally compact ring 
containing an order R and let {we} b e a coordinate system of R. We form 
R,, = w,Rwo and A,, = w,Awo . The group 4,, contains the compact 
group R,, as an open subgroup. We form the Cartesian product (no topology) 
n A,, and map A into the product by defining, for x E A, F(X) as the element 
of the product having W,XW~ as its (oi, /I)-component. The restriction of v  to R 
establishes an isomorphism between R and n R,, . I f  x is an element of A 
there is an open two-sided ideal 3 of R such that xz) C R and 3.~ C R. 
Then, there is a finite subset F of Q(R) with W, E 23 for 01 $ F and 
1 - ZaeF % E 3. Now suppose q(x) = 0, i.e., W,XW~ = 0 for all 
(OL, /I) E Q x .Q. Then, for every fl E Q(R), we have xws = (1 - CoreF W,)XW~ 
so that xwa E R. From this, and the fact that x(1 - CaEF WJ E R, we find that 
x E R. However, we already know that p is a monomorphism on R, hence 
x = 0 or 9 is a monomorphism on -4. 
We continue the notation, and now examine the image of p. I f  (a, ,B) EF x F, 
then either W,X or xwa is in R, so that w, xwa E R. Thus we see that the image 
of A is contained in the local product of the groups {Aas} with respect to 
{R,,}. Now, let E be any element of the local product, i.e., there is a finite 
subset H of !Z x si! such that Etio E I;),, if (a, ,B) $ H. Hence, we may write 
5 = [’ -{+ 5” with t’ E n R,, and 5” such that its components outside H are 
all 0. Choose x’ E R so that F(x’) = E’, and, for (OL, is) E H, choose yus E A 
so that ~~~~~~~ = & . Then, if x = X’ $ Cca,BjEX w,y,+~~ we have v(x) = 5. 
Thus we find that y  establishes an isomorphism between 4 and the local 
product of the {A,,} with respect to (RaB}. Since q~ is also a topological 
isomorphism between R and n R,, , we see that 9) is also a topological 
isomorphism on A. Finally, if we view the elements of n A,, , and in 
particular, those of the local product, as “matrices”, then the multiplication 
in -4 is transferred by cp into “matrix” multiplication. 
We now abstract by introducing the notion of a local category consisting of: 
(i) an index set Q 
(ii) for each (a, /3) E G x D a locally compact abelian group A,, with a 
compact open subgroup R,, 
(iii) for each (oi, ,8, y) E Q x Q x Q, a map A,, x A,, ---f A,, satisfying 
the following axioms: 
Ll : The groups A,, and the pairings A,, x A,, + A,, satisfy the axiom 
Cl (with the R,, of Cl replaced by A,,). 
L2: The restriction of A,, x A,, + A,, to Rms x R,, maps the latter into 
R, . 
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L3: The groups (Raa} and the pairings R,, x R,, ---f R,, defined by L2 
form a compact category. 
L4: For each (a, fi) E 52 x 9 and each x E A,, , the inclusion xR,,, C R,, 
holds for almost all y  and the inclusion R,,x C R, holds for almost ally. 
Given a local category, we denote by R the Cartesian product n R,, and 
by -4 the local product of the {Aas] with respect to the {R,,}. Then, R is a 
compact ring, and z-l is a locally compact abelian group which contains R as 
an open subgroup. 
Let .w andy be elements of A. Then, there is a finite subsetF of -Q such that, 
for (a, /3) $F x F, we have x,,~ E R,, and yno E R,, . Now, with no restriction 
on (CY, y) if fl$ F, then xWL) E R,, and ya,, E R,, , and xagF xtiByBv converges to 
an element of R,, . Hence, we may write Cs x~syov =I&F x,~Y~~ + Cock xasypg 
which shows that the sum & x,OyL(v converges in 9,, . Using L4, there are 
finite subsets G and H of Q with the property that, for (OL, /3) EF x F and 
y  4 G, we have xOBRD,, C Ii,,, , and for (6, y) E F x F and a $ H, we have 
R,,?~ti, C R, . Hence, if (a,y)$F xFuF x GuH xF, then 
x HEF .~,ay~,, E R,,. Thus we find that & x,aya,, converges to an element of A,, 
for all pairs (01, y) and, in addition, that the sum lies in R,, for almost all pairs 
(cu, y). This shows that under matrix multiplication, =I is a ring with R a 
subring. Now, R is an open subgroup of A, and is a topological ring. Hence 
the verification that d4 is also a topological ring is reduced to verifying, in the 
notation of Section 9, that Q(R, -4) = A. That is, we must prove: for any 
given .t’ E A and any neighborhood U of 0 in R, there is a neighborhood V of 0 
in R such that ~1’ A VX C U. This follows easily from the axioms Ll-L4, 
and the details are left to the reader. 
.A local category gives rise to a locally compact matrix ring containing a 
particular order. \\‘e shall continue with our earlier terminology. If  (e,} are 
the principal idempotents of the compact category {R,,}, then e,AeB = A,, , 
etc. \Ve consider now questions of semi-simplicity of the matrix ring of a local 
category. In preparation, we introduce the following definition. The local 
category will be called non-degenerate if, for any (N, 8) E “Q x Q, the relation 
.dnrjy ==: 0 for an element y  E A,V, implies that y  =~ 0. 
PROPOSITION 10.8. If  A is the matrix ring of a local category {.& 3 Rae}, 
then the folloz&g assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A-i has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
(2) (a) The category is nondegenerate. 
(b) For each (Y E Q, the ring &4’,, has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. 
Proof. (1) =- (2) 
Suppose y  E A,, is such that -4,,y = Cl for some fixed 01, /3. Then (AY)~ = 
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-4yy-+ ~~ P!~/~JT,~ Ae,y ~~ 0. Hence ‘qy 0 or y  ~= 0. Thus the category 
is nondegenerate. If  91 is a tno-sided idcal in -4,, with YI’ ~~~ 0, then 
Hence ‘?I ~~ 0 and (2)(a) folkvs 
Suppose that \!I is a two-sided ideal in :I with \(I” ~= 0. Then, for every 
(Y t -0, condition (2)(b) implies that ~,Yle,, 0. I f  x is any element of?!, 
and (%, 13) c R y, Q, then e,,.-le,+e, C !!I n -A,,> so that e,,-le;+ve,, = 0. This 
implies that ,-?,ln.~LS, 7. 0 and hcncc, by the nondegeneracy, +, - 0. Thus. 
rverv matrix element of s \kshes, i.e., s -= 0, and YI =- 0. 
PROPOSITION 10.9. HCth the same notation as above, the following assertions 
equivnlcrtt : 
(1) The intersection of all maximal left ideals of A is 0. 
(2) (a) The category is nondegenerate. 
(b) For each a E Q, the intersection of the maximal kft ideals oj. =I,, is 0. 
The validit!: of condition (I) implies the non-existence of nilpotcnt ideals 
in d and hence (2)(a) follows from Proposition 10.9. Also, (1) implies (2)(b) 
trivially. 
Denote by 5: the intersection of all maximal left ideals of -4, so that $1 is a 
two-sided ideal. It is trivial that e,J\e, = St n /l,, is contained in every 
maximal left ideal of d,, , so that, by (2)(b), e,Sie, = 0. If  s E f?, then 
e,Je,se, C $1 n =1,, or A,,s,, = 0. It follows from (2)(a) that .zYh = 0 for all 
(Al, /3) rQ x 51, or that .\: -.= 0. Thus Si := 0. 
THEOREM 10.10. With the same notation as above, the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(1) -4 is topologically semi-simple. 
(2) (a) The category is nondegenerate. 
(b) For every cz E Q, the ring A,, is topologically semi-simple. 
P?,OOf. (1) 3 (2) 
Since a topologically semi-simple ring has no nilpotent ideals, Proposition 
10.8 shows that (1) implies (2)(a). Also, (2)(b) follows from (1) by using 
Proposition 7.13. 
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Assertion (2) implies that il has no nilpotent ideals. Also, the fact that 
x e, = 1 implies that the left idcal of .4 generated by the e, is dense. Hence 
we may apply Theorem 7.23 and conclude that .J is topologically semi-simple. 
There is one more result along the lines of the previous three theorems. 
\\‘c recall that a ring is said to be topologically simple if any nonzero two-sided 
ideal is dcnsc. 
THEOREM 10.11. With the same notation us in Theorem 10.10, the followi?lg 
nssertious are equivalent: 
( I) .4 is topologically simple. 
(2) (3) The category is nondegenerate. 
(I)) .-I,,? # 0 for all (CY, p). 
Cc) --I,, is topologically simple, for 011 a. 
Roof. (1) -v (2) 
Since a dense ideal cannot be nilpotent, a topologically simple ring has no 
nilpotent ideals. Hence the category is nondegenerate. Suppose &, = 0 for 
some pair (01, /3). Then, e,9e, == 0 or =Ze,iZ C A(1 - eO). Since e, # 0, the 
ideal rle,rl is not dense. Hence (2)(b) follows from (1). Finally, (2)(c) follows 
from (1) by using the general fact that eAe is topologically simple whenever e 
is a nonzcro idcmpotent in a topologically simple ring A. To see this, let ?I 
be a nonzero two-sided ideal in eAe. Then ABL4 is dense. If  LT is any neigh- 
borhood of 0 in A, them is a neighborhood 1,’ with eve C 0’. The denseness 
of .4?Id implies that 1 t 13%11 4 T- and hence that e E eA!XAe + el’e, while 
e=l?1J~ :- ?I. Thus, e E ?I -pi L;, so that 91 is dense in eile. 
(2) =-. (1) 
Let 91 be a closed two-sided ideal of A. Because of (2)(c), efi?‘Ie, is either 0 
or e,.ile, . Suppose that eu?Ie, = 0 for some /3. If  01 is any element of Q, then 
e,Ae,?Ie, is contained in ?I and in e,Je, , so that eaAe,SIe, = 0. From the 
nondegeneracy, we conclude that e,81ea =- 0 for every U, or that ‘zle, =: 0. 
Now suppose there is some a: such that e,BIe, f  0, i.e., that e, E 41. Then 
e,AeD C YIe, = 0. This means however, that A,, = 0. Because of (2)(b), we 
now know that either e,'i!Ie, is not 0 for any fl, or is 0 for every /3. In the former 
case, PI contains each e, , while the ideal generated by these e, is dense. 
Hence, in that case, (11 = A. In the latter case, eaBIe, = 0 for every ,!?. Hence, 
eJe,91e, = 0 and, by the nondegeneracy, e,21ea = 0. This being so for every 
(01, /3) E Q x Q, we find 9I ~= 0. 
1Ve now consider some examples. Suppose that r is a locally compact ring 
containing a sequence of compact open subrings d, C d, C *** whose union 
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is r. Suppose also that d, contains a sequence of compact open subgroups 
H, 3 H,3 ... with (J H, = 0 and such that diHj = ZZ& = Hj if j 3 i. 
A particular instance of such a structure (by no means the only one) is given 
by choosing a finite field K and defining d,, = R, all n 3 0 and H, = 0, 
IZ 2 1. Given r, d, , H, we define a local category as follows: Q is the set of 
all integers. For all (i,j) EQ x sr! WC set --li, r with the pairing 
-4(, x A4,,c --f --lit simply as a multiplication in lY If i >> j we put Rij = 
A sUp(,i;, , , , and for i < j we put Rij = Hsuptii,, I,,) . The verification of the 
validity of axioms Ll--L4 is straightforward but tedious; the details are left 
to the reader. (Note that L4 depends on the assumption r = u A,, , while 
C2, for the compact category (R,), on 0 If,, my 0.) As usual, we denote by A 
the matrix ring of the local category. 
For any ;,j denote by eii the element of iz whose (;,j)-component is the unit 
element of I’ = Aij and all of whose other components are 0. In particular, 
e,i = e, are the principal idempotents. Also, we have eije,, = eili . Now, let 
U be any neighborhood of 0 in A. Then for everyj there is at least one i >,j 
such that ccl E U. Hence, ej = ejieij E AU. This shows that an open left ideal 
of A contains each principal idempotent. However, the left ideal generated 
by the principal idempotents is dense, and thus A has no proper open left 
ideals. In the same way, for each i there is at least one j < i with eii E U. 
Hence e, =-= eijeji E UA3 and we conclude that -4 has no proper open right 
ideals. 
Because we have taken Aii all to be the ring I’, the category is obviously 
nondegenerate. Also, every Aii is, as a ring, l’ itself. Hence Proposition 10.9 
and Theorem 10.10 assert that the radical of 4 vanishes if, and only if, the 
radical of r vanishes, while A is topologically semi-simple if, and only if, r is. 
We now consider a particular example of such a r. Let K be a finite field, 
and let r be the commutative ring K[x,, , pi ,...I generated by a countable set 
with the relations .~,,a = X, . \Ve assign r the discrete topology, set H, = 0 
all n, and set A, = K[x a ,..., x,]. Then the various hypotheses are satisfied 
and we construct .-I. Now, the radical of r is trivially 0, so that this is also the 
the case for .-1. At the same time, 1‘ is not semi-simple in the classical sense 
(the descending chain condition does not hold), so that r is not topologically 
semi-simple. (Since r is discrete, topological semi-simplicity and classical 
semi-simplicity coincide.) Thus, A is also not topologically semi-simple. 
This provides an example of a locally compact ring having zero radical, 
having no proper open left ideals, no proper open right ideals and which is 
not topologically semi-simple. 
We consider another example of a local category. Let K be a finite field, 
and for every integer i, let d(i) be a positive integer. We take for Q the set of 
all integers and define Aij to be the (finite) group of all matrices with elements 
in K having d(i) rows and d(j) columns. The pairing .Jij x Ajk --> Ai, is 
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defined to be matrix multiplication. Now, we set Rij = Aij if i 3 j and Rij = 0 
if i <.i. That we obtain a local category in this w-ay is trivial to verify. 
Furthermore, if A is the ring of matrices of the category, then A has no 
proper open left ideals and no proper open right ideals (the verification is 
identical to that in the previous example). The category is non-degenerate, 
each Aii is a simple algebra so that A is topologically semi-simple and 
topologically simple. Also, the principal idempotents form a coordinate 
system. 
Section Il. PRIMITIVE RINGS 
In Proposition 9.6 we showed that, for locally compact rings, the con- 
junction of primitivity and topological semi-simplicity is equivalent to the 
conjunction of topological simplicity and the existence of minimal left ideals. 
Furthermore, as was shown in Proposition 9.7, all closed maximal left ideals 
in such a ring are equivalent. Thus, if any such ideal is classical, they all are, 
and the ring is a simple algebra of classical type, Hence, we may restrict our 
discussion to those rings in which the closed maximal ideals are all non- 
classical. Throughout this section, the term “primitive ring” will mean a 
locally compact topologically semi-simple ring which contains an order and 
in which the closed maximal left ideals are nonclassical. I f  A is such a ring 
and e is a minimal idempotent in A, then eAe is a discrete division ring, the 
endomorphism ring of the simple A-module, Ae. Furthermore, for another 
minimal idempotent e’; the division ring e’Ae’ is isomorphic to eAe. (This is 
a consequence of the fact that all closed maximal left ideals of A are equiv- 
alent.) We shall choose arbitrarily some minimal idempotent e of A and shall 
denote, in general, by D the discrete division ring eAe. We recall the remark 
following the proof of Theorem 8.3. Namely, if, in addition to the hypotheses 
already imposed on A, we assume that A has no proper open left ideals, then D 
is a field, algebraic over a prime field of nonzero characteristic. 
Let A be a primitive ring and let e be a minimal idempotent in A. Since we 
assume that A contains an order, we may apply Lemma 7.15, and choose an 
order R in A such that e E R. Then, eRe is an order in D = eile. The 
discreteness of D then yields the finiteness of eRe. Thus, the assumption that 
A contains an order implies that D has nonzero characteristic. I f  p is the 
characteristic of D, then 0 = pD = e(pA)e. Hence, the two-sided ideal pA 
cannot be dense, and hence the topological simplicity of A yields p-4 = 0. 
Thus, a primitive ring has nonzero charcteristic. 
Let A be a primitive ring and let e be a minimal idempotent of A. Then, 
our hypotheses on A include the assertion that eAe is discrete. This fact 
extends in a useful way as is described in the following: 
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PROPOSITION 1 1. I. Let e and e’ be minimal idempotents in a primitive y&g. 
Then ede’ is discrete. 
Proof. !lecause all closed maximal left ideals in .-I are equivalent, the 
sample modules .4e and :le’ arc isomorphic. Hence there are elements ,I 
and 1’ of .-I with the properties: P ,vy, 6’ yx and .v e.Y =m~ .ve’, 
y  e’J 3’~. (These elements may be constructed as follolvs: .v is the image of 
e in .4e’ under some isomorphism from .3e to -4~’ and y  is the image of e’ under 
the inverse of the chosen isomorpliism.) Since r.-le is discrete, there is a 
neighborhood 15 of 0 in z4 such that PI ‘C 0. ‘T’het~, there is a neighborhood 
I ’ of 0 in :I such that I .I’ C 1.. Sow, e I.e’ e ij!.v C el...v eC’e.x: 0, 
and liuice I ’ n e.4r’ C e I .(A’ = 0. Thus, e. Ic’ is discrete. 
To apply this result effectively, wc riced a lemma. 
LFVIM~ 1 I .2. Let e be an idempotent in a I’@ =1 such that Ae is a semi-simple 
~-l-module. Then there are idempotenfs e, ,..., e, in .4 such that: 
(4 C e, c 
(ii) eie, = 0 if i + j 
(iii) ee; e,e ~- ei 
(iv-) -4e, i.s a minimal left ideal 
(v) le is the direct sum LJ 14e, 
(1-i) e.4 is the direct sum u e,.4. 
Proof. Since 4e is both semi-simple and finitely generated, it is the direct 
sum of a finite set of simple submodules S, ,..., S, . Then, e 2 C ej with 
e, t Si . Since Sj C Ae we have e,e == ej . Furthermore, e -= e2 = C eei with 
eei t S, , and hence eei e, . Now, ej = e,e = 2; ejei , and because JJ Si is 
direct, we have eje, = 0 if i ;: j and e,2 ~-: ej . ‘The fact that S, is simple 
yields S, .4e; . Finally, e, eei t -4, so that C e,A C eA, while C e, == e 
implies e-4 Cc e,A and hence e-4 m- C e,.4. Because eiej = 0 if i fj, we 
conclude that C eiA4 is direct. 
\\‘e are now in a position to examine the matrix structure of primitive rings. 
THEOREM I I .3. Let z4 be a primitive ring, R an ovder in A and {wi] a 
coordinate system of R. Then, for every pair (i, j), the group ,4,i :: w,Awj is 
discrete, aud Rgi := wiRwi is firrite. 
Proqf. The idempotents W, and wj have finite rank and A is topologically 
semi-simple. Hence ilwi and .4wj are semi-simple A-modules, and we are 
in a position to apply Lemma 11.2. Let er ,..., e,L and e; ,..., ei, be the minimal 
idempotents associated respectively to wi and wj . Then, wiAwj is the direct 
sum of the subgroups e,i2ei . Furthermore, each e,Aei is discrete; indeed 
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there is a neighborhood 1; of 0 in ;3 such that, for all (k, I), e,L’e; = 0. 
Because of the relation between (ui and wj and the e, and e; , wc have 
wi vuJj : 0. Hence, V n OJJOJ, C UJ~E’OJ, 0 and consequently we conclude 
that =lzj is discrete. Since K,; is a compact subgroup of -/lij, it follows that 
Ziij is finite. 
COROLLAKY 11.4. WitA the same uotatiou as uhoae, forgiven (i, k) c G :< ,(? 
PCE have R,,R$, = 0, almost all j. 
Proof. This follows from the discreteness of &, and the fact that the Hij 
form a compact category. 
Continuing with the same notation, we now know that the groups Kij 
arc all finite. In view of Corollary 11.4, it is not unreasonable to attempt 
to determine the index pairs (i, j) for which Rij -- 0. LVc note first that 
for fisedj, the group Hwj is the direct product, over i, of the groups liij . 
And, secondly, we remark that K is the direct sum of Hwj and R(1 -- wj). 
Thus, keeping j fixed, K( 1 wj) is an open ideal if, and only if, Rwj is finite 
and JLj is finite if, and only if, fiij 0 for almost allj. 
I’HoPOSI’rIOS I 1 s. The following assertions aye equivalent: 
(1) X( 1 wj) is open, for some j. 
(2) -.1 has proper open left ideals. 
(3) R( 1 -- wj) is opeiz, fey all j. 
I’mf. (1) => (2) 
Clearly ‘J( 1 -- wj) is a proper open left ideal. 
(2) ;- (3) 
If  rl has a proper open left ideal, then ‘,I has an open maximal left ideal. 
Since all closed maximal left ideals of .,I arc equivalent, every closed maximal 
left ideal is open. Xow, if e is any idcmpotcnt of :I of finite rank, then Ae is 
a semi-simple A-module with descending chain condition, while A(1 - e) 
is the intersection of closed maximal left ideals. Hence, -I(1 e) is the 
intersection of finitely many closed maximal left ideals, each of which is open. 
Ilcncc _ I(1 - e) is open. In particular, A(1 -- wj) is open, and hence 
R( 1 Wj) R n A(1 wj) is open. 
(3) ’ (1) 
‘I’his is trivial. 
.Vote: Proposition 10.5 remains valid when right and left arc interchanged 
in the various assertions. 
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1Ve set I -- {i Rij i 0) and p(i) {j R,, / 0:. Then the result just 
proved can be summarized as follows: I is finite for some j < > I is finite 
for all j -z> .4 has proper open left ideals. p(i) is finite for some i.::-,(i) is 
finite for all i G A has proper open right ideals. 
As preparation for the nest result concerning these sets p(i) and I, we 
need a lemma: 
LEXV.\ Il.6 IA A be a locally compact ring having no proper open left 
ideals, and such that A contains an order K. If  c is an idempotent of R such that 
He -.- 92 is open, then Re -.. ‘$1” is open for all n 2 1. 
I’wqf. Because A has no proper open left ideals, we know that @ -- rl’J\ 
is a dense two-sided ideal. Since Re 91 is open, we find 1 E Re - @‘, and 
hence 1 e E @. Since 1 e is an idempotcnt, WC‘ also get 1 e c @‘I. 
Kow, @” .4%A% - A%‘, etc., @ A1(JP. Thus, Ae -‘-- A4W -4, or 
He 91” is open. 
JVe apply the lemma to our primitive ring, continuing the earlier notation. 
PR~POSITI~X 11.7. With the same notation as in Theorem 1 1.3, the set f<(j) 
is coz~ntahle, for eaeryj c Q(K), aud the set p(i) is countable, for eaery i C- L?(K). 
I’IYK$ I,et j be a fixed element of G(R). If  -4 has proper open left ideals, 
then. as we have seen above, K(j) is finite and we are done in that case. KOM 
assume that i3 has no proper open left ideals. Since R(1 -- wj) -1 91 is open, 
the lemma asserts that R( 1 (1~;) -. \Jl” is also open. For each n 3 1, choose 
an open two-sided ideal T,, oi iZ such that T!,, C R(1 Wj) . L w Becwse 
bJ,J ’ is a coordinate system, the set of indices i for which wi $ Ip,, is finite. 
IIencc, -Q(R) is the union of a countable set {i ~1, $ T,, for some n} and the set 
i i 01; ;- T3,, for all n). Now, if 02, r; Z’,, for all n, then LIJ~R C n a,, C R( 1 -- w,), 
and hencr wiRwj 0. Thus K(j) is countable. Exactly the same argument, 
with right and left interchanged, yields the countability of p(i). 
I f  -A is primitive, its center is an integral domain so that -4 has no nontrivial 
central idempotents. If  R is an order in A, in general the center of R need 
not be contained in the center of *-I, and R may have non-trivial central 
idempotents. However, if i4 has no proper open left ideals, then the center of 
R is contained in the center of .4 (Proposition 4.18), and hence in that case 
R will have no nontrivial central idcmpotcnts. 
THEOREM 11.8. Let A be a primitive ring containing au order R which has 
110 nontrivial central idempotents. Then Q(R) is countable. 
Z’roof. I f  X is any subset of Q(R), we denote by X’ the union of all the 
sets p(i) and all the sets I, as i and j range over ,Y. Because of Proposition 
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11.7, we know that X’ is countable whenever S is countable. Let k be any 
fixed element of Q(R), set X,, = (K] and r\;,, i m= Xi, . Denote by C the union 
of all ;U, . Then C is a countable set with the property that both p(i) and I 
are contained in C for any element i of C. This may be expressed more 
conveniently as follows: if i andj are elcmcnts of Q(R) such that exactly one 
of them is in C, then R,, == 0 and Ri, -=: 0. I,ct e be the sum of all cry, for 
ig C. Then e is a nonzero idempotent of R, and the above property of C 
asserts that eR( 1 -- e) = 0 and (I - e)Re = 0. However, this say-s that e is 
in the center of R. Consequently, under the hypothesis on R, we conclude 
that e m== 1, which means that C is all of Q(R). Thus, Q(R) is countable. 
Remark. If  iz is a simple algebra of classical type, and R is an order in 9, 
then the radical of R is open. Hence, in this cast, Q(R) is finite. Thus we may 
view Theorem Il.8 as a generalization to the primitive case of this fact about 
simple algebras. 
The hypothesis on the central idempotents of R in Theorem 11.8 cannot be 
dropped. We shall describe an example. Let Q be an arbitrary set, h a finite 
field. Set, for (;,j) E Q x Q, A,j = ii and define the pairing A&i x AA,r; - & 
to be multiplication in K. .41so, set Rij = K if i - j and Rij = 0 otherwise. 
Then it is easy to verify that this forms a local category. We denote by A 
the matrix ring of the category and by R its order n Rij . It is trivial to verify 
that the hypotheses of Theorems 10.10 and 10.11 are valid, and hence ;2 is 
primitive. Now R is merely the product of copies of K, as many as the 
cardinality of Q. Hence R has many central idempotents. For each it Q, 
the sets K(i) and p(i) each have just one element, i itself. Clearly B(R) need 
not be countable since R(R) is 9 itself, and Q is unrestricted. 
Having established Theorem 1 I.8 under the assumption that the ring is 
primitive, we now drop that hypothesis, under appropriate alternative 
hypotheses. We refer the reader to Theorem 4.19 for the proper context in 
which to view the following: 
TmoREnf 11.9. Let A be a topological/y semi-simple ring having no proper 
open left ideals and containing an order R having no nontrivial central idem- 
potents. Then the set of equivalence classes of closed maximal left ideals of Lq is 
countable, and Q(R) is countable. 
Proof. We refer to the proof of Theorem 9.8 for some notation and for 
some information which we shall need here. We denote by A the set of 
equivalence classes of closed maximal left ideals of -4, and for a E A by 
$3, the intersection of the ideals in the equivalence class a. \Ye also set 
A, = AjR, and by R, the image of R in A,. Now, A, is either a primitive 
ring in the sense of this section, or is a classical simple algebra. In either case, 
SZ(R,) is countable. 
Set St,‘) :I K n 51,. Since R is a sub-product of {Ii,], we know, for any 
open ideal I, of K, that F 51,” R for almost all ix. In particular, 
R(I 4 .- 91 -: s‘\,o Ii, for almost all LY, and hence for such ti, 
R(1 -- Wi) : 3,” R. This in turn implies that W, c J:,” for almost all U. 
’ (fV’e are using the notation of {wI, for a coordinate system of R.) Thus if, 
for i E B(R), we denote by F(i) the set of K c A for which wi $ St,“, then F(i) 
is finite. 
I,et Y he an element of A. If  i C- 1(5(R) is such that wi $ Jt,O, then ‘pi 
R(1 Wi) 9I contains Si,Iu because $I, is a maximal two-sided ideal. I f  we 
let G(a) be the set of iEQ(R) f  or which wi + 51,“. then the set of ‘@, , for 
ii G’(m), is exactly the set of closed masimal two-sided ideals of K which 
contain 32,“. Thus, G(ir) is in one-to-one correspondence with Q(K,), and, 
in particular, G(ol) is countable. I;urthcrmore, :I EF(i) and iG G(a) are 
equivalent conditions. It is clear that ;I is the union of all the sets I+‘(i), and 
hence when we have verified that Q(R) ‘; . 1, countable, \ve will also halre verified 
that A is countable. 
Let K he any fixed element of R(H); we set S,, (k’, and we construct a 
sequence of subsets LY7,, of Q(R) and I,, of A. IT ‘e define l7,1 to he the union 
of all the sets F(i) as i ranges over -\-,, , and define -\7,i. 1 as the union of all the 
sets G(L\) as Y ranges over I,, . It is clear that each set thus constructed is 
countable. \Ve denote the union of all ‘Y,, by S and the union of all I,, 1)~ I-. 
‘I’hen <I’ and I7 arc countable subsets of R(R) and A, respectively. Also, if 
i F .I- then F(i) C I-, while if (Y F- I7 then C(A) C S. Now denote by r the sum 
of all OJ, for i E X. Then e is an idempotent of fi. I f  N is any element of j 1, 
then the image of e in R, is either 0 (if Y c I-) or 1 (if :Y k Ir). Hence, viewing 
Z? as a suhring of n K, , the clement r is in the center of J I R, and hence c is 
a central idempotent of R. Siocc e is clearly not 0, we have c 1 and hence 
.Y Q(R). Thus, Q(R) is countable, and therefore A is also countable. 
COROLI.AHY 11.10. Cttdrv the santp ItJpotheses as in Theorem 1 I .9, the 
rings R attd ;I haw a rotmtahle basis fh the tw<~hhorhoods at 0. 
l+mf. If !j.?, ..., p,, arc open maximal two-sided ideals of fi, then 
($5, n ... n ‘Q,Jh is open because of the hypothesis that iI has no proper open 
left ideals (<:orollary 5.3). ‘I’h c set of ideals having this form is countable 
because L?(R) is countable. Furthermore, the intersection of two ideals of 
this form contains another of this form. ITinally, if FD is any open two-sided 
ideal of K, and ‘1;, ,..., ‘& are the open maximal t\vo-sided ideals of Ii which 
contain P, then there is a positive integer h with (?& n ... n $\jl)k C 3. 
For the next result we shall change our notation (temporarily) so as to 
conform with that which n-as used in the preceding section in the description 
of an cs;~mplc given there. 
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PROPOSITION 11 .l 1. Let r be a totally nonclassical ring having no proper 
open left ideals and containing an order A, such that Q(A,) is countable. 
Then, there is a locally compact ring A having neither proper open left nor right 
ideals and an idempotent e E A such that ede is isomorphic to r. Furthermore, 
if r is topologically semi-simple then A is also topologically semi-simple, and if r 
is primitive theft A is also primitive. 
Proof. Because of the assumption on Q(A,), there is a sequence 
a; , . ..) a,; , . . . of open two-sided ideals in A, whose intersection is 0. Let 3, 
be the intersection 3; n ... n a: ; then a, ,..., DD, ,... are again open 
two-sided ideals which form a descending chain 10,X D, 3 ... and fi 3, = 0. 
NOW set H, == & = ni ani. Since r is totally nonclassical, H, is still an 
open two-sided ideal in A, and we still have Nr 3 Hz 3 ... with (7 H, : 0. 
In addition H 2 = H,, . 
Now def&e”A, as the set of elements x E r such that xH, C H, and 
IJ,,.y C H, . Then A, is an open subring of r, and A, is also compact because r 
has no proper open left ideals. Furthermore, because H,” = H,, , the con- 
dition on an element x E r that xH, C flrb is the same as the condition 
sFi, CA,, . (Similarly on the right side.) Hence A, C A, C ..., and A,,LH,, = 
H,,A,,, m= H, whenever n 3 m. Finally, if x E r then there is an open ideal 3 
of A,, such that x3 CA,, and 3x C A,. Since {HTt} form a basis at 0, there is 
an n with mH, C A, and Hrlx C A, and hence x E A, . Thus, u A, z== r. 
We now construct the local category associated to I’, {A,,) and {HVt} as in 
the previous section. In this construction the index set is 2, and R,i = I’ 
for all (i,j). As was noted in the earlier description of the example, A has no 
proper open left nor right ideals. Also, if e is any of the principal idempotents 
of the category, then e,4e is isomorphic to l? Finally, the category is non- 
degenerate, and ilij = r # 0, so that, using Theorems 10.10 and 10.11, we 
conclude that 4 is topologically semi-simple if r is, while -1 is topologically 
simple if ris. 
We return to the study of primitive rings using again the notation wherein 
(~~1 is a coordinate system of an order R of a primitive ring z4. Up to this 
point, our emphasis has been on the groups Rj, ; we now examine the 
groups --lij . 
Since -4ii =:= wiAwi , the fact that .4 is primitive carries over to imply 
that Aii is also primitive. However, Ai, is discrete, so that the topological 
semi-simplicity implies that A,, is semi-simple in the classical sense,and hence 
Aii is a simple algebra and is the ring of n x n matrices over a division ring 
(for some n). Also, Aij is a semi-simple left A,,-module as well as a semi- 
simple right Ajj-module. Thus we see that the groups ilij are quite special. 
However, we can prove much more. 
We fix a minimal idempotent e of A, and set D = eAe. Then D is a discrete 
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division ring of nonzero characteristic which we know to be an absolutely 
algebraic field in case ,4 has no proper open left ideals. We use Lemma 1 1.2 
once more. For i E Q(R) we choose idempotents eli),..., e$‘, in =1 such that: 
(2) ,$;;i :: ,;lwi = e;;l 
(3) eF)ei;) -= 0 if p f v 
(4) e,‘ (Q is a minimal idempotent of ‘4. 
It should be emphasized that while these idempotents et) exist in rl, they are 
not in general to be found in R. 
As in the proof of Proposition 11.1, the ideals rle and Aei) are isomorphic 
,4-modules, so that there are elements (2’ and 72’ in A with the properties: 
Again it should be emphasized that in general these 6:) and 72) are not to be 
found in R. 
By combining (l)-(4) with (5)-(7), we also have: 
if PLfV 
Now if m and n are positive integers, we denote by &‘?,,,,,(D) the set of all 
matrices with elements in D of m rows and n columns. 
Let i and j be elements of L?(R) and let .X be an element of --Iij == wi.-lwi . 
Then, because of (5) and (6), ~~)x~~ (j) is an element of eAe = D, so that this 
gives rise to a matrix in Mdci,,dcjj(D). We denote by @u,j)(,) the matrix thus 
obtained, so that @oJ is a map from A4ij to MdCi,,d(j,(D). It is clear that Dci~” 
is additive. At the same time. 
It follows that (P(~J) is a monomorphism. It also maps Jij onto ~c~~~,,,~(~,(D) 
as we see by the following. Suppose (cUU) E Md,i,,d,j,(D). Set 
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(using (7) and (8)). Thus, @ci.j) : ,gij - MdCi),d(j,(0) is an isomorphism of the 
two abelian groups. (There is no question of topology because both groups 
are discrete.) 
I f  m, n, r are positive integers, matrix multiplication defines a pairing 
~m,n(D) x wz,T(D) - KL@). y  I ow let i, i, k be elements of Q(R), let x 
be an element of Aii and y  an element of Ajk . Then, 
(@w)(,)@(jA( y)),,, = C @(i,~)(,),to@cj,k)( y),,, 
This shows that the isomorphisms cP~s~) from Aij to Md,,,,,,,(D) are consistent 
with the pairings Afj x Ajk + Ai, and the pairings 
We may therefore view the local category {aij} as the category of matrices 
{“dCr),bij)(D)i with matrix multiplication for the pairings, and the subgroups 
Rij of Aij isomorphic to suitable finite subgroups of &Z~(i,,d(j,(D). 
This may be reversed to give a procedure which in principle will yield all 
primitive rings. We choose a discrete division ring D of nonzero characteristic, 
a set B and a positive integer d(i) for each element i E Q. Define -ljj to be the 
(discrete) group Mdt,,,,&D), and define the pairing (li, x -3,,+ --li, to be 
matrix multiplication. With this choice made, the data needed for a local 
category is completed by choosing a finite subgroup R, of -qi, for each 
(;,j) E 52 x 52, these choices being subjected to the axioms Ll-L4. If  we now 
denote by A and R the matrix rings of the local category, then whatever the 
choice of Rij may have been, Theorems 10.10 and 10.11 guarantee that B is a 
primitive ring. At the same time it is simple to verify that the division ring 
belonging to any minimal idempotent of A is D itself. In every case R is an 
order in ,4. Theorem 10.7 tells us how to decide whether the principal 
idempotents of the category form a coordinate system. Finally, should the 
principal idempotents actually form a coordinate system, then an examination 
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of the sets p(i), I (d escribed after the proof of Proposition 11.5) provide a 
simple test to determine whether A has proper open right ideals andjor proper 
open left ideals. Should we wish initially to construct only those primitive 
rings having no proper open left ideals, then we may restrict our initial steps to 
choosing D to be an absolutely algebraic field of nonzero characteristic, and 
to choosing D to be a countable set. Otherwise, the rest of the procedure 
remains the same. (It should be remarked that D may be taken to be ~zny 
absolutely algebraic field of nonzero characteristic.) 
All our examples of primitive rings without proper open left ideals have 
the property that (relative to a coordinate system) for i -# j either l?,, ~~ 0 
or Rj, 7 0. \f’e do not know whether this is necessarily always the case. 
We should like to use this opportunity to express our appreciation to the Mathematics 
Departments of the University of California at Berkeley and of Harvard University 
for the hospitality extended to the authors during much of the time this paper was in 
preparation. 
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